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PROMPT SCRIPT 
THE GLASS 
MENAGERIE 
BY TENNESSEE WILLIAMS 
* 
PLAY IN TWO ACTS 
* 
DRAMATISTS 
PLAY SERVICE 
INC. 
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COPYRIGHT, 1945 (AS AN UNPUBLISHED PLAY) 
BY TENNESSEE WILLIAMS AND EDWINA D. WILLIAMS 
CoPYRIGHT, 1945 (REVISED AND PUBLISHED VERSION) 
BY TENNESSEE WILLIAMS AND EDWINA D. WILLIAMS 
CoPYRIGHT, 1948 (REVISED AND PUBLISHED VERSION) 
BY TENNESSEE WILLIAMS AND EDWINA D. WILLIAMS 
CAUTION: Professionals and amateurs are hereby warned that THE 
GLASS MENAGERIE, being fully protected under the copyright laws 
of the United States of America, the British Empire, including the Do-
minion of Canada, and all other countries of the Copyright Union, is 
subject to royalty. All rights, including professional, amateur, motion 
picture, recitation, lecturing, public reading, radio and television broad-
casting, and the rights of translation into foreign languages, are strictly 
reserved. Particular emphasis is laid on the question of readings, per-
mission for which must be obtained in writing from the author's agent. 
All inquiries (except for amateur rights) should be addressed to the 
author's agent, MCA Artists, Ltd., 598 Madison Avenue, New York, 
N.Y. 
The amateur acting rights of THE GLASS MENAGERIE are controlled 
exclusively by the DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, INc. , 14 East 38th Street, 
New York 16, N. Y. No amateur performance of the play may be given 
without obtaining in advance the written permission of the Dramatists 
Play Service, Inc., and paying the requisite fee. 
'Note on 1ncidental :Music and Sound Effects 
Music used in the original production of this play, composed by Paul 
Bowles, is on a specially made set of three records. These are sold only 
in sets and include all of Mr. Bowles' music written for the play. The 
use of these three records in the play requires a production fee, which is 
payable to the Service. 
The three records may be ordered through the DRAMATISTS PLAY SERV-
ICE at $10.90 per set, packing and carrying charges included. 
The following sound effect records, which may be used in connection 
with the play, are procurable through the DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE at 
$2.45 each, which price includes packing and carrying charges. 
No. 5005 Church bell 
No. 4070 Thunder 
As indicated in the text, victrola records used on-stage and dance music 
off-stage, are left to the discretion of the individual producer. 
I 
THE GLASS MENAGERIE was produced by Eddie Dowling and 
Louis ). Singer at the Playhouse Theatre, New York City, on March 
31, 1945, with the following cast: 
THE MoTHER .... . .. . .. ..... . ...... .. . . . . .. . ... . Laurette Taylor 
HER SoN ... . . . ............. ....... .............. Eddie Dowling 
HER DAUGHTER .. ... . . . . . .. ..... .. . .. . .. . ... .. ... .. Julie Haydon 
THE GENTLEMAN CALLER ... . .. . . ... ...... . . .. ..... Anthony Ross 
SCENE 
An alley in St. Louis. 
PART I: Preparation for a Gentleman Caller. 
PART II: The Gentleman Calls. 
TIME: Now and the Past. 
Setting designed and lighted by ]o MIELZINER. 
Original Music composed by PAuL BowLES. 
Staged by MR. DowLING and MARGO ]ONES. 
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STAGING THE PLAY 
Practical Suggestions by tbe Publisher 
In issuing this new text of 'Jbe ylass :Menagerie, intended primarily 
for producing groups, a few words from us would seem called for. We 
urge all who · are going to direct and mount the play to read these 
notes with care. 
The present edition differs from the book of the play as first issued 
by Random House: the dialogue itself has to some extent been revised 
by the author, and the stage directions likewise. The latter have been 
drastically changed in order to guide the director and actor. 
Mr. Williams' careful directions and explanations throughout the 
text will prove most helpful in that they crystallize and explain various 
moods which are to be sought, and while some of these directions are 
very specific, others are intended rather as guides to the creation of 
the necessary atmosphere. As the author has stated in his Production 
'Notes, the play "can be presented with unusual freedom of conven-
tion." 
The text printed in this book is a faithful indication of the way the 
play was produced in New York and on the road, but nonprofessional 
directors are advised to follow the actual means of presentation which 
seems to them most effective. In other words, such producers are of-
fered any of a variety of different means of production, the only point 
to be stressed being that the production should of course adhere closely 
to the spirit of the play as written by the author. 
For instance, the use of the two scrim curtains described in the stage 
directions may not be thought the best means of achieving that air of 
unreality that is often called for; the black-outs as described in the 
stage directions may be discarded for the occasional fall of the house 
curtain; Mr. Bowles' music (especially arranged on three records which 
we can furnish-see copyright page), although carefully cued into the 
text, need not necessarily be used at the precise places indicated by the 
music cues. It · should be further stated that although the music on these 
records was that used for the professional production in New York, it is 
not absolutely essential that it should be used in this play at all. It is, 
however, highly recommended both by the author and by ourselves. 
Special Note on Music Records: Some producers find it difficult to 
fit the music cues as indicated in this text into the three records. Bear in 
mind that the director is given almost complete leeway as to where the 
incidental music shall be used. 
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A few other points may be here indicated: the actual shape of the 
fire-escape landing may be modified; the alley-way at the left of the 
stage as indicated in the stage diagram, prepared especially for this 
acting edition by Mr. ]o Mielziner, on Page 63, need not (and prob-
ably will not) be used at all, and the one or two entrances mentioned 
as being made in that alley-way can very easily be made in the similar 
alley to the right of the stage; the music as played in the dance hall 
down right may be chosen from among the popular dance tunes of the 
1920's, without reference to this or that particular title, while the same 
thing applies to the records used by Laura on the phonograph. While 
the exact position of each door and piece of furniture is described in 
the stage directions and shown in the stage diagram, the director should 
be permitted considerable leeway in making his own changes in such 
matters. 
In a word, the present text gives all the hints, suggestions and actual 
directions for production, but provided the director, having studied what 
is here printed, wishes to use other means to achieve a complete and 
unified production according to his own views, he should be encouraged 
to do so. 
It should certainly be made clear to most d:rectors that too great con-
cern over certain technical details is not only unnecessary, but may 
easily interfere with the totality of effect to be sought throughout the 
entire play. For example, the glass figures which are Laura's "menag-
erie" need be no more than small clear glass objects which can be barely 
distinguished by the audience, presumably a few small cheap ornaments 
that can be bought at any ten-cent store. 
The only off-stage sound effects of any complexity or importance are 
the thunder and distant church bells as described in the stage directions. 
Sound effect records suggesting these are mentioned on the copyright 
page of the present volume. 
DRAMATISTs PLAY SERVIcE, INc. 
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AUTHOR'S PRODUCTION NOTES 
Being a "memory play," Jbe ylass :Menagerie can be presented with 
unusual freedom of convention. Because of its considerably delicate or 
tenuous material, atmospheric touches and subtleties of direction play 
a particularly important part. Expressionism and all other unconven-
tional techniques in drama have only one valid aim, and that is a closer 
approach to truth. When a play employs unconventional techniques, it 
is not, or certainly shouldn't be, trying to escape its responsibility of 
dealing with reality, or interpreting experience, but is actually or should 
be attempting to find a closer approach, a more penetrating and vivid 
expression of things as they are. The straight realistic play with its 
genuine frigidaire and authentic ice-cubes, its characters that speak 
exactly as its audience speaks, corresponds to the academic landscape 
and has the same virtue of a photographic likeness. Everyone should 
know nowadays the unimportance of the photographic in art: that truth, 
life, or reality is an organic thing which the poetic imagination can 
represent or suggest, in essence, only through transformation, through 
changing into other forms than those which were merely present in 
appearance. 
These remarks are not meant as a preface only to this particular 
play. They have to do with a conception of a new, plastic theatre 
which must take the place of the exhausted theatre of realistic conven-
tions if the theatre is to resume vitality as a part of our culture. 
THE Music 
Another extra-literary accent in this play is provided by the use of 
music. A single recurring tune, "The Glass Menagerie," is used to 
give emotional emphasis to suitable passages. This tune is like circus 
music, not when you are on the grounds or in the immediate vicinity 
of the parade, but when you are at some distance and very likely 
thinking of something else . It seems under those circumstances to con-
tinue almost interminably and it weaves in and out of your preoccupied 
"J consciousness; then it is the lightest, most delicate music in the world 
and perhaps the saddest. It expresses the surface vivacity of life with 
the underlying strain of immutable and inexpressible sorrow. When 
you look at a piece of delicately spun glass you think of two things : 
how beautiful it is and how easily it can be broken. Both of those ideas 
should be woven into the recurring tune, which dips in and out of the 
play as if it were carried on a wind that changes. It serves as a thread 
of connection and allusion between the narrator with his separate point 
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in time and space and the subject of his story. Between each episode 
it returns as reference to the emotion, nostalgia, which is the first 
condition of the play. It is primarily Laura's music and therefore comes 
out most clearly when the play focuses upon her and the lovely fragility 
ofglass which is her image. 
THE LIGHTING 
The lighting in the play is not realistic. In keeping with the at-
mosphere of memory, the stage is dim. Shafts of light are focused on 
selected areas or actors, sometimes in contradistinction to what is the 
apparent center. For instance, in the quarrel scene between Tom and 
Amanda, in which Laura has no active part, the clearest pool of light 
is on her figure. This is also true of the supper scene, when her silent 
figure on the sofa should remain the visual center. The light upon 
Laura should be distinct from the others, having a peculiar pristine 
clarity such as light used in early religious portraits of female saints or 
madonnas. A certain correspondence to light in religious paintings, such 
as El Greco's, where the figures are radiant in atmosphere that is rela- . 
tively dusky, could be effectively used throughout the play. ( It will also 
permit a more effective use of the screen.) A free, imaginative use of 
light can be of enormous value in giving a mobile, plastic quality to 
plays of a more or less static nature. 
NoTES ON THE CHARACTERs 
AMANDA WINGFIELD (the mother): A little woman of great but con-
fused vitality, clinging frantically to another time and place. Her char-
acterization must be carefully created, not copied from type. She is not 
paranoiac, but her life is paranoia. There is much to admire in Amanda, 
and as much to love and pity as there is to laugh at. Certainly she has 
endurance and a kind of heroism, and though her foolishness makes 
her unwittingly cruel at times, there is tenderness in her slight person. 
LAURA WINGFIELD (her daughter) : Amanda, having failed to estab-
lish contact with reality, continues to live vitally in her illusions, but 
Laura's situation is even graver. A childhood illness has left her crip-
pled, one leg slightly shorter than the other, and held in a brace. This 
defect need not be more than suggested on the stage. Stemming from 
this, Laura's separation increases till she is like a piece of her own glass 
collection, too exquisitely fragile to move from the shelf!" 
·ToM WINGFIELD (her son) : And the narrator 'of the play. A poet 
with a job in a warehouse. H is nature is not remorseless,. but to escape 
from a trap he has to act without pity. 
]IM O 'CoNNOR (the gentleman caller): A nice, ordinary, young man. 
T.W. 
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THE GLASS MENAGERIE 
ACT I 
SCENE 1 
Jhe '}IJingfield apartment is in the rear of the building, 
one of those vast hive-like conglomerations of cellular 
living-units that flower as warty growths in over-crowded 
urban centers of lower middle-class population and are 
symptomatic of the impulse of this largest and fundamen-
tally enslaved section of American society to avoid fluidity 
and differentiation and to exist and function as one inter-
fused mass of automatism. Jhe apartment faces an alley 
atld is entered by a fire-escape , a structure whose name 
is a touch of accidental poetic truth, for all of these huge 
buildings are always burning with the slow and implacable 
fires of human d.esperation. Jhe fire-escape is included in 
the set-that is, the landing of it and steps descending 
from it. ('Note that the stage L. alley may be entirely 
omitted, since it is never used except for Jam's first en-
trance, which can take place stage R.) Jhe scene is mem-
ory and is therefore nonrealistic . .ll'lemory takes a lot of 
poetic license. 1t omits ·some details , others are exag-
gerated, according to the emotional value of the articles 
it touches, for memory is seated predominantly in the 
heart. Jhe interior is therefore rather dim and poetic. 
(As soon as the house lights dim, dance-hall music heard 
on-stageR. Old popular music of, say, 1915-1920 period. 
Jhis continues until Tom is at fire-escape landing, having 
lighted cigarette, and begins speaking.) 
AT RISE: .,u tbe Ji:Ye of tbe lnnrse-curtai~, tk>e audiencg is-
..Jt;ced with the dark, E}rim r;ea.Pwall of tBe '147inEJfie.!d.lene=..-
+I'IBillr. (119.€ staEJe set ~re~e1 is soewetl ewt by a~.uze­
~urfRin, &t'hicb sttE}E}ests tl~e-f-r-tmt--paff;-o.utside, ..of~ 
.fulildillEJ."J- Jhis building, which runs parallel to the foot -
lights, is flanked on both sides by dark, narrow alleys 
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which nm i11to murky canyons of tangled clotheslines, 
garbage cans and the sinister lattice-work of neighboring 
fire-escapes. ('Jhe alleys are actually in darkness, and the 
objects just mentioned are not visible.) 1t is up and down 
these side alleys that exterior entrances and exits are 
made, during the play . .At the end of 'J om's opening com-
merJtary,.Jlie dt;ld~ te11en~ent t~ttH sltm'ly retJel!l/.t; (19) mel!l"s 
ef t1 transpanm"7'1 the interior of the ground j1oor 'Wing -
field apartment. ~llu:e £!1rt6lil'l, wi:Jicb swj~est5 f1 ""! tmr<t 
-ef euild.~:ises on the intgrier .~;gt) Downstage is the 
living room, which also serves as a sleeping room for 
"TT M ·~the day-bed unfolding to make h&Sbed. Just above 
this is a small stool or table on which is a telephone. 'Up-
stage, c. , and divided by a wide arch 8r SirO'd f2rosw--
r r r:z'th t rau s,hq' ?J?t jedsd-,-,partierPs (or se cond curtq+w.; 
''seeanel eurtai!'l" is BGfuttll) the il'll<H'r gauze 'Hrt61i11 9e-
h~een tl<Je liPing.-r;eam-anel the elini11g 1 ""'"· tfjbieb i:! ttf' 
-stil']e af it), is the dining -room. 1n an old-fashioned 
what-not in the living-room are seen scores of transparent 
glass animals . .A blown-up photograph of th e fath er· hangs 
on the wall of the living-room, facing the audience, to the 
L. of the archway. 1t is the face of a very handsome young 
man in a doughboy's ::First 'World 'War cap. 'He is gallantly 
smiling, ineluctably smiling, as if to say, "1 will . be smiling 
forever." ('Note that all that is essential in connection with 
dance-hall is that the window be shown lighting lower 
part of alley. 1t is uot necessary to show any considerable 
part of dance-hall .) ~be Q!!diP1<1'e l?li'an· 1111ol sees tl<Je Bf'Hm 
.j119 ~"'~'~"' in tbe di1<1i1<19 -ro"m ti<Jreutji<J betkl tbe transp~!!rent 
ifourtb wall (tl9is i1 .the gauze cu1 tain w.I<JiEJg su~~e:;t:; IHtf 
..side of huflding) gf f'he bujlding and +be trqn spQrel'lt ~CHt:Ze 
. portjeres of the dining-room arcb 1t is ohtrii!!J this 1 eoeal -
iu~ '"'"'~'~e th>~t tw e feurth wilt! sl"~~'lJ ascends, out of :!igh~. 
Thi£ tr61!~SPJtl!<e<nt-exk!:ior wall is not b1 ought d"nm a~Q.i.n 
,H<lti1 th e ner:r-entLaf the pia)', during 1o14~ · s fi11al 5pe'i'Ch. 
'Jbe narrator is an undisguised convention of the play. 
'He takes wbatever license with dramatic convention as is 
convenient to his purposes. 
1om enters dressed as a mercbant sailor from alley , stage 
L. {i.e ., stage r< . if L. alley ij amiHeol) , <md £tn~lls f!Grg95 
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Jhe frant af the sf(,J~e tr? the fore es~~~~w ( 7~js i5_ fiJe fin:-
•eSG(,JJ;IB l(,Jndil'lg s19-ewtHtt--rliz:l!}fflm Of~ f'l. --&9. 1om 111 0i)' leAA 
~ai11st grillw"rk ef this as l:!e lights {;igarette .)- Jhe1·e 1Je 
stl'lf':l tm61 li~hts a ei§arette. 'Re add.resses the audience. 
TOM. I have tricks in my pocket-! have things up my sleeve-
but I am the opposite of the stage magician. He gives you illusion 
that has the appearance of truth. I give you truth in the pleasant 
disguise of illusion.;1 take you back to an ailey ·in St. Louis. The 
time that quair[1Jeriod when the huge middle class of America was 
matriculating 1 a school for the blind. Their eyes had failed 
them, or they had failed their eyes, and so they were having their 
fingers pressed forcibly down on the fiery Braille alphabet of a _ I 
dissolving economy f-In Spain there was revolution.-Here there -------r(l f) £u ·ro{>6 .TV>/(.,~ 
was only shouting and confusion and labor disturbances, some- . F 0 1.) & H !"', t-h:/\-~ 
times violent, in otherwise peaceful cities such as ·aeveland- W ~ cJ. 1 d YlO -~ 1 I') G-) Chicago-Detroit. . . . That is the social background of this play 
. . . The play is memory. . Being a memory 
play, it is dimly lighted, it is sentimental, it is not realistic.-In 
memory everything seems· to happen to music.-1······· 
·····~~~~- I am the narrator of the play, and also a char-
acter in it. The others characters in the play are my mother, 
Amanda, my sister, Laura , and a gentleman caller who appears in 
the final scenes. He is the most realistic character in the play, be-
ing an. emissary from a world that we were somehow set apart 
from.-But having a poet's weakness for symbols, I am using this 
character as a symbol-as the long-delayed but always expected 
something that we live for.-There is a fifth character who doesn' t 
appear other than in a photograph hanging on the wall. When you 
see the picture of this grinning gentleman,' please remember this is 
our fathet who left us a long time ago. He was a telephone man 
who fell in . love with long distance- so he gave up his job with 
the telephone company and skipped the light fantastic out of town. 
. . . The last we heard of him was a picture postcard from the 
Pacific coast of Mexico, containing a message of two words-
'"'-------------"Hello~Good-bye!" and no address. tCLIGHTS UP IN DINING 
ROOM. '1om exits R. 'Re goes off downstage, takes off his sailo~ 
overcoat and skull -fitting knitted cap and remains off-stage by din-
ing-room R. door for his entrance cue . ..Amanda's voice becomes 
audible through the portieres-;.-e, 911uze GHrMii~S -separating d-4+--
11 
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-~ rggm fwrl'l l it?iH~ ft\)G;I'f.l.. ~411'li!nol..t t!IIA fauril >~re o:eitteol ~t ti 
drBf;J leaf table. 4manda io: £ittin~ in G. Gl9 >~ir i!nd [aura in L. chair. 
Eati1~~ is iniJi<O>Itrui by 9eshrres et:Jithe~:~t feBd or erte.nsils. - 4~:~aal:l~ 
jaw< t~e ~utJieuce :The interior of the dining-room bas li.t up softly 
-tmei tl9rBu9b tee s~>rim 9au;;;;e-cw-tt~i1~S 1:11e see Ama!'loda r:urd 
[aura seated at the table in the u sta e area. 
~~~!t!~~ou know, Laura, I had the unniest 
·church last Sunday. The church was crowded exce one pew 
way down front and in that was just one li woman. I smiled 
very sweetly at her and said, "Excu e, would you mind if I 
1'\ , rr- shared this pew?" "I certain ould," she said, "this space is 
\:...v I rented.'' Do you kno at is the first time that I ever knew that OU) 
~ ...... ..A • the Lord rent space. (Dining-room gauze curtains open auto-
.!Yllh Q.il '.. 'ion'\) matical . _ ese Northern Episcopalians! I can ... u,nr;d;.;;;ef;rs~t;:;an~d~t;h;;e~:...:_ _ _ ________ _ 
"/C\1\ d.\()()£,r --------t t ernE isco alians but these Northern ones, no. (1om enters -
W\ ~l. &<C;;- G.o\£t dining-room R., slips over to tabl~ and sits m c air R. ) Honey, 
(\ \ don't push your food with your fingers. If you have to Rush your ~ I~ r1~\--,TI food with something, the thing to use is a crust of bread.Jl.ou must 
fV\.o 'tt~~. chew your food. Animals have secretions in their stomachs which 
'enable them to digest their food without mastication, but htiman 
( \ I') --ru::e •-r:.r 0~ 
A's 9\>e~cl\ 
\ ~~ctst-s ~-"'-c.,i\ 
\?fed'.\\~ ~\0'\ 
\{)O ~~TIOfo.l . <?.fe~ 
IS £:¢;lf,n'\ a..~~ 
· beings must chew their food before they swallow it down, and 
: chew, chew/ Oh, eat leisurely. Eat leisurely. A well-cooked meal 
. has many delicate flavors that have to be held in the mouth for 
\ appreciation, not just gulped dow'!flp ~ 
hAl.) , lhiJ ~ei11t t~e 9@1 im !if I >a if ·b~trr cieeielM !e ll!iil! it 4J!I; 
h ~~· O'!IJ tt"!JIIIMtint!j i:ld · P111 rjses here And drri not 1 11 It 0 1 ~. :g · rtiljull f M1 1 pll f(J.~I\'\youwanttogive 
your saJivary glands a chance to function?/ . 
TOM. Mother I haven't enjoyed one bite of my dinner because 
of your constant directions on how to eat it. It's you that makes 
me hurry through my meals with your hawk-like attention to every 
bite I take. It's disgusting-all this discussion of animals' secretion 
-salivary glands-masticationf (GsF? es 4 tli fH'tbt!il if: Jj~ 
ing ' Cant n 1 Ugkts si§d: e He:') 
AMANDA. Temperament like a Metropolitan star! l.JYJ:ou;nc;'r~:te~nu:ol.t.t_. _ ____________ _ 
~s~ 
fl't;t*'"l "~~ 
~+T."') 
excused from this table. 
TOM. I'm getting a cigarette. 
AMANDA. You smoke too much. 
LAURA. o(:;p.isin~.) Mother, Ell bring in the cQffee . 
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AMANDA. No, no, no, no. You sit down. I'm .going to .be the 
r::::------oij!oi~~--~ --o-"<rQii!.LLQJQred.ho..~ ' - '·e going to be the lady. 
LAURA. I'm already up. 
_________ _... _ _ _ __ _.r.:un~I:lA. Res_ll,llle J-our seat: You keep your-
.. i· 
-----·----
self fresh and pretty for the gentlemen callers. (£aura sits.) 
LAURA. I'm not expecting any gentlemen callers. 
AMANDA. ('J11h8 J,119 ~ u11 gathering di&I:J@& jr01m tAble qua lso!iol 
i•g *hem 0111 tr~y) Well, the nice thing about them is they come 
when they're least ex.PecteQ.. Why, I remember one Sunday after-
noon in Blue Mountain when your mother w.as a girl . . . ( yoes 
out for c;offee, u . R.) 
---~-__.......XO..b..Jl know what's coming now! '{Eattl ·a 1 is@f,) · 
LAURA. Yes. But let her tell it . .(,;1 I IS. f lery lsW,C:ri:tso) ---------------------~--~T~O~M. ~A~g~ai~n~?~ 
------------ 'iol:J t< ~o c.u LAURA. She le, es ts tel+-it. 
AMANDA. (Entering from R. m dining -roon·i:...~·-··•••• 
·illillliillill••••--•••••_,. I remember one Sunday 
afternoon in Blue Mountain when your mother was a girl she re-
ce· seventeen-gentlemen callers! (Ali ttl I: e: 63 u to S'om 
1 I I 3 . fl ' I I 653@£ b.! ::!iii Iii! it i lib !5 IJt:' 
iYEI 4 I j 5 l l 1 t ttl& II M'' 
3 L It ·; 1 1 ' ' 8 -/ : r: 1 tw'n 
how £ hs lo<..t~ 
To -~\\ 1\. 
~--------~!!!~~~~~!:='~~Why, sometimes there weren't chairs 
---- enough to accommodate them all and we had to send the colored 
boy over to the parish house to fetch the folding chairs./ 
TOM. How did you entertain all those gentlemen callers? ~ - - - ( ~G-G--S ;-tE,~ Ot.lJ 
:fi:tisliy s:ts 111 211 :::cheti: JC.) · 
AMANDA. I happened to understand the art of conversation! 
TOM. I bet you could talk! ;.1 . , t':::=========!::===~A.~M~A~N~DF Well, I could. All the girls in my day could, I tell you. p __ 7 ( 1- 1-H\·T" 1 ~Q.(,.lH>E--> '1/00; TOM. - '-)'M-HUM. t..f-tuR.{}. lhCl:t~ ti_j 
AMANDA .. They knew how to entertain their gentlemen callers./ / W P.t--y !::} t;) U YYJI.t'ST ~( ,-..-.,-----------· -· 
It wasn't enough for a girl to be possessed of a pretty face and a / 
-----------'-----.s:-ra;;,c;;,;e;;;,fu.;.;.;l~fi"'!gF-ur;..;e~,;,;a.;...;lt...,h_ou'-'g"-h-:---"I;--:--w-"a,;;.:sn.,_',;:.,.t slighted in either res ect. 1She · 
also needed to have a nimble wit and a tongue to meet all occa-
sions. 
TOM. What did you talk about? - (.4\.JES!t-eP 1 NJa. 
r----------~~----;.:A:,:.,;M~Ac.o:....N:.:;D:;.;;A...,_,. Why, we'd talk about things of importance going on ~t.. A-~1 t....IT'{ n;, 
in t~e world! Never anything common or coarse or....:tJJlgar)My r- ~ 1.. )() 
callers were gentlemen-all! Some of the most prominent m~n on -(<!ent_f\~i't:, d 1u 1 s. 1 c J.;J 
-·- -------- 13 f-'t"G()) \>~~\0\:JS. 
0- 0N U E Rs.A-r"LC~) 
------------- - - -- ----
--------------------.......... .... 
the Mississippi Delta-planters and sons of planters! There was 
young Champ Laughlin. He later ecame-
Vice-President of the Delta Planters' Bank. And Hadley Stevenson;------==-==--?~-==;.....--o;;;;;;:: 
he was drowned in Moon Lake,LMy goodness, he certainly left 
his widow well provided for-a hundred and fifty thousand dollars 
in government bonds/ And the Cutrere Brothers-Wesley and 
Bates. Bates was one of my own bright particular beaus! But he 
. got in a quarrel with that wild Wainwright boy and they shot it 
out on the floor of Moon Lake Casino. Bates was shot through the 
stomach. He died in the ambulance on his way to MemphiyHe 
certainly left his widow well provided for, too-eight or ten thou-
sand acres, no less. He never loved that woman; she just caught 
him on the reboum~/ My picture was found on him the night he 
died/ Oh and that ooy, that boy that every girl in the Delta was 
setting her cap for! That beautiful (MUSIC FADES OUT) bril:...__ 
liant young Fitzhugh boy from Greene County!/ 
TOM. What did he leave his widow? 
AMANDA. He never marrie What's the matter with you-you 
talk as though all my old a rilirers had turned up their toes to 
the daisies! 
TOM. Isn' t this the first you've mentioned that still survives? 
( Qam\'()\!lA-no~ -------- AMANDA. He made an awful lot -of money·,-He went North to 
Of l>~..:ltOUS Wall Street and made a fortune. He had the Midas touch-every-
~"E-(2.(!.\t) thing that boy touched just turned to gold/E§u j ; And I could 
have been Mrs. ]. Duncan Fitzhugh-mind you! (6L • H L 11) 
But-what did I do ?-I just went out of my way and picked your 
father f.ooks at icture on L. wall. oes to small table 
.M-for tray.) 
LAURA. (Rises from day-bed.) Mother, let me ~la ·' a I h. 
AMANDA. (' 811f k f s 'snutp, !l;:n 8: !i§!iill~ tt fer 
X ' ) No, dear, you go in front and study your typewriter 
chart. Or practice your shorthand a little. Stay fresh ;a;;n::.d.J;r~e~tt;l.y..:.! ___ _ _ _________ _ 
It's almost time for our gentlemen callers to start arrivin , How 
many do you suppose we're going to entertain this afternoon-? 
€1s1ZZ ps::Y wrt · ~ 1 Jl : 1· :i11~ I I' ·u sa • .,., 
.... H"l 1 1 1 ill d zd: I' tl l I '1:• iII ki!efJllt h. !J'Diit 
St$f I 1 lib ill§ I SS:Il.j 
LAURA. (Jo Amanda, off-stage.) I don't believe we're going to 
receive any, Mother. -------------------·--- - --..,.--------1 
AMANDA. W:1 · §. Not any? Not one? Why, yOU-tDUS£-L~t:-- --------~----
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joking! Not oi1e gentleman ca ll er~ ~hat' s_ the matter t Has there 
been a flood or a tornado? 
LAURA. (C .,., .1 h' tyJ3i11!} hbll! .~ It isn't a flood. It's not a 
. tornado, Mother. l'm just not popular like you were in Blue Moun-
------------~-.;...t-ain~other's afraid that I'm going to be an. 9 · (MUSIC 
CUE #4.) (lii§hls elifl! Gill. S'ont C5Cils M. @!I!* J l ,., &a 1!1 
'/ 
j ;!<UH I 3 •) 
ACT I 
SCENE 2 
Scene is the same. f.ights dim up on living-room. 
Laura discovered by menagerie, polishing glass . Crosses 
to phonograph , play record. 1 She times this business so as 
to put needle ori record as MUSIC CUE #4 ends. Enter 
.Amanda down alley R. Rattles key in lock . .&llurq craiM" 
guiltily te *ypeanritfir ~nQ ty~es, (£tnt1H !]pew: itt: ta~lc 
tw.ill.l t5 /J &It 1 ., 1 :: ., * sl 'll w stage irP"1iviag r eblle L_, 
.Amanda comes into room . R. closing door. Crosses to arm-
chair, putting hat, purse and gloves on it."[fomething has 
happened to .Amanda. 1t is written in her face: a look that 
is grim and hopeless and a little absurd. She has on one 
of those cheap or imitation velvety-looking cloth coats 
with imitation fur collar. 'Her hat is five or six years old, 
one of those dreadfu l cloche hats that were worn in the 
late twenties and she is clasping an enormous black patent-
leather pocl~etbook with nickel clasps and initials. 'Jhis 
is her full-dress outfit, the one she usually wears to the 
D . .A.R. She purses her lips, opens her eyes very wide, 
ro lls tbem upward and shakes her bead. Seeing her moth· 
cr's expression, £.aura touches her lips with a nervous 
gesture] 
LAURA. H ello, Mother, I was just . . . 
AMANDA. I know. You were just practicing your typing, I sup-
pose. (Behind chair R.) 
1 Whilo Dardanella was used in the professionai production, any other popular 
record of the 20's may 'be substituted. It should be a worn record . 
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LAURA Yes:-. --:-- --- ------.:..._ _ ____ .....;_ _ ______ _ 
AMANDA. Deception, deception, deception! ft--_ _:__.,.-----~------:----­
LAURA. (Shakily .) How was the D.AR. meeting, Mother? 
AMANDA. ~6 . ' c ) DAR meeting! 
LAURA. Didn't you go to the D.AR. meeting, Mother? 
AMANDA (.Faintly, almost inaudibly.) No, I didn't go to any _ _ _ ____ .._ _ ____ -: 
D.AR. meeting. ( 'Jbe11 more forcibly .) ·I didn't have the strength 
-I didn' t have · the courage. I just wanted to find a hole in the 
.ground and crawl in it and stay there the rest of my entire life/ 
('Jears type charts, throws them on floor . '\--- -------_-.;..----~--------
LAURA. ('Faintly.) Why did you do that, Mother? · 
AMANDA. (Sits 8JI :R epd af 4ay /;lr!>il •. 1 Why?. Why?ll;fr:o"'-w!.!-..,;o~l~d'----------------­
are you, Laura? 
LAURA. Mother, you know my age. 
AMANDA. I was under the impression that you were an adu_lt, 
but evidently I was very much mistaken . . (Sh e stares at Laura.) 
LAURA Please don't stare at me, Mother! (Amanda closes her 
eyes and lowers her head. Pause.) 
AMANDA. What are we going to do? What is going to become 
of us? What is the future? (~~119t!.) 
LAURA Has something happened, Mother? Mother, has some-
thing happened? 
AMANDA. I'll be all right in a minute. I'm just bewildered-by 
life ~ . . 
LAURA Mother, I wish that you would tell me what's happened! 
AMANDA. I w t to the D.A.R. this afternoon, as you know; I 
was to be inducted as an officey' l J!!Q.ppe.d_ol£ at Rubicam's Business 
College to tell them .about your cold and to ~how you were 
progressing down there. 
I AI!RA 0 
AMANDA Yes, oh-oh-oh went straiglit to your typing in-
structor and introduced myse f as you-r mother. She didn't even 
know ~ Y.ill!-W~ Wingfield, she said?'-W;don't have any such 
scholar enrolled in this school. I assured her she did. I said my 
daughter Laura's been coming· to classes since early January. 
"Well, I don't know," she said, "unless you mean that terribly shy 
little girl who dropped out of school after a few days' attendance?" 
No, I said, I don't meari that one_ I mean my daughter, Laura, 
who's been coming here every single day for the past six weeks! 
"Excuse me," she said. And she took down the attendance book _ 
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and there was your name, unmistakable, prir.ted, and all the dates · 
you'd been absent. I still told her she was wrong. I still said, "No, 
there must have been some mistake! There must have been some 
mix-up in the records!" "No," she said, "I remember her perfectly 
now. She was s~ and her hands trembled so that her fingers 
couldn't touch the ri ht ke s! When we gave a speed-test-she just 
broke down com letrly-was ~ at the stomach and had ~o be 
p rr"ed to the washroom! After !hat she never came back. ~T~t.'( 
telephoned the house every single day and never got any ans~er./ 
(•ll.tres j.r?Ji'l day-bg~~s-R ; -€:-j That·wa~ while I was working 
all day lo/ down at that department store, I suppose, demonstrat-
ing those (1Fill>! l>lilin1s indicates brassiere.) Oh! I felt so 
weak · I had to sit down 
while they got me a glass of wate~~ft1tt1 e: e: OS325 up I t I rni? 
~-------------_;·~-"""=-:t- J:iity. olla~tuiti.QuJI don' t care about the money so 
much, but all my hopes for any kind of future for you-gone up 
the spout, just gone up the spout like thatj'(L:aura winds phono-
graph up.) Oh don't ,d.a that, Laura! J22p't play that victrola! :, 
•  
LAURA. Oh! (&lops ~he:mg:e:~ls, e:eMe9 h t,_i::!lt•~lr,•iiJ) 
AMANDA. What have you been doing every day when you've 
gone out of the house pretending that you were going to business 
college? 
LAURA. I've just been going out walking. . 
- AMANDA. That's not true! ('<""&c...\\~ d.eu:>\) oo \.(J.u'("a.) 
LAURA. Yes, it is, Mother, I just went walking. 
AMANDA. Walking? Walking? In winter.? Deliberately courting 
pneumonia in ~ght coat? W-here did you ; alk to, Laura? 
LAURA. All sorts of places-mostly in the park. 
AMANDA. Everi after you'd started catching that cold? 
LAURA. It was the lesser of two evils, Mother. I couldn't go back. 
I threw u on the floor! 
AMANDA. From half-past seven till after five every day you 
mean to tell me you walked around i.n the park, because you 
;vanted to make me think that ~C2u were still going to Rubicam's 
Business College? . rYlo ~~-r. 
LAURA. C' ' ' ' it wasn' t as bad as it sound~ I went inside 
places to get warmed up. 
AMANDA. Inside where? 
LAURA. I went in the art museum and the bird-houses at the Zoo. 
17 
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s.\~ ~ <ue.u.se , J (-~~~ ~ ~ I visited the penguins every day !f Sometimes I did without lunch 
vl(lcJ.E-1-S-TA-~J:>j and went to the movies/ Lately I've been spending most of my 
[f'Oisokiens ~1Cie:r- '11-,o-;, ~. afternoons in the Jewel-box, that big glass house where they raise 
· ,. to~~ A~ '<"tq.U•cNJ the tropical flowers/ ! 
V-t-n,~ ~~~~n~:.-.------..._AMANDA. You did ~ to deceive me, just for dece_Rtion ! -------,------
meo-v. Why? \£bY? Wh ? Wh ? 
LAURA. Mother, when you're disappointed, you get that awful 
suffering look on your face, like the picture of Jesus' mother in j..,~l.~ "'~~'b 1'0 
SH P. S.~r. the Museum! ~ 
AMANDA. Hush! {tpot.l'T ;-A'-1< "«'~ ~ U)~) 
LAURA. · I co d 't face it. I couldn't. 
f 1I '§' 5 3337 ff 
AMANDA. (Jl,Mi::g {:¥!:8111. cle~y bul!) So what are we going to do 
now, honey, the rest of our lives? Just sit down in this house and 
watch the parades go by? Amuse ourselves with the glass mena~ 
erie? Eternally play those worn-out records your father left us as 
a painful reminder of him/(& J ~IB ; upfs liel.) LW:.:....:e..,c...,a,.n'"''~h,.,av7e"'-_ __ ..:.... _______ _ 
a business career. No, we can't do 
that-that just gives us indigestion/ t 1 . 1 1 15 lr WI) W~h:.::a:.:.t------------~--
is there left for us now but dependency all our lives? I tell you, 
Laura, I know so well what happens to unmarried women who 
aren' t prepared to occupy a position in life. ( EJ M c., ., 
.... lllllit) I've seen such itiful cases in the South-barely tolerated 
spinsters living on some ·brother's wi e or a sister s us an -
tucked away in some mouse-trap of a room-encouraged by one 
in-law to go on and visit the next in-law-little birdlike women-
without any nest-eating the crust of humility all their lives ( Is 
that the future that we've ntapped out for ourselves? I swear I 
don' t see any other alternative. And I don't think that's a very 
pleasant alternative/Of course- some girls do marry . ..,M • ..::.!y_,.!;gt.::o-=o.::d~----------------
ness, Laura, haven't you ever liked some boy? 
LAURA. Yes Mother I liked one once. 
AMANDA. You did? 
LAURA. I ca~~::e:-:a::-:c=r=o7ss::Lh-::is~p="i"=c::::tu:-:r:::e-:a:-:-w:r.h:'!'iJr.:e-:a~g~o:-. -----
AMANDA. He gave you his picture, too? (Rises from day-bed, 
crosses to chair R.) 
LAURA. No, it's in the year-book. 
AMANDA. (Sits in armchair.) Oh-a high-school boy. 
LAURA. Yes. His name was Jim. ('Kneeling on floor, gets year-
18 ------------------------------------------~ 
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boOk fro m under menagerie.) Here he is in "The Pirates of Pen-
zance." 
AMANDA. (.Absently.) The what? 
---------------!=L~A~U~R,.,A-=-'. The operetta the senior class put on. He had a wonderful · 
voice. We sat across the aisle from each other Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays in the auditoriunyHere he is with a silver cup 
for debating! See his grin? 
AMANDA. So b£_ had a grin, r-oo! 
--------------___,l,L~A~TJRA . He1 used tQ call me-Blue Roses. 
AMANDA. Blue Roses? What did h~ call you a silly_ name like 
that for? 
LAURA. (Still kn eeling.) When I had that attack of pleurosis-
he asked me what was the matter when I came back. I said pleurosis 
-he thought that I said "Blue Roses." So that's what he always 
called me aftlr that. Whenever he saw me, he'd holler, "Hello, 
Blue Roses !'fl didn't care for the girl that he went out with. Emily 
Meisenbach. Oh, Emily was the be.~~re,sed girl at Soldan. But 
she never struck me as being sincere . . . I read in a newspaper 
<;mce that they were engaged. a(P '- g is sit b 1e e 1 Y f 
~ · :,:_:_:__,:::-__ .._ _ _ ___ _ _Jii!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!!!!!!'!LJ~!!J~l2!!!L!iti!!m~e:..._aJ~I-the:y're probably married 
......_ by now. 
AMANDA. That's all ri ht hone that's all right. It doesn' t mat-
ter ittle girls who aren't cut out for business careers sometimes 
end up married to very nice young men. And I'm just going to see 
tpat you do that, too! 
LAURA. But, Mother--
AMANDA. What is it now? 
LAURA. I'm-crippled! . 
- ------------ --AMANDA. Don' t say that word!. (Rises, 1urns to 
£aura.) How;, times have I told you never to say that word! 
You're not crippled, you've just got a slight def~t. 
/ 
I 
If you lived in the days when I was a girl and they had long 
graceful skirts sweeping the ground, it might have been considered 
an asset. When you've got a slight disadvantage like that, you've 
just got to cultivate something else to take its place. You have to 
2 In the original production this photo was a life-sized head. It lights up from 
time to time as indicated. The illumination may, if desired, be omitted. If used , 
it lights here. 
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cultivate charm-or vivacity-or ~~Jillllii!J•••••• .----...,..----- ------
~~~T~I=1a·t'~s;:th~e~o~n·l~t;hjin:;;;o;u;r;J;a;tl;Je;r;;h;ad;---------·~ 
plenty of-charm! • 
·---· IP.-.) 8f H UiUl (Hill qt;t 1$ (Blackout .)· 
ACT I 
ScENE 3 
. 'fn(Yl 
SCENE: 1he same. Lights up agait.~ but only Otl • ~ 
''*rd f9 f! srcR~.i. l1 tt!lill~ , rest of the stage dark. (Zig; 
~ 1om, again wearing merc12.ant sailor overcoat and 
knitted cap, itl alley• . .As MUSIC CUE - ends, 1orn 
b&gim to speak. 
TOM. (£eans against grill of fire-escape, smoking.) . After the 
fia sco at Rubicam's Business College, the idea of getting a gentle-
""iiiii1'Caller for my sister Laura began to play a more and. more 
important part in my mother's calculations. It became an obsession. 
Like somei _archetype of the universal unconscious& the unage of 
the gentleman caller haunted our small apartment. An evening at 
home rarely passed without some allusion to this image, this 
spectre, this hope. . . . And even when he wasn' t mentioned, his 
presence hung in my mother's preoccupied look and in my sister's 
tnghtened, apologetic manner. It hun like a sentence passed upon 
the Wingfields/But my mother was a woman of action as well as 
words. · _ u_s(c CUE 7.) She·"began to take logical steps in the 
planned directio Late that winter and in the early spring-reahz-
ing that extra money would be needed to properly feather the nest 
and plume the bird-she began a vigorous campaign on the tele-
phone, roping in subscribers to one of those magazines for matrons 
called " l11e Homemaker's Companion/ ' the type of journal that 
features the serialized sublimations of ladies of letters who think in 
terms of delicate cup-like breasts, slim, tapering waists, rich creamy 
thighs, eyes like wood-smoke in autumn, fingers that soothe and 
.4-------
\. 
caress lik: sof} soft strains of music. Bodies as powerful as Etrus-
can sculptury V'l"f r de 4o111n :lis iaa*p wing& Cight • .i .. is L~::=::;~~=====-===== 
a See note on page 19. 
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• blacked out, and a head-spot falls on .Amand.a, at phone in living-
room. MUSIC C..1JU? ends as 1om stops speaki]f].; ) 
-----------·---.£.A~J:MA~u;N~DI.U;lA~. Jil!Jd~a~S!?,!c~oa!_tt~? (During this speech 1om enters dining-
room u. R. unseen by' ai 1dience 1 not wearing overcoat or hat. There 
is .an unlighted reading lamp on table. Sits c. of dining-room table 
with writing materials.) This is Amanda Wingfield. We missed 
you at the D.A.R. last Monday. Oh, first I want to know how's 
your sinus condition? You' re just a Christia11 martyr. That's what 
you are. You're just a Christian martyr. Well, I was · just going 
through my little red book, and I saw that your subscription to the 
" Companion" is about to expire just when that wonderful new 
serial by Bessie Mae Harper is starting. It's the first thing she's 
written since "Honeymoon for Three." Now, that was unusual, 
wasn' t it? Why, Ida, this one is even lovelier. It's all about the 
horsey set on Long Island and a debutante is thrown from her 
horse while taking him over the jumps at the- regatta. Her spine-
her spine is injured. That's what the horse did-he stepped on her. 
Now, there is only one surgeon in the entire world that can keep 
her from being completely paralyzed, and that's the man she's 
engaged to be married to and he's tall and he's blond and he's 
handsome. Thaes unusual, to~~->"1 ' 1 ,,..6h, he's not perfect. Of 
course he has a weakness. He has the most terrible weakness in 
the entire world. He just drinks too much. What? Oh, no, Honey, 
don't let them burn. You go take a look in the oven and I'll hold 
on .. . Why, that woman! Iii ; hn . dtll W • 
( 
-· 
din ing-room and up to 1om.) 
TOM. (.At table.) Now what are you 
AMANDA. I'm trying to save your ey 'oht. (Business with 
lamp.) You've only got one pair of eyes and y ' e got to take 
care of them. Oh, I know that Milton was blind, bu 
what made him a genius. 
TOM. Mother, will you please go away and let me finish my 
writing? 
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AMANDA. (Squares his shoulders.) Why can't you sit up st 
So your shoulders don't stick through like sparrows' · gs? 
TOM. Mother, please go busy yourself with ething else. I'm 
trying to write. QAJr 
AMANDA. (Business with .1 01 ow, I've seen a medical chart, 
and I know what that · on does to your internal organs. You 
sit up and I'll sho ou. Your stomach presses against your lungs, 
and your lu press against your heart, and that poor little heart 
gets di raged because it hasn't got any room left to go on 
bea ng for you. 
your senses? 
TOM. -., I have. You've driven me out of them. 
AMANDA. What is the matter with you lately, you big-big-
idiot? 
TOM; Look, Mother-! haven't got a thing,l:n.:..:o~t....:a:....:..:si.:..:n~gl:..:e:_t:..:h:..:in:.:;g::_:.le.:..:f..:..t _ _________ _ _ ~=__.,. .... 
in this house that I can call my own. ''----..-··'· 
· AMANDA. Lower your voice! 
TOM. · Yesterday you confiscated my books! You had the nerve 
to--
AMANDA. I did. I took that horrible novel back to the library 
-that awful book by that insane ,Mr. Lawrence.\L~.,;I_c:::a::n.:.:n;.:.o:.:t_c:::o;;.n.:.:t;..ro:.:l:...... _ _ _ _ _________ _ _ 
the output of a diseased mind or people who cater to them, but I 
won't allow such filth in my house. No,.J!Q, .no,.. .. , -
TOM. House, house ! Who pays the rent on the house, who makes 
a slave of himself to--! _ 
AMANDA. Don't you dare J_alk to me like that! ( 6 sus 
/ 
TOM. No, 1 mus.tn'f say anything! Tve just got to keep quiet 
and let you _do -all the talking. 
AMAJ)JE>A. Let me tell you something! 
TOM. I don't want to hear any more.-- ------ -------------------
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AMANDA. You will hear more -- •(•t-1 .., iol .oii,.-..,i-iiooo''-r~,ti:CI' -t:tr-e 
~ 
TOM. 
Well I'm not going to listen. I'm going out. 
You are goit g to listen to me, Tom Wingfield. I'm tired of your 
~=--_:_: ___________ _.unj,l;· ~~~--...tJAnd another thing-l'm right at the end of my 
patience! 
TOM. (Putting overcoat OJ·J back of armchair and crossing back 
----------------+.le"'""J411t'f'llt~al'f'tl.tttl~hat do you think I'm at the end of, Mother? Aren't 
I supposed to have any patience to reach the end of? I 
know. It seems unimportant to you, what I'm doing-what I'm 
trying to do-having a difference between them! You don't think 
that. 
.e 
AMANDA I think ou're ashamed of, 
and that's why you 
a.t1J I don' t believe that you go every night to the movies. Nobody 
goes to the movies night after nig.\u. Nobody in their right minds 
goes to the movies as often as you pretend to. People don't go to 
the movies at nearly midnight and movies don' t let out at two 
A.M. Come in stumbling, muttering to yourself like a maniac. You 
gctthree hours' sleep and then go to workjOh, I can picture the 
way you're doing down there. Moping, doping, because you're in 
·o cond · io . 
TOM. That's true-that's very, very true. I'm in no condition! 
AMANDA. How dare you jeopardize your job? Jeopardize our 
security? How do you think we'd · manage--? (Sits 211 111215£i!i 
• TOM. Look, Mother, do you think I'm crazy about the ware-
bouse 7 You think I'm in love with the Continental Shoemakers? 
You think I want to spend fifty-five years of my life down there 
in · that-celotex interior! with fluorescent tubes l! Honest to God, 
I'd rather somebody pi-cked up a crow-bar and battered out my 
brains-than go back mornings! But . I go(sure, every time you 
come in yelling that bloody Rise and. Shine! Rise and shine!! I think 
1'------~---~----_.h~,~,o~w~luwco:J:k~y~d._ea:;!Jdo~.. p.eqple arrj'But I get up I[? § ' g I ' ) 
I go! For sixty-five dollars a month I give up all that I dream of 
.,/., 
' ·\ ;., 
l 
• 
j 
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A\\ 'tlce: 
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&.o~t~ Wf\'N'r 
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~ 5tiF doing and being evet And you say that A all I think of. Oh, God! Why, Mother, if sel IS all I ever thought of, Mother, 1' d be where 
he is O'NE 1 As 
far as the system of transportation reaches 
IS blilt :d g: l . Jl2 R ) Please don't grab at me, Mother! 
AMANDA. I'm not grabbing at you. I want to 
know where you're going now. 
TOM. I#[ I · § I ' I I · J ' d I'ni going 
to the movies ! 
AMANDA. @ C 6S 7 I don' t believe that lie ! 
TOM. No? Well, you're right. For 
once in your life you're righ1/I'm not ·going to the movies. I'm go-
ing to opium den s! Yes Mother o ium dens dens of vice and 
criminals' hang-outs, Mother I've joined the Hogan gang. I'm a 
hired assassin, I carry a tommy-gun in a violin case/ I run a string 
of cathouses in the valley! They call me Killer, Killer Wingfield/ 
I'm really leading a double life. By day I'm a simple, honest warf . 
house worker, but af night I'm a dynamic czar of the underworld. 
Why, I go to gambling casinos and spin ·away a fortune on the 
roulette tablet I wear a patch over one eye and a false moustache, 
sometimes I, wear green whiskers. On those occasions they call me-
El Diablo '/Oh, I could tell you things to make you sleepless! My 
~nemies plan to dynamite this place some night! Some night they're 
going to blow us all sky-high. And will I be glad! Will I be happy! 
And so will you be. You'll go up-up-over Blue Mountain on a 
broo111stick! With seventeen gentlemen callers. You ugly babbling 
old witch! GHe qoes through a series of violent, clumsy movements, 
seizing his overcoat, lunging to B door, pulling it fiercely open. 
'Jhe women. watch him, aghast. J-lis arm catches in the sleeve of the 
coat as he struggles to pull it on. 'Jar a moment he is pinioned by 
the bulky garment. With an outraged groan he tears the coat off 
again, splitting the shoulder of it, m1d hurls it across the room. 1t 
strikes against the shel f of [aura's glass collection, there is a tinkle 
of shattering glass. [aura cries out as if wounded .) 
LAURA. My glass!-menagerie ... (She •~IIIIi••••• 
turns away.) 
AMANDA. (1n an awful voice.) I'll never speak to you again as 
long as you liviunless you apologize to me! .J(...::Jl~n!!1!!;an~d!!a!....!e~x;!;it~s---------------
'}Jrough · . 'J om is left with [aura. 'He stares at 
d\-'OVO!) "U:: C'i' · 24 
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ber stupidly for a moment. 'Jben be crosses to shelf bold.ing glass 
menagerie. Drops awkwardly on his knees to collect fallen glass, 
glancing at £aura as if be would speak, but couldn't. Blackout. 
!ife1 , 1 d d c ., · 1 L l :It 1t ) 
ACT I 
ScENE 4 
'Jbe interior is dark . 'Jaint light in alley R. A deep-voiced 
bell in a church is tolling the hour of five as the scene 
commences. 
'Jom appears at the top of • alley. Ji4:14),.,1..,.111W_II!ft __ 
t1 j II I 11 . I tfsc ISiS c: b sl551cs I" Ill I j :& 
J@ bs I s - HI! cu if Is dt~l CJJ Ike lilly J~,.JIII rf 
g g ' the unsteadiness of his advance make it 
evident that he bas been drinking. As be climbs the few 
steps to the fire-escape landing l igb t ~ steals up inside. 
c&.Rtr<fl at;rf/8firs in LqJ1 J sl: eJJ; c:t!c: ia~ lf~in~ reern froru 
Is d s · sf a·::·ug 1 =~n: 1 H I ro;=Jom's empty bed (day-
bed) in the living-room. 'Jom fishes in his pockets for 
door-key, removing a motley assortment of articles in the 
search, including a perfect shower of movie-ticket stubs 
-
and an empty bottle. At last he finds the key, but just as ·l"'CH~ H 6 ~t. it- \S. 
he is about to insert it, it slips from his fingers. :He strike:'i 
R mttteh o111el- crouches below the door. 
TOM. (Bitterly) One crack-and it fall s through! E=Cc r1 opTs 
4 it.) 
LAURA. Tom! Tom, what are you doing? 
TOM. Looking for a door-key. 
LAURA. Where have you been all this time? 
TOM. I have been to the movies. 
LAURA. All this time at the movies? 
5 ~y spe_eches are spoken on ftre·escape lauding. 
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collection for the milk-fund-simultaneously-:.w~h!!ic:!.h!.....Se!!n~d~ed:wu;!JoWilln ______ ,. _ ________ _ 
a terrible fight between a fat lady and an usher! 
LAURA. (jmwcerr ly.) Did you have to stay through everything? 
TOM. Of course I And, oh, I forgot! There was a bi sta >e show! 
The hea iner on t 1is stage s ow was Malvolio the Magician . ...._...._ _____ ___________ _ 
performed wonderful tricks, many of them, such as pouring water 
back and forth between pitchers. First it turned to wine and then 
it turned to beer and then it turned to whiskey. ~I:..,..:.:k::.:n:;.o..:.:w~it:......;w.:.:a::.:s:__ _ ___ _ _________ _ 
whiskey it finally turned into because he needed somebody to come 
up out of the audience to help hi , and I came up-;:;.b.:;;.ot::.h7 sh=ow.:.:..::.s.:..! ----- ------- - --...., It was Kentucky Straight Bourbo A very generous fellow, he gave 
souvemrs. 
r 1 1 §:9 He gave me this. This is his magic scarf. You c~n 
have it, Laura. You wave it over a canary cage and you get a bowl 
of gold-fish. You wave it over the gold-fish bowl and they fly away 
canaries . . . h ut the wonderfullest trick of all was the coffin 
trick. We nfil~d him into a coffin and he got out of the coffin 
without removing one nail. (%' § I . . IT_111illlihoiiierr.._e~i"'s_..a_t.._r"-lic.:.k~t~ha:;:.t:....---~--------
would come in handy for me-get me out of this 2:;.,~~--. ..... ~t.>.~~W~----........:;:...~---~-----
LAURA. Tom-shhh! 
TOM. 
LAURA. You' ll wake up 
TOM. Goody goody! ay 'er back for all those " Rise an' Shines ' 
- ~ - 1 g · §~ You know it don' t ta e muc1 inte i ence 
to get yourself into a nailed-up coffin, Laura. But who in hell ever 
got himself .Q_ut of 0ne witho ut 1 emcwim: one n<~il? (.As if in atl-
swer, the fa ther"s grintllllg pbotograpb lights up. £atllll•!lfl':s~un=--------~ 
Lights fade except for bhre glow in dining-room. ause a ter ligh ts 
fade, then clock chimes six times. 'Jhis is followed by the alarm 
clock. Dim in fore-stage.) 
ACT I 
SCENE 5 
Scene is the same. 1mmediately foll owing. 'Jhe church-
bell is heard striking six . .At the six th stroke the alann-
clock goes off in .Aman.da "s room off R. of dining-room 
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amf{er-- a few 1noments we bear her calling, "Rise a11d 
·~.AL~WJJ~.wi."¥Laura, go tell your brother to rise 
(Sitting up slowly in day-bed.) I'll rise-but I won'f shine. 
ight increases.) · 
-----------,---~4'!\I,~QAJoffstage.) La'ura, tell your brother .his coffee is ready. 
j F; ' '; . Q te: shsetilc ; !of · · Jo · 
J&BA To;;-It'; 
1
ne;;ty /even;Jg~;~ ~::, ~~~~e~0 n~:~~:; 1 
this morning. Make up with her·, apologize, speak to her! 
TOM. (Putting on shoes.) She won't. to me. It's her that started 
not speaking. 
LAURA. H you just say you're sorry she'll. start _speaking. 
TOM. H er not speaking~is that such a tragedy? 
1--------------- LAURA. Pie se- le~! .. 
___, AM"""J\@..t-.. (Callinq offsta9e R. from kitcbenJ Laura, are you 
going to do what I asked you to do, or do I have to get dressed 
and go out myself? _ 1'PI~~t: . .'; 
A . LAURA." Going, goino- so n_as ..m ~oadks · '. 
9 .:::...-:.-..,.-,.-----~ f3utter and whaf else? ('Jo Amanda.) 
--~------·-
e.·. 
-
NDA. ( Offstage.) Just butter. Tell them to charge it . 
. LAURA. Mother, they make such faces when I do that . 
.AMANDA. (Offstage.) Sticks and stones can break our bones, but 
the expression on Mr. <:;@rfinkel's face won't harm us! Tell your 
brother his coffee is getting cold. 
LAURA. Do what I asked ou will 
Tom? (He lobks sullenly away~ ) 
AMANDA. Laura, go now or just d~n't go at all! 
LAURA. (Rushin g out R.) Going- going! (.A second later she cries 
out. 'Jails on fire-escape landing. 'J om springs up..a111i crosses • 
~ .Amanda rushes anxiously in fro1?1 dining-room, pa I fa~ 
'Jam door 
LAURA. I'm all right. I slipped. but I'm all right. ( yoes up • · 
alley, out of sight.) . 
AMANDA. (On fire-escape:) I tell you-if anybody falls down and 
breaks a leg on those fire-escape steps, the landlord ought to be 
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sued for every cent he-- (Sees 'J om.) J I j J. (Leaves 
fire -escape landing, crosses to dining-room and returns1\vith bowls, 
coffee cup, cream, etc. Puts them on small table R. of day~bed, 
crosses to armchair, sits. Counts 3.$ i!J§' § 7 jj As 'Jom re- . 
enters a, listlessly for his coffee, she turns her back to him, ~she 16 
-- in armchair. 'Jbe light on her face, with its aged but childish 
features is cruelly sharp, satirical as a Daumier print. 1om. glances 
sheepishly but sullen.ly at· her averted figure .and sits on day-bed .' 
next to the food. 'Jbe coffee is scalding bot , be sips it and gasps 
and spits it back in the cup. At his gasp, Amanda catches her 
breath and half turns. 'Jhen catches herself and turns away. 1om 
blows on his coffee, glancing sidewise at his mother. She clears her 
throat. 'Jom clears his. 'Restarts to rise. Sinks back ·down again, 
scratches his bead, clears his throat again. Ama11ti~ willl9i<H. 'J om 
raises his cup in both bands to blow on it, his eyes staring over 
the rim of it at his mother for several moments. IJ1:.t;h~en,_~htlje~sl.bl01J.JHIZJ?l;Jt.;Jt.:...-----~------­
sets the cup down and awkwardly and hesitantly rises frow day-
bed. 
TOM. ('Roarsely.) I'm sorry, Mother. I'm sorry for all those 
things I said. I didn't mean it. I apologize. 
AMANDA. (Sobbingly.) My devotion has made me a witch and 
so I make myself hateful to my children! 
TOM. No, you don't. 
AMANDA. I worry so much, I don't sleep, it makes me nervous! 
TOM. (yently.) I understand that. · 
AMANDA.fYou know I've had to put up a solitary battle all these 
years/But you're my right hand bowe Now don't fail me. Don't 
fall down. · 
TOM. ( yently.) I try, Mother. 
AMANDA. ('With great en thusiasm.) T:;.;h;;,;a;;:~t;;:;'s~all;;....;;r.;;~i;~.;,h;.;;.t.;..! ..;Y..;o;.;u;...,.;·u:;,;;s..;.t _ _ _ __________ _ 
keep on trying and you're bound to suci::ee h ou're-you' re 
just full of natural endowments! Both my ~c;!fif,il~d::re='=n~a~re~":'tfe::y~re:-----------------
~2:::cious children and I've got an awful lot to be thankful 
u just must promise me one thing. (IvlU~I€3 CUE .'1P 
TOM. What is it, Mother? 
AMANDA. Promise me you're never going to bec~me a drunkard! 
TOM. I promise, Mother. I won't ever become a drunkard, Mother. 
AMANDA. That's what frigh~tened me so, that you'd be drinkinc/i------- -------1 
Eat a bowl of Purina. ,--
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TOM. Just coffee, Mother. 
. AMANDA. Shredded Wheat Biscuit? 
TOM. No, no, Mother, just coffee. . 
--------------~AMA.;;.;,~ND~A~. ~ou can't put in a day's work on an empty stomach.) ~ou've got ten minutes-don't gulp! Drinking too-hot liquicl 
makes cancer of the stomach./ . . Put cream in. 
TOM. No, thank you. ( !~A.vi:.- ~'i. be:,) 
AMANDA. To cool it. 
TOM. No! No, thank you, I want it black. ( \<t:£1.'-~£. • ...,..,t. c...lo<>E'~ 
AMANDA. I know, but it's not good for youjWe have to do all 
that we can to build ourselves up. In these trying times we live in, 
all that we have to cling to is-each other/ ... That's why it's so 
--------------....~~oim..,_p~g"""r,..ta;w,p.~.~ot-t~o~ool.l'l-- Tom, I-I sent out your sister so I could dis-
c;;uss something with you/ If you hadn't spoken I would have 
spoken to you. (5'1 Jss l 
TOM. (yently .) What is it, Mother, that you want to discuss? 
. AMANDA. Laura! ~Siie:t: t · Is h t 1 sl !5 1:lQEiit3 
;@l~E! #IS.) 
TOM Oh, l ama_ . . 
AMANDA. (Joucbing his sleeve.) ~ou know how !-aura is. So 
quiet but- still ' water runs deep! She notices things and I think 
she-broods about theml @JS:Ii fssJcs a,., A few days ago I came 
in and she was crying. I 
TOM. What about? 
AMANDA. ~ou. 
TOM. Me? 
AMANDA. She has an idea that you're not happy here. (I:HrfOI~ 
¥'Iii ql:i: I 0 fiili~ P~ 
____ .;... _______ _ ;.__I.&.;O~M~Ji:W~:ohUiaillt:JgQa~v~e..!h.!.l:eJ:r...!t.!.!he:at~!1!idea? ( -poe:~to. Lt l..llJI'll-l-\ lne \- ,-..:. S::: E 
AMANDA. What gives her any idea ?'/However, you do act 
strangelv'l(3 1 :t I J 1- 1 1 ) !-I'm not criti-
'-- ---------------cr:J.izZJiwn~g ... ,,JJUl!Jnf!d~er~s:Eta!!n!£d~thllil.lfl.t! I know your ambitions do not lie in the 
warehouse, that like everybody in the whole wide world-you've 
had to-make sacrifices, ut-Tom-Tom-life's not easy, it calls 
..-..-------------~fo~r~;:;:S~ar:.:t;.a:.:,n .,:e;;;,n~d:,:;:u~ra~n;:,:c;.:;e t...;,~l;:,;le;.:,r;;.e';s so many things in my heart that 
I cannot escri e to you! I've never told you but !-loved your 
father .. . 
TOM. (yently.) I know that, Mother. 
AMANDA. And you-when I see ou after his ways! 
Staying out late-and-well, you had been drinking the night you 
were in that-terrifying conditionf Laura says that you hate the 
29 
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apartment apd that you go out nights to get away. from -it!..._Is ......... tl ... Ja...,t~-----------
true, Tom? · ·' ·.~ .. 
TOM: No/You say there's so imic~r'in your heart that you can't 
describe to me. That's true of me·, too. There's so much in my . · . 
heart that I can't describe to you! So let's respect each other's -- ( tt:t:-lynt&G) 
AMANDA. But, why-why, Tom-are you always so restless~ 
Where ~ you go to, nights? · 
TOM. 1-go to th movies. 
AMANDA. Why ld•o"'y""'o'""u:::.:g::..o--:-to---:-t;-he_ m_o_v"':'ie-s- so_ m_u_c"i"h-, ':'lT~o""'m~.,~. - ----------------
TOM. I go to the movies because-! like adventure. Adventure is 
something I don' t have much of at work, so I go to the movies. 
AMANDA. But, Tom, you o to the movies entire! too muc ' 
TOM. I like a ot of adventure. (.Amanda looks baffled, th:.;e::,n.::,&:,;u:.:,r::t ·-·--~-------;;;;::=;;:;r:: 
.As the familiar incfttisttion resumes e becomes hard and impatient 
again . .Amanda slips back into her querulous attitude toward him.) 
AMANDA. Most young men find a.dventure in their careers. 
TOM. Then most young men are not employed in a warehouse. 
AMANDA. The world is.JWl..of young men employed in ware· 
houses and offices and factories. 
r 
h TOM. Do all of them find adventure in their careers? -~~:- ~ t:~.-\ \nwu»~~. - - - - - -· AMANDA. They~ or they do without it! Not everybody has a ~ ~~ • ._ craze for adventu . 
~at oJ., cru::t n€. ~) TOM. an is b instinct a lover a hunter a fi hter and none of 
those instincts are given much play at the warehouse! 
. AMANDA. Man is by instinct! Don't quote instinct to me! Instinct 
n AJ Gi:f is something that people have got away from! It belongs to ani. 
mals! · dults don' t want it! 
TOM. What do Christian adults want, then, Mother? 
AMANDA. Superior things! Things of the mind and the spirit! 
Only animals have to satisfy instincts! w,S.w.u':re...,l.v..;v~~o~oo~o~I.w.lf_a~jloWm!AOsl..ll.ar~,~e so~m~e;.- - - ---ro--:-;_------- ...j' 
what higher than theirs! Than monkeys-pigs -- 1 
TOM. I reckon they're not. 
AMANDA. You're joking/ However, that isn't what I wanted to 
discuss. 
TOM. (Rising.) I haven't much time. 
(<{(f~J) 1\~1~--~MANDA. (Pushing hiss ou. ers.) Sit own. . 
. 1OM. You want me to punch m red at the warehouse, Mother? 
AMA DA. You have five minutes/I want to talk about Laura. 
TOM. 11 ri ht! What about Laur!? 
AMANDA. We have to e rna ing some pans an prov1s10ns .or 
her. She's old;;' than you, two years, and nothing .has happened. 
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She just drifts along doing nothing. It frightens me terribly . how 
she just drifts along. 
TOM. I guess she's the type that people call home girls. iP i--------- --- --·.;... ..... A;.;.M;_;.;,Ar:N-:-D~Ar'".~T~-~h~e~re~'s~n~o~S~l!'!!Ic~h~t~y~e, and if there is, it's a pit~. at 
is unless tile~ is ers, with <1 hush<~nd! 
TOM. Wh<~t? ( ~-~u_p> sc~ 1n&· ~v- ..- \i:..£'-Tt"1-U~ 
AMANDA. · Oh I can see the hand-
writmg on t e wa as p a in as see t 1e nose in front of my face! 
It's terrifyingJ1'tore and more you remi_nd me of your_fat
1
her! He 
w<~s out <~ll ~ liebZIII.J hours Without:?- anatwn.-Then 
left! Good-bye! And me wit! ag--to ho~l saw that letter 
• 
you got fro!Jl the Merchant Marine. I know what you're dreaming 
of. I'm not lt-r"W;'there blindfolded. Very well, then> ~o it! ---- A ~\U£-5 \ 0--v\. oti\ 
But not till there' s somebody to take your place. 
TOM. What do you mean? 
AMANDA. I mean that as soon as Laura has got somebody to take 
care of her, married, a home of her own, independent-why, then 
.------ -----... --- - YJlll'll be f.ree..to_.go wherever 1oUJ.u..ple.ase,C (illllil' _ill!l _____ , 
on land, on sea, whichever way the wind blows you! But until that ·----
time you've got to look out - for your siste! ( s I 1! · W 
' · ). I don't say me because I'm old and don't matter! I say 
£o ow: si· er because she's · young and de enden I put her in 
business college-a ailure! Frig tenea ner so it made her 
· ' at the stomach. I took her over to the Young People's League 
..._----~----- ----,....at the church. Another fiasco. She spoke to nobody, nobody spoke . 
------------__;;_2to;J:h~ej;.[J.~(lils·ii·~~li' .... ~) Now all she does is fool with those pieces 
of glass and play those worn-out records What kind of a life is 
t1at or a g1r to ea . . . . . 
.TOM. What can ,L.do about it? <{ ~4..~5. 4.~ ~ S {'lL IS} 
AMANDA. Overcome s s 1 Self, self, self is all that YoWl 
ever t~' ('Jam springs ttp and crosses :;.e to get his coat and 
- --------------put it on. 1t is ugly and bulky. 'He pulls on a cap with earm~ffs.) 
:\lVhere is your muffler. ut your wool muffler on~ ('He snatches it 
an ril . . . and tosses it around his neck and pulls both 
ends tiqbt.) Tom! I 1aven t sat w 1 d m mmd to aS'K you. · 
TOM. I'm too late to--
AMANDA. (_0!_tchi11q his arm- very ;importunately. 'Jhen shJ:ly.) 
Down at the warehouse, aren't there some-nice young men? 
TOM. No! 
AMANDA. There must be-some 
TOM. Mother-- C,~_esture . ) 
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AMANDA. Find out one that's clean-living-doesn' t drink and-
ask him out for sister! 
TOM.-~hat?~~~~----~----~--~-----------------------------------
TOM. E&te1111~ . J I 1 or ii ) 
AMANDA. Will you? ~(;9~Jc~;~· =~d~u=~a:;,~~;;·;;g~l;J~)a~WWili!l yy:Oo:;:;u"?? - ---- -------- -
(U I I 1.7 Will you? Will you, dear? ..,-e ., llz:1. 
• a d ·r in p 1 r· ; ' 
TOM. ( 
AMANDA. a ossin to bone. 
~ Ella Cartwright? Ella, this is Amanda Wingnel . First, first, 
how's that kidney trouble? Oh, it has? It has come back? Well, 
you're just a Christian martyr, you're just a Chri tian martyr) I 
was noticing in my little red book that your subscription to {he 
" Companion" has run out just when that wonderfu· new serial by 
Bessie Mae Harper was starting. It's all about the11horsey set on 
Long ! sian~ Oh, you have? You have read it? Well, how do yotJ 
think it turns out? Oh, no. Bessie Mae Harper never' lets you dowty 
Oh, of course, we have to have complications. You have to have 
complicatioQ.s-oh, you can' t have a story ~ithout them-but 
Bessie Mae Harper always leaves you with such an u HftC_ 
What' s the matter, Ella? You sound so maf Oh, because it's seven 
o'clock in the morning. Oh, Ella, I ~that you · never got up 
until nine. I forgot that anybody in the world was allowed to sleep 
as late as that. I can' t say any more than I'm sorry, can 1/ 0h, you 
will? You' re going to take that subscription from me anyhow? 
Well, bless you, Ella, bless ou, bless you, bless y_ou/ C. SiC 
..,, f d · • ' · I c ::ti::ttes i::tu ::ul .n J?o n 
r • l'g' • HI JSJC 9!15 ;';' 11 • ~ 
ACT I 
S CENE 6 
SCENE: 'Jhe same.-Only R. alley lighted, with dim light . 
TOM. f6 I S ' stands as before, I I g g 1:231 g: ·11 
~. with cigarefte, wearing merchant sailor coat and cap .) 
Across the alley was the Paradise Dance Hall. Evenings in spring 
they'd open all the doors and windows and the music would come 
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outside. Sometimes they'd turn out all the lights except for a large 
glass sphere that hung from the ceiling. It would turn slowly about 
and filter the dusk with delicate rainbow colors. TI1en the orchestra 
would play a waltz or a tango, something that had a slow and 
sensuous rhythm. The young couples would come outside, to the 
relative privacy of the alley. You could see them kissing behind 
ashpits and telephone poles/This was the com ensation for Jives 
that passed like mine, without change or a venture. anges and 
a venture, nowever, were imminent this year. Th were waiting 
around the corner for all these dancing kids. Suspended in the mist 
over Berchtesgaden, caught in the folds of Chamberlain's um-
brella/--- In Spain there was Guernica! Here there was only hot 
swing music and liquor, dance halls, bars, and movies, and sex 
that hung in the gloom like a chandelier and flooded the world 
with brief, deceptive rainbow'tu . .. While these unsuspecting kids 
danced to "Dear One, The World is Waiting for the Sunrise." 
-b mba dments. · (t:IWUJI8 
it. i:: Is 
AMANDA. f1e:a : c caterJ etuel jfaads on jf1 c tJeupe 1AJJ riiii!J, 
Fll rhit'~' JT!! 8~ a s Jso: fs: sl:::z:::cle:, uh8 llit§ sn hsssssk s-
1x 1': ;~ Oh, you smoke too much. A pack a day at fifteen cents 
a pack. How much woufd thy,~ in a month? Thirty times fifteen? 
It wouldn't be very much. ~, it would be enough to help to-
wards a night-school course in accounting at the Washington U! 
Wouldn't that be lovely? 
TOM. I'd rather smoke. 
AMANDA. I know! That's the tr o 
landing is a poor excuse for the porch we used 
you looking at? 
TOM. The moon. 1 
AMANDA. Is there a moon this evening? 
TOM. It's rising over Garfinkel's Delicatessen. 
AMANDA. Oh! So it is! Such a little silver slipper of a moor/ 
Have you made a wish on it? 
TOM. Um-mm. 
AMANDA What did you wish? 
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TOM. Thaf.s a secret. 
AMANDA. All right, I won't tell you what I wished, either. I can 
keep a secret, too. I can be just as mysterious as you. 
TOM. I bet I can guess what you wished. 
AMANDA. Why, is my head transparent? 
TOM. You're not a sphinx. 
AMANDA. No, I don't have secrets/l'll tell you what I wished 
for on the moon. Success and happiness for my precious children. 
I wish for that whenever there's a moon, and when there isn't a 
moon, I wish for it, too. 
TOM. I thought perhaps you wished for a gentleman caller. 
AMANDA. Why do you say that? 
TOM. Don't you remember asking me to fetch one? 
AMANDA. I remember suggesting that it would be nice for your 
sister if you brought home some nice young man from the ware· 
house. I think that I've made that suggestion more than once. 
TOM. Yes, you have made it repeatedly. 
AMANDA. Well? 
TOM. We are going to have one. 
AMANDA. 'What 7 
TOM. A gentleman caller! 
AMANDA. You mean you have asked some nice young man to 
come over?~---·--······ 
TOM. I've asked him to dinner. 
AMANDA. You reall did? 
TOM. I did. 
AMANDA. And did he-accept? 
TOM. He did! 
AMANDA. He did? 
TOM. He did. 
AMANDA. Well, isn't that lovely! 
TOM. I thoug 1t t at you wou 
AMANDA. It's definite, then? 
TOM. Oh, very definite. 
AMANDA. How sollD? 
TOM. Prett/?oon .. 
AMANDA. How soon? 
~ , 
. TOM. Quite soon. 
AMANDA. How s.22U] 
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TOM. Very, very soon. 
AMANDA. Every time I want to know anything you start going 
on like that. 
TOM. What do you want to know? 
AMANDA. Go ahead an~d uess. tii& .. lli!l-111 -1111 l!!!l§ .. lrloSI 
TOM. All right, I'll gues ou want to know when the gentleman 
caller's comin~1e's co ing tomorrow. 
AMANDA. Tomorrow?/Oh, no, I can't do anything about to----------------~m~o~r~ro~w~.:;;I~ca-n:.;'.::.t ~d~o~a;,.;;n~ylf'~out tomorrow. •' 1\T ~~~ 
TOM. Why not? 
AMANDA. That doesn't give me any time. 
TOM. Time for what? 
AMANDA. Time for preparations/ Oh, you should have phoned 
me the minute you asked him-the minute he accepted! 
TOM. You don't have to make any fu ss. 
AMANDA. Of course I have to make a fuss ! I can' t have a man 
coming into a place that's all sloppy. It's got to be thrown together 
;----------------~ro~e;!r~ly:1-l~c;,er~t!al!!. n~ly~h~a~v_:e_;t:!!_o do some fa st thinking by tomorrow 
night, too. 
TOM. I don't see why you have to think at all. 
AMANDA. That's because you just don't know. (IE J li · g 
Is P' · 1' · g Pi fit 9 You just don't know, that's 
~~--~------------------~~ .... ~----~~~~~~~--~--~--... Now, 1 's see. Oh, I've got those three pieces of wedding silver left. I'll 
- ~· 
polish that up. I wonder how that old lace tablecloth is holding 
up all these years? H · ; d · g RH I \ gct It. 
We haven't got anything to wear. Wli I edt gst it. i(lgses tuck 
J I 3 
TOM. Mother! This boy is no one to make a fus s over. 
AMANDA. I don't know how you can say that 
when this is the first gentleman caller your little sister's ~yer had! 
I think it's pathetic that that little girl~~d..~~ 
tleman callerf:ome on inside ! Come on inside ! • -· -~------
TOM. What for? 
AMANDA. I want to ask you a few things. 
TOM. (I' I · ibllj "" If you're going to make a fus s, I'll call 
the whole thing off. I' ll call the boy up and tell him not to come. 
AMANDA. No! You mustn' t ever do that. People hate broken 
engagements. They have no place to gojtome on inside. Come on 
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inside. Will you come inside when I ask~y~ou~t:!;o:_c~o~m~e.Jii!.!n~si!,!;d!,!;e"1?';'------·---:-----.. ---.. 
down. ( . om comes into living -room.) -
TOM. Any particular place you w nt me to sit? 
AMANDA. Oh! Sit a.n where Look! 
What am I going to do about that? (Looking at day-bed .) Did 
you ever see anything look so sad? know, I'll get a bright piece 
·' 
of cretonne. That won't cost muc . And I made payments on a 
floor lamp. So I'll have that sent ou' And I can put a bright cover _ __ ..... _ _ 
on the chairjl wish I had time to paper the wallf.~Wh~~at;..'O!..s ..!Jh'-!..is~.-n!..l.lliam~e..._?_-:r-----------~-­
TOM. His name is O'Connor. 
AMANDA. O'Connor- he's I · and tomorrow's Frida -that 
means fishfi:ell, that's all right, I'll make a salmon loaf and some 
mayonnaise dressing for itj'Where did you meet him? (Crosses to 
day-bed and sits.) 
TOM. At the warehouse, of course. Where else would I meet him? · 
AMANDA. Well, I don't knov/Does he drink? 
TOM. What made you ask me that? 
AMANDA. Because your father did. 
TOM. Now, don't get started on that! 
AMANDA. He drinks then. 
TOM. No, not that I know of. 
AMANDA. You have to find out. 1fhere's nothing I want less for 
my daughter than a man who drink~s_-----~-----------------~--~---
TOM. Aren't you being a little bit premature? After all, poor 
Mr. O' Connor hasn' t even appeared on the scene yet. 
AMANDA. But he will tomorrow. To meet your sister. And what 
do I know about his character? crosses to 'J om who is 
still in armchair, smooths his hair.) 
TOM. (Submitting grimly.) Now what are you up to? 
AMANDA. I always did hate that cowlick. I never could under-
stand why it won' t sit down by itself. 
TOM. Mother, I want to tell you something and I mean it sin-
cerely right straight from my heart. There's a lot of boys who 
meet girls which they don't marry! 
AMANDA. You know you always had me worried . because you 
could never stick to a subject/ What I want 
to know is what's his position at the warehouse? 
TOM. He's a shipping clerk. 
AMANDA. Oh.L.Shipping clerk I WelL that's fairly important>. 
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-----------~--_.That:s where you'd be if you had more get-up. R_ow much does he 
earn. (;tl3 e;; ele:5 -L eol) / · 
TOM. I have no way of knowing that for sure. I judge his salary 
to be approximately eighty-five dollars a month. 
AMANDA. Eighty-five dollars? Well, that's not m-incely. 
TOM. It's twenty dollars more than I make. 
AMANDA. I know that . .. how well I know thayllu:: nell: I 
--~~--------*;....~B!I~!Jm::L);i,'gh~. dollac.s a month No. It cant be done. A 
--------------~fa~mt~·l~m:::a;:.:n~can never get by on eighty-five dollars a month. 
TOM. Mother, Mr. O'Connor is not a family man. 
AMANDA. Well, he might be some time in the future, mightn't 
~? . 
TOM. Oh, I see. . . . Pl<J.!ls and provisions. 
AMANDA. You are the only young man that I know of who 
ignores the fact that the future becomes the present, the present 
the ~, ·and the past turns into everlasting r~if you don' t 
plan for it. 
· TOM. I will think that over and see what I can make of it! ··-- ----'--
AMANDA.< Don't be supercilious with your mother!jrell me some 
more about this.-What do you call him? Mr. O 'Connor, Mr. 
O'Connor. He must have another name besides Mr.--? 
TOM. His full name is James D. O'Connor. The D. is for Delaney. 
AMANDA. Delaney? Irish on both sides and he doesn't drink? 
TOM. Shall I call him up and ask him? 
w I I J f' ) 
AMANDA. (Crossing to phone.) No! 
TOM. I'll call him up and tell him you want to know if he drinks. 
f?' ' I If ) 
AMANDA. _N_ o ______ _ 
--- -----------_..;.thFa..;t;.;. ~Y~o;;u,;..;.;-have to be discreet about that 
girl in Blue Mountain if it was sus-
pected that a young man was drinking and any girl was receiving 
his attentions-if any girl was receiving his attentions, she'd go to 
the minister othis church:"nd ask about his character-or her 
father , if her father was living, then it was his duty to go to the 
minister of his church and ask about his character, and that's how 
young girls in Blue Mountain were kept from making tragic mis-
takes. @1 Jtltti 2 tt:Jts lit st:nl ttl.) 6 
6 See note p. 19. 
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TOM. How come you made such a tragic one? 
AMANDA. Oh, I don't know how he did it but th t a e fooled 
everybody. All he had to do was grin and the world was bewitchelj. 
. I don' t know of anythi/;g 
more tragic than a young girl just putting herself at the mercy of 
a handsome appearance, and I hope Mr. O'Connor is not too good-
looking. . . ·r 
TOM. As a matter of fact he1~~- His face is covered with freckles and he has a very arge nose. ______ ..;;...;.;;......;...... _______ _ 
AMANDA. He's not right-down homely? 
TOM. No. I wouldn't say right-down-homely-medium homely, 
I'd say. -' 
AMANDA. Well, if a girl had any sense she'd look for character 
in a man anyhow. , '\ 
TOM. That's what I've always sa
1
id, Mother. 
AMANDA. X.o,iye always said it-you've always said it! How 
could you've always said it when you never even thought about it? 
-------·TOM. Aw, don' t be so suspicious of me. ( \ 'M onl~ 'f!'lcl.d.rn&J.,. . ..----+.._ ..... ..;.;._""""'!-.!=r:<:::l'!:=--
AMANDA. I am. 'm susptCious o every word that comes out of 
your mouth, when. you talk to me . but I want to know about this 
young man. Is he up and coming? 
TOM. Yes. I really do think he goes in for self-improvement. 
AMANDA. What makes you think it? 
TOM. He goes to night school. 
AMANDA. Well, what does he do there at night school? 
TOM. He's studying radio engineering and public speaking. 
AMANDA. Oh! Public speaking! Oh, that shows, that shows that 
he intends to be an executive some day-and radio engineering. 
Well, that's coming ... .._... \~~ \.T \ ·r? 
TOM. I think it's here. 
AMANDA. Well, those are all very illuminating facts. (Crosses 
to back of armchair.) Facts that every mother should know about 
any young man calling on her daughter, seriously or not. 
TOM. Just one little warning, Mother. I didn' t tell him anything 
about Laura. I didn' t let on we had dark ulterior motives. I just 
said, "How about coming home to dinner some time?" and he 
said, "Fine/' and that was the whole conversation. 
AMANDA. I bet it was, too. I tell you, sometimes you can ·be as 
eloquent as an oyste . However, when he sees how pretty ' and 
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sweet that child is, he' s going to be, well, he's going to be very 
glad he was asked over here to have some dinner. 
~ 
.•· 
TOM, Mother, just one thing. You won't expect too much of 
Laura, will you? 
~A~M~A~N~D~A~-~I.:do;n~'~t ~k~n;o;w~w~h:a~t ~y~o~u~m:ea~n~·,:::::~~., ---.--"IT\J!o~ ~ 'L~ IN~~ 
TOM. Well, Laura seems all those things to you and me because 
she's ours and we love her. We_don't even notice she's crippled 
any more. 
AMANDA. Don't use that word. 
TOM. Mother, you 1ave to face the facts; she is, and that's not alL 
AMANDA. What do you mean " that's not all"? @JS:it heels by 
f I , ) 
TOM. Mother-you know that Laura is very different from other 
girls. 
AMANDA. Yes, I do know that and I tbjnk that difference is all 
in her favor, too. 
TOM. Not quite ali-in the eyes of others- strangers- she's ter-
ribly shy. She lives in a world of her own and those things make 
her seem a little peculiar to people outside the house. 
AMANDA. Don' t use that word eculiar. ~l"ri\t.lt"•- '1«' 11Al0} 
TOM. You have to face the facts.-She is. 
AMANDA. I don' t know in what way she's peculiar. (MUSIC 
TCOUEM#M12 ' htHP.c[tt=~~~~~- ; ld f 1· 1 ) 1 _I .1 Sh) 
.. ---------------!~:!.::!:·~:;;o:;:;t~e.!.IJr aura·ltves m a wor o 1tt e g ass amma s. e ,_, \ "-~~~no\ plays old phonograph records-and-that's about all --. ...-. -----
-------
,:: \
1 ;\t:S:iJ:;:.zi:~;a;,•::ti;L::~;u:~, ~;'v,::~;: ::t; J':::u::: ·: 
moon! 
LAURA. (U J ;' 1 'tdstli It. e::d uc;;els eiDtoa to f 
~ 1 ;· g~ Moon lftOOii? o~ "UR.C.. 't--\o(;l~ -7 , • 
AMANDA. A little silver slipper of a moon. Look over your left 
shoulder, Laura, and make a wish! (Laura looks faitltly puzzled 
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as if called out of sleep. Amanda seizes her shoulders and turns 
ber at an angle on th e fire-escape landing.) Now! Now, darling, 
wish! 
LAURA. What shall I wish for , Mother? 
,AMANDA. QYr vo ice trembling a.nd her eyes suddenly filling 
with tear:5. y·I*Iif>piness ! And . good fortune ! ( 'Jhe 
·Jfstage dims out.) (<!t,l-l''t' 3 ) .-/.-· -------- -- ·- - -------·-.._-
CURTAIN 
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SCENE 7 
SCENE: 'Jbe same. 
11m~r wrtains closed between dining-room and living-
room. 1nteriors of both rooms are dark as at beginning of 
fJ1ay. (MUSIC CUE # 13.) 'J om has on the same jacket 
and. cap as . at first . Smne music as CUE #1, fading as 
'J om begins. 
TOM. (Discovered lem1ing agai11St grill on fire-escape lm1ding , as 
before, and smoking.) And so the following evening I brought Jim 
--~ome to d' ner ~ had known Jim slightly in high school. In high 
school, Jim was a hero. He had tremendous Irish good nature and 
vitality with the scrubbed and polished look of white chinawar~ 
He seemed to move in a continual spotlight. He was a star in 
basketball, captain of the debating dub, president of the senior 
class and the glee club, and he sang the male lead in the annual 
light opera He was forever running or bounding, never just walk-
ing. He s emed always just at the point of defeating the law of 
gravity. He was shooting with such velocity through his adolescence 
that you would just logically expect him to arrive at nothing short 
of the White House by the time he was thirty: But Jim apparently 
ran into more interference after his graduatmn from high school 
because his speed had definitely slowed. And so, at this particular 
time in our lives he was holding a job that wasn' t much better than 
mine. He was the only one at the warehouse with whom I was on 
friendly terms. I was valuable to Jim as someone who could re-
member his former glory, who had seen him win basketball games 
and the silver cup in debatin He knew of my secret practice of 
retiring to a cabinet of the washroom to work on poems whenever 
business was slack in the warehouse. He called me Shakespeare. 
And while the other boys in the warehoi,Ise regarded me with sus-
picious hostility, Jim took a humorous attitude toward me. Gradu-
. ally his attitude began to affect the other boys and their hostility 
wore off. And so, after a time they began to smile at me too, as 
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people smile at some oddly fa shioned do that trots across their 
path at some distance. new t 1at irn an Laura had known each 
other in high school because I had heard my sister Laura speak 
admiringly of Jim's voice. I didn't know if Jim would remember 
her or not. Bec;ause in high school Laura had been as unobtrusive 
as J im had bee;1 as:zo ishing. And, if he did remember Laura, it 
was not as my siste for when I asked him horne to dinner, he 
smiled and said, " Y u know, a funny thing, Shakespeare, I never 
thought of you as having folks Well, he was about to discover 
that ·I ch J om exits a 1nterior 
],iving-roo lights dim in. J:IMa:::zlu i s'J I ' f 
. (. h . I I · 2 f I e) 
----.. -~ Jhe re.~ults are asto1 ishing. Jhe new floor lamp 
with its rose-silk shade is in plnce, ... lililllliii•••liil••ii!!ll!l 
$ I I pe:ptl ft:::!ti II COIICC 1 :atk::::' Mill l'gll ;G I II ·: 
, ' .. 
i J; 1 · I covers are 011 chaira and sofa, a pair of new sofa pillows 
make their i11itial appearance. Laura stnr1ds in the middl'e of room Oi'\. ~&cO. \<... 
with lifted arms wh il e Amanda crouches before her, adjL_tsting the 
hem of the new dress, devout and ritualistic. Jbe ·dress is -.. co1ored 
and designed by memory. Jhe arrangement of .,. .Cattra's hair is 
changed, it is softer and more becoming. .A .fragife, unearthly 
prettiness has come out in .Caurn , she is 1 ike a ~ece of translu cent 
glass touched by light, given a momentary radiance, not actual , 
not lasting . .Amanda, (I 'll a: ltd, is .sewing .Ca11rn's dress. Laura is 
standing R. of .Amanda.) . 
AMANDA. Why are you trembling so, Laura? 
LAURA. Mother, you've made me so nervous! 
AMANDA. Why, how have I made you nervous? 
LAURA. By all this fus s ! You make it seem so important. 
l AMANDA. I don't understand you at all , honey. Every ttme 
try to do anything for you that's the least bit different you just 
seem to set yourself against it.\No:w take a look at youu.elf (L:ayrq· · · 
starts for door R.) No, wait! · Wait just a minute-I forgot ·some-
thing. (Picks two powder PHffs from day-belt. ) 
LAURA kllxt ;g H. w *~ ~~'l ·~v? 
AMANDA. A couple of improvements. Business owder 
puffs.) When I was a girl we had round lit"t •e~a•c•y~t ""'"'-.'!'!ftiiie iiot~h-at 
'";nrwe called them " Gay Deceivers." 
LAURA. I won' t wear them!·· 
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AMANDA. Of course you'll wear them. 
LAURA. Why should I? 
AMANDA. Well, to tell you the truth, honey, you're just a little 
bit flat-chested. 
mttsi6,1 IP1ii,]g t~· "''' ·1enil{ in t>d! ISIC C1 I~ .# 1-t; 61 jQ&o-ii~t€9 l,ele'm', 
:tt. stfOI~e d' 1 c c lion. JJII••••••••••i!!!lllllll•ll!!~~---
- ·, ·: g til . ~11r~ !QQk£ i1~ 111in:gr fer tf fJ'1Bf11e'nt R0 111Bb'€3 ".§cry 
:Q.eeeivers, .. 19ielfil• them under t:MU!'ft ef elt~y /;J@I!i. iii at ·I 
14~2 fl. OJ zl j J 1 ;' I¢ !'JOb Ott! fo fi:t Cb f . fiijJ ( J:\: c\u&- P~~- ~(!ou~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~s~t0t;l~f;;~;ii;~'~Aimiain[d~a,~off8·~)::=:=:::~~nen ~~hts boo~) r O\~ 1 Mf / g L ~ s 
- ---- -
--- -- -
UB!fl eurt~in tB livin9 nwm ~e. ,',4U5IC CtfE .# 1 4*1J.) 
LAURA. ~e e::lc:s jwL:4f:c cswj!>c lz: ii:g, c·1 ; z. 
· ., Oh, Mother how lovely! (Amanda wears a 
. jro_c ·~ e C.Q.UJ~ o Jonqui s.) 
;h 
girlish 
F\ V M'--l 'tT lf\G..-~. 1) 
So V"'Y\..(.)(1; h, ~-· ~·-\"' C.'--t t , .-~ ·I -
AMANDA. (Standing c., holding flowers.) It used to be. It used to 
be. It had a lot of flowers on it, but they got awful tired so I had -----------......;t;.;o~t~af'k~e•t;,;;h;.em.-...'"'al:;-l "'"o";ff~/t,I~l:""e7'd the cotillion in this dress years ago. I won 
------------------------~ 
the cake-walk twice at Sunset Hill, and I wore it to the Governor's 
ball in Jackson. You should have seen your mother. You should 
have seen your mother how she just sashayed around CtiDSSil" 
• · • · • • 1 ·be hal!(QQIY ins* ljke that. I had 
it on the day I met your father / I had malaria fever, too. The 
change of climate from East Tennessee to the Delta-weakened my 
resistance. Not eno gh to be dangerous, just enough to make me 
restless and iddy :Oh, it was lovely. lnvit~tions poured in from -------------~--a~ll;o.;,;;o;.;ve.;.r..;;.;n-,.~~;.m;;.;,;;otT-_er said, "You can't go any place because you 
have a fever. You have to stay in bed." I said . I wouldn't and I 
1 Optional. Not on regular records of incidental music to the play. 
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r. took quinine and kept on going and going. Dances every evening 
ana long rides in the country in the. afternoon and picnics. That 
country-that country-so lovely-so love! · Ma all lac with 
dogwood and simply flooded with jonqu~i~ls:.: ~t-.j"!.:.:y~m~ot~h"-e.:;;r~s~afidl", l.:,~cyifo~u._ ______ ._ ______ _ 
can' t bring any more jonquils in this house.'' I said, "I will," and I 
kept on bringing them in anyhow. Whenever I saw them I said, 
"Wait a minute, I see jonquils," and I'd make my gentlemen callers 
~·~ - get out of the carriage and help me gather some. To tell you the 
· truth, Laura, it got to be a kind of a joke. "Look out," they'd say, 
"here comes that girl and we'll have to spend the afternoon picking 
jonquils." My mother said, "You can't bring any more jonquils in 
the house, there aren' t any more vas·eS' to hol them." "That's quite 
afi right," I siad, '"' I can hold some myself." alaria fever our 
father and jonquils. f i: I F ' I f pt'fs Iii sSttw &IS f p iii lEI §Vts 
\\" . . MUSIC CUE #14-s'TOPS. oiPI IUH-
., ~ . I ho e the et here before it starts to rain. I ave 
your brother a little extra change so he and Mr. O'Connor could 
take the service car home. (fe:tll •• ~111 ,9 e: 1 . · M., erJifrt 
~I 8!iUS h rfu: Jl) 
LAURA. Mother! 
AMANDA. IIR 1: ' tt o::? (P e =nh 'n!f '1) 'Y £'5? 
LAURA. What did you say his name was? 
AMANDA. 'Connor. Wh ? 
LAURA. What is his first name? 
AMANDA. (Crosses to armchair R.) I don't remember-- Oh, 
yes, I do too-it was-Jim! (Picks up flowers.) 
LAURA. , not im O'Connor! 
AMANDA. fYes, that \vas it, it was lim! I've never known a lim 
that wasn't nice. W J t ; L 81 · l l 5 L 4 ~uts F en; .) 
LAURA. Are you sure his name was Jim O'Connor? 
AMANDA. Why, sure I'm sure. Why? . 
LAURA. Is he the one that Tom used to know in high school? 
AMANDA. He didn't say so. I think he just got to know him-
(f'l ' g 1 1 ) at the warehouse. 
LAURA. There was:""a:4J~im::"'i0~';7C:;;o~n;;.;n;.;;o;;..r_w_e-;-b':"ot:7h-k;-n:-e:-w--:-in-rh":"ig""ih-sc"'lh_o_o"l"._.._ _ ____ =....:....., ______ _ 
If that is u~lJ). one that Tom is bring~A~ft+ to dinner-- Oh, 
Mother,Y have to excuse me I · ' come to the table! · 
AMANDA. What's this now? What sort of silly talk is this? 
LAURA. You asked me once if I'd ever liked a boy. Don' t you 
remember I showed you this boy's picture? 
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AMANDA. You mean the boy in the year-book? ~ 
LAURA. Yes, that boy. 
AMANDA. Laura, Laura, were you in love with that boy? 
LAURA. V q F tr n _ f d air·.) I don't know, Mother. All 
I know is that I couldn' t sit at the table if it was him. 
AMANDA. (P ·u ; cwss2? r m:4 It srlu 11~ ts: - f d 3 1 e 1;:1 It 
- -..,.---------...... -..--"'lw:lojg:l.ln..~o.'t be him! It isn't the least bit likely} But whether it is or not, 
you will come to the table-you will nof be excused. 
_ _____________ _..r ._A~!_.,JR~A,_.l',.,JJL.Phave to be, Mother. 
AMANDA. (F 1 · 1 '3 Lei.) I don't intend to humor your silli-
ness, Laura. I've had too much from you and your brother, both/ 
_____ o._just sit down amL com ose y_ourself till they come. Tom has 
forgotten his key, so you' ll have to let them in when theY- a(rive. f 
----------..-·- - --"'1 ~AI.\l.!.JRQ.I;;lA~I~.Oh, Mother you answer the door! (Sits chcli; it.) 
______________ ...;.;AM;.;.;;.;A;;.N.;.;D~·;;.A;.;,· ,_;How can I when I haven't even finished making the 
mayonnaise ressing for the salmon? 
LAURA. Oh, Mother, please answer the door, don't make me do 
it! (11 J he ::cl eff Sle:§B ., 
________ .... _, _ _ _ ...... A~M~A~Nu.~.P~A:;}w...&.Ho~.~o~:nlol<e-x . dp be rea~on ble!jwhat's all this fuss about 
-just o~en.tlema c 1 -th.at's_all-just onill(exitJ tl,su~19-
ho)it~ r """l .. furlllil'l& 'J om and Jim enter alley-., climb fire-escape 
steps to landing and wait outside of closed door. Rearing them 
approach, Laura rises with a panicky gesture.' ~/,e retnlit5 t9 li!Jir~ -
r,;~g~'~'~ cirrtams aura catches her breath and 
touches her throat. §' :1 d?' bad sf stsgq 
AMANDA. (Off- stage. ) Laura , sweetheart, the door! 
LAURA. Mother, please, you go to the door! --~ ilrl .......... "? 
J/;m batlr.f . 
AMANDA. (Off-stag e, in a fierce whisper.) What is the matter · 
with you, you silly thing? ~Sa leis !Is gl 1' · r:~ 1 ""Ill em I 1ias, 
. <Ami ssa;;efs by el!tj-bEd.J 
LAURA. Please you answer it, please. 
:----------..,.----~AM~~A:;:;N~D~A~. 1: hy have you chosen this moment to lose your mind? 
You go to that door. 
LAURA. I can't. 
AMANDA. Why can't you? 
LAURA. Because I'm sick [ J 6) tltij 5 et! 2 s .) 
AMANDA. You' re sick! Am I sick? You and your brother have me 
puzzled to death. You can never act like normal children. Will 
you give me one good reason why you should be afraid to open a 
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door ~ ou go to that door. Laura Wingfield, you march straight' 
to t at door! 
LAURA. (Crosses to door .. ).w.Y£eS~·.!.M~otuhu;eJ;.r _ _________ . _____________ _ 
AMANDA. I' ve got to put courage in you, 
honey, for living~~~- ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;s~;;~~._._ ______________________ _._ 
fillS it!tCIJ&it"La~~a opens door. 1om and Jim enter. !!!ole:: e: : e::mi::s 
t 'oleic: 1 li Lcf I I ) 
TOM. Laura (t!i 2i Ci 633CS 5.) this is Jim. Jim, this is my sister 
Laura. 
JIM. I didn' t know that Shakespeare had a sister !~~~~~o::;:u._ . ... __________ , _ _ _ 
Laura? · 
LAURA. Shakes hands.) ..,H-.o ... w....__~-·'---"-----------
how do you do? 1 JIM. Well, I'm okay' Your hand's cold , Laura! fil"sm ~!*Is lwts J 1 ~Ju J Llc .) 
LAURA. Yes, well-I've been ..IP;!!l.e,avLi~n~g._t~h~e;....!.vi~·c~tr~o~I~a.:...:.. ~·-.:..· _________ ,. _____ _____ _ 
JIM. Must have been playing classical music on it. You ought to 
play a little hot swing music to warm you up 
. 1 ' J jiLL 65tits th: sugh lis i: g 
JIM. What's the matter? 
TOM. Oh-Laura. Laura is-is terribl Crosses and sits 
day-bed.) ·••· 
JIM. F 's "-" Shy, huhJ~-~~Do...:yt.:o;!!u;!...!:k~n!::o:!w~it!;.,';.s .,:;u~n!!;u~s~u,::,al!.,.!;to~-.------------...---
meet a shy girl nowadays? don' t believe you ever mentioned you 
had a sister? 
TOM. Well, now you know I have one/ You want a piece of the 
paper? 
JIM. (Crosses to 'T ..;o•m:.;;·J..,.;U:;;:.-.h..;-h~u:.:.:h;;.. --------------
TOM. Comics? ~ 
f \lfiii.CA. ~- ~--------JIM. Comics? S.12ort~! 'Takes paper. Crosses, c l:h~ that Dizzy Dean is on is ad ehavior. ~~l·e_~, ... 1'-' 
, ... ..,.."" TOM. (Starts to door •· yoes out.) Really? 
JIM. Yeah. Where are you going? ;iij;~;;;;;~;;;;;j.iiiiiiiiii;---
Jq pc 1 f §.) 
TOM. ( 'i 111' g ;' ;G r rill:! 1~ c h'l11i!li::~ . ). Out on the terrace to 
smoke. -
JIM. (Rises, leaving newspaper in armcbair,~;- ,__!11_ • _ll!!' ... l'b'o~. titll:e!I'::PWk!lli!CJf{fl!". 
~ A worn record of Darda11ella or some other popular tune of the 1920's. 
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TOM. What goods? 
JIM. A course I'm taking. V)\4.,~11.;)~ ~L...K. 
TOM. What course? 1 
JIM. A course in public speakino/- You know you and me, we're 
not the warehouse type. , 
TOM. Thanks-that's good news/ What has public speaking got 
to do with it? 
JIM. It fits you for-executive positions! 
TOM. Oh. 
JIM. I tell you it's done a helluva lot for me. 
TOM. In what respe<;t? 
JIM. In all respects/ Ask yourself: what's the difference between 
you and me and the guys in the office down front? Brains?-No! 
- Ability?- No! Then what? Primarily, it amounts to just one 
single thing --
TOM. What is that one thing? 
JIM. Social poise! The ability to square up to somebody and hold 
your own on any social level! 
AMANDA. (Qtf-s tage. Tom? 
TOM. Yes, Mother? 
AMANDA. Is that you and Mr. O 'Connor? 
TOM. Yes, Mother. 
AMANDA. Make yourselves comfortable. 
TOM. We will. 
AMANDA. Ask Mr. O'Connor if he would like to wash his hands? 
JIM. No, thanks, ma'am-! took care of that down at the ware-
house. Tom? 
TOM. Huh? 
JIM. Mr. Mendoza was speaking to me about you. 
TOM. Favorably? 
JIM. What do you think ? 
TOM. Well-
JIM. You're going to be out of a job if you don' t wake up. 
TOM. I'm waking up--
JIM. Yeah, but you show nof·gns. 
TOM. TI1e signs are interior 'm just about to make a change. I'm 
right at the point of commi ing myself to a future that doesn' t in-
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elude the warehouse or Mr. Mendoza, or even a night- school 
course in public speaking. , 
JIM. Now what ar,~;,_y,gu,gassing "a""b,_ou::,:t::..:? ____ _____ _ _ -.;, _ ____ _. _____ , __ _ 
TOM. I'm tired of the movies. 
Cal J-,t-AA! b~~ -----·---;JIM. The movies! f 
TOM. Yes,' ~! Look at them. (He waves his bands. ) All of 
those glamorous p ople-having adventures-hogging it all, gob-
bling the whole thing up! You know what happens? People go to 
the movies instead of .111oving' Hollywood characters are supposed 
to have all the adventures for everybody in America, while every~­
body in America sits in a dark room and watches them having it 
Yes, until there's a war. That's when adventure becomes available 
to the masses! f.¥,epwne's dish, not only Gable's ! Then the people 
in the dark room come out of the park room to have some adven-
tures themselves-goody-goody f it's our turn now to go to the 
South Sea Island-to make a safari-:-to be exotic, far off/ . . ! 
But I'm not patient. I don't want to wait till then. I'm tire~ of the 
movies and I'm about to~ 
JIM. (1ncredulously.) Move? 
TOM. Yes. 
JIM. When? 
TOM. Soon! 
JIM. Where? Where? 
TOM. I'm starting to boil inside. I know I seem dreamy, but in-
side- well, I'm boilin?/ Whenever I pick up a shoe I shudder a 
little, thinking how short life is and what I am doing!-Whatever 
that means, I know it doesn' t mean shoef-except as something to 
wear on a traveler's feet !J(yets card from inside coat ~ket.) .,.,. ______ ..._.__"""'._ ..... __ 
Look! 
JIM. What? 
TOM. I'm a member. 
JIM. (R eading.) The Union of Merchant Seamen. 
TOM. I paid my dues this month, instead of the electric light bill. 
JIM. You' I reoret it when the turn off the li hts. 
TOM. I won't be here. 
JIM. Yeah, but how about your mother? ~ 
TOM. I'm like my father. The bastard son of a bastard ~ hS# < ' · "' 
#; g · 7 And he's been absent goi1 on sixteen years. 
JIM. You're just talking, you drip How does your mother feel 
about it? 
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TOM. iliil...,l,.t,.le_.,. __ •.• ,.... ,~rt Mother's not acquainted with my 
plans! 
AMANDA. (Off-stage .) Tom! 
TOM. Yes, Mother? 
AMANDA. (Off-stage.) Where are you all? 
TOM. On the terrace, Mother. 
______________ AMANDA.l f&ii lEiS !b 1 wgb lie i1 g e::e tttl It ilb e:::el sl •4 
Why don't you come in? (Bf y I 1 I ·us ' Ia: flse e:els 
- -----------==------< . 1om is istinctly s ocked at her apf)eanmce. Even Jim 
blinks a little. fi e is making his first contact with girlish Southem 
vivacity and in spite of the night-school course in public speaking 
is somewhat thrown off the beam by the unexpected outlay of 
social charm. Certain responses are attempted by Jim but are 
swept aside by .Amanda's gay laughter and chatter. 1om is em-
barrassed but after the first shock Jim reacts very warmly. yrins 
and c1mckles, is altogether won over. 1om and Jim come in , leav-
ing door open.) 
TOM. Mother, you look so pretty. (c . l'r' } 
AMANDA. You know, that's the first compliment you ever paid 
me. I wish you'd look pleasant when you're about to say something 
..;o, _______ _,_ _ __,,_d:ii!Oe-.~asant, so I_ could ex ect it. Mr. O'Connor? (Jim crosses to 
Amanda.) 
___ __.;:-----~----__.J IIM How do y:ou .. do" 
AMANDA. Well, well, well, so this is Mr. O'Connor? Introduc-
tion's entirely unnecessary. I've heard so much about you from my 
boy. I finally said to him, "Tom, good gracious, why don' t you 
bring this paragon to supper finally? I'd like to meet this nice 
young man at the warehouse! Instead of just hearing you sing his 
praises so much?" I don' t know why my son is so stand-offish-
_--------------~th~a=t~'s~n~o;t;S;o;u;t;ru;e~rn~;behayior l eWi..s~w (i &bStJ d351 , 
Jim and .Amanda sit on day-bed, Jim, R., 
..Ama!1da L.) Let's sit down, and I think we could stand a little 
more air in here. I felt a nice fresh 
breeze a moment ago. ·where has it gone to? Mmmm, so warm 
already! And not quite summer, even. We're going to burn up 
when summer really gets starte However, we're having-we' re 
having a very light supper. I thin light things are better fo' -for 
th~ time of year. The same as light clothes are. Light clothes and 
light food are what warm weather calls fo' J You know our blood 
gets so thick during th' winter-it takes a while fo ' us to adjust ou' -
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selves-when the season changes .... It's come so quick this 
year. I wasn't prepared. All of a sudden-Heavens! Already 
summer !-LI ran to the trunk an' -pulled out this light. dress-
terribly old! Historical almost! But feels so good-so good ;md 
cool, why, y' know--
TOM. Mother, how abo.u our sup . 
AMANDA. @? · ; · ssqs n 'a 1 ;;; ~ Honey, you go ask sister if 
supper is ready! You know that sister is in f 1 charge of supp 
Tell her you hungry boys are waiting for it. (1:atlw~t.lJI!r:BII!----,~----------­
@a: te:i:s aael sf{~- .Amanda turns to Jim.) Have you met Laura? 
JIM~ Well, she came to the door. 
AMANDA. She let you in? 
JIM. Yes, ma'am. 
AMANDA .............. ""'She's very pretty. 
JIM. Oh, yes, ma'am. 
AMANDA. It' s rare for a girl as sweet an' pretty as Laura to be 
domestic! But Laura is, thank heavens, not only pretty but also 
very domestic. I'm not at all. I never was a bit. I never could make 
a thing but angel-food cake. Well, in the South we had so many 
servants. Gone, gone, gone. All vestige of gracious living! Gone 
completely Y.I wasn't prepared for what the future brought me. All 
of my gentlemen callers were sons of planters and so of course I 
assumed that I would be married to one and raise my family 011 a 
large piece of land with plenty of servants. But man proposes-
and woman accepts the proposal!-To vary that old, old saying a 
little bitfi married no pi nter ! I married a man who worked for 
the telephone company! J:biH gaJlao . ilin gentleman over 
there! (Points to picture.) A telephone man who-fell in love with 
long-distance !-/Now he travels and I don't ven know where! 
But what am f going on for about my-tribulations? ell me yours 
-I hope you don' t have any! Tom? 
TOM. pt C!itC:S ii'Ji Otigb . fiDiitg I 66ii I i11o f: c::: f{ ) \Yes, 
Mother. 
AMANDA. What about that supper? 
TOM. Why, supper is on the table. ~as: Cb!il J::s bets I' $ 
· · £igbts d~ up in dining-room, dim 
out in living-room .) A 
AMANDA. Oh, so it isf i-IIJ~!!~~r!;:!z:!~C:!:t:!~~'L - --· ------:-------
~~~-----· •.-How lovely. here is Laura? 
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. TO{tJ ~oi a ( I Ill d stfilfdietf) Laura is not feeling too 
wei and thinks maybe she'd better not come. to the table. 
AMANDA. Laura! t eo f.. ~ t I') 
-~--------------·--...;L~A~U~R~A~ . ...l(..;;O~ffu.·;;;s.:,:ta:;,g~e.;., . ..;.:-F:.:.:,:aintly .~ Mother? ~o:n ~e!Jt; re IR 
- ~ 
-~-~--_,.--...,- X--..-- -
.-.---... 
.. 
AMANDA. Mr. O'Connor. (Jim crosses up L. to table and to chair 
L. and stands.) 
JIM. Thank you , ma'am. · 
AMANDA. Laura, we can' t say grace till you come to the table. ( 
LAURA. (Enters u. L. , obuiously quite faint, lips trembling, eye_s I 
wide and starin9.:-.:Mo~ms.teadi/y toward dining-r..oo~.;)..J 
Oh, Mother, Cm so sorry. (1om catches her as she feels faint. :He 
takes her to day-bed in liuinq-room.) ' 
AMANDA. . _ iJ Wkiy, Laura, you are sick, 
darling! Laura-rest on the sofa jYI ell V ( 1 o Jim.) Standing over 
the hot stove made her ill!-I t d her that it was just too warm 
this even ing, but-- (1o 1om.) Is Laura all right now? 
TOM. She's better, Mother. (Sits chair a in dining-room. 1"~tlil.-, 
t if 3 3 
AMANDA. (R e":n~i:~g tg dinin~ filQill1..alld.si.H.i'» at a@lt , tts ~im 
Ti-111•11.:,. . W(!r~T: !r 
. M oodness I we' re gomg to have a little11ram! /1 
Tom, you say grace. 
TOM. What? 
AMANDA. What do we generally do before we have something 
to eat? We say grace, don't we? 
TOM. For these and all l11y mercies-God's Holy Name be 
praised. fights dim out. MUSIC CUE # 15.) 
ACT II 
SCENE 8 
SCENE.: 1he same. A half-hour later. Dinner is coming to 
an end in dining-room. 
Amanda, '1om and Jim sitting at table as at end of last 
scene. . . . and MUSIC CUE 
#15 ends. 
=~~=======:---::===::':!!!'~~~~~~~~!!:' Jim laughs too .) You know, Mr. O'Con-
a pleasant evening in a very long time. 
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JIM. (Rises.) Well Mrs. Wingfield, let me giye 
Here's to the old South. · 
AMANDA. The old South. (Blackout in both rooms.) 
JIM. Hey, Mr. Light Bulb! , 
AMANDA. Where was Moses when the lights went out? Do you 
know the answer to that one, Mr. O'Connor? 
JIM. No, ma'am, what's the answe? 
AMANDA. ll II) II &Id OiiE JIISI d 1 tat 1L ill g t 
"' g] "g' l 1 3 II C£11 I lj l:t-~ 'til H... i>f.H~)":.! 11 
"Ilel. He, ndS!l. ~ ).. ~1)6-&:) 
AMANDA. It's lucky I put those candles on~t;h-e-:t-ai"'bl:-e-. '";'I~j~u-st:--p .. ut~----·-.....:.;..,...:;... ____ _ 
them on for ornamentation, but it's nice when they prove useful, 
too. 
JIM. Yes, ma'am. 
AMANDA. Now, if one of you gentlemen can provide me with 
a match we can have some illumination. . 
JIM. (f.ighting candles. Dim in glow for candles.) I can, ma'am. ,_ _ ____ ·---!"'....,; _____ _ 
AMANDA. Thank you. 
JIM. ~ f d · ·q I L I"' Not at all, ma'am. 
AMANDA. I guess it must be a burnt-out fuse. Mr. O'Connor, do 
you know anything about a burnt-out fuse? 
JIM, I know a little about them, ma'am, but where's the fuse box?l 
AMANDA. Must you know that, too? ~~-:-e .. ll": . ... it-:o's~in~t~he~~k~i~tc;;:,;h:.:Oe~n._ ______ ___ ....., ....... _ _ 
~i:Jt - u ., · 's htclamc ) Be careful/ It's dark-t:_on't stumble 
over anything/ Sound of crash ott-ltk!qeJ_Qh, __ m oognes~-
wouldn't it be awful if we lost._ Are you all right, Mr. O'Con-
nor? 'fl1fl' 
JIM. (Off-stage.) Yes, ma'am, I'm all right. 
AMANDA. You know, electricity is a very mysterious thing. The 
whole universe is mysterious to me/Jwasn't it Benjamin Franklin 
who tied a key to a kite? I'd like to ~ave seen that-he might have 
looked mighty sil!y.('ome people say that science clears up all the 
mysteries for us. In my opinion they just keep on adding mory 
Haven' t you found it yet? 
JIM. -~Jik Ia ,., Yes, ma'am. I found it all right, but them 
fuses look okay to me.~-t:::lt=i~!:t8!1"- ---------·­
AMANDA. Tom. 
TOM. Yes, Mother? 
AMANDA. That light bill I gave you several da 
I got the notice about? 
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. TOM. Oh-yeah. You me_an last month's bill? 
AMANDA. You didn't neglect it by any chance? 
TOM. Well, I--
AMANDA. You did! I might have known it! 
JIM Oh wa;yhe ::ibakespearr wrote a poem on that light bill, Mrs. 
Wingfield? 
AMANDA. Maybe he did, too. I might have known better than 
to trust him with it! There's such a high price for negligence in 
this · world today. 
--- ----!i!s=e!:="",._, . 1 l!M. Maybe the oem w'll win a ten-dollar prize. 
--AMANOA. We'll just have to spend the rest of the evening in 
-----
the nineteenth century, before Mr. Edison found that Mazda lamp! 
JIM. Candle-light is my favorite kind of light. 
AMANDA. That shows you're romanti<jBut that's no excuse for 
Tom. However, I think it was very nice of them to let us ·rush 
our dinner before the lunoed us into everlastin darkness 
as a penalty for your carelessness you can help me wit t e 
JIM. Risin . Can I be of some help, ma'am? 
AMANDA. (Rising .) 0 , no, I couldn't allow that. 
JIM. Well, I ought to be good for something. 
AMANDA. What did I hear? 
JIM. I just said, "I ought to be good for so~.;t~ng." 
MANDA. That's whatJ tb,oy 1 _o · tr,ell, Laura's all b 
her lonesome out front. Maybe you'd like to keep her compan~ I 
can give you this lovely old candelabrum for light. 
Oiili flu-' It used to be on the altar at the Church of the Heavenly 
Rest, but it was melted a little out of shape when the church burnt 
down. The church was struck by lightning one spring, and Gypsy 
Jones who was holding a revival meeting in the village, said that 
the church was struck by lightning because the Episcopalians had 
started to have card parties right in the church. 
•-----~---.... - - .. JIM. Is that so, ma'am? 
AMANDA. I never say anything that isn't so. 
JIM. I beg your pardon. 
AMANDA. (Pouring wine into glass bz;::zb il Is ]':11) I'd like 
Laura to h~we a little dandelion win Do you think you can hold 
them both? 
JIM. I can tr a'am. 
AMANDA. (Exits- into kitchen.) Now, Tom, you get into 
your apron. 
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TOM. Yes, Mother. (:Jollows .Amanda. Jim looks 
tions? 
LAURA. No. 
JIM.I !Jl_just spJead a newspa er under it to catch the drippin sJ 
( yets newspaper from armchair. Puts candelabra down on fl or 
c.) I like to sit on the floor. Mind if I do? 
LAURA..-., no. 
JIM. Would you give me a pillow? 
LAURA. What? 
JIM. A pillow! 
LAURA. Oh . !~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~----------~----. 
.-u . : illl I ou d ,, 1 • 11 ) 
JIM. How about you? Don't you like to sit on the floor? 
LAURA. Oh, yes. 
JIM. Well, why don't you? 
L otFtA. ·r ntlt 
JIM. 5 ' .g ' (Zhrsn pnh 'Is s:: f' ~ I ca 't 
see you sitting way over there. (:'!'Its Bit floDJ Ut111....., 
LAURA. I can-see you. 
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JIM. Iii I ; 1 that's not fair. I'm right here in the limelight. 
~t l'ttle a1ssc: f ' 1 · ) @ssdt tJ I 11 see seal 
Are you comfortable? 
LAURA. Yes. Thank you. ,L_ 
--------------------------------~~ .. ~~~.J!I~2om~f2Q~~~~- ~w~, would you care 
for a piece of chewing-gum? (O ffers gum.) 
LAURA. No, thank you. 
JIM. I think that I will indulge (7Vlusingly unwraps it and balds 
it up .) Gee, think of the fortune made by the guy that invented the 
first piece of chewing-gum! M amazing, huh? I& you know that 
the Wrigley Building is one of the sights of Cycago?-I saw it 
summer before last at the Century of Progress.,-Did you take in 
the Century of Progress) • .AU\\~ 
LAURA. No, I didn' t. 
JIM. W ell, it was a wonderful exposition, You know 
what impressed me most? The Hall of Science. Gives you an idea 
of what the future will ~~ like in America. •t j J · more wonderful 
than the present time isy..._,. your brother tells me you're shy. Is 
that right, Laura? 
LAURA. !-don't know. 
JIM. I judge you to be an old-fashioned type of girl. • , I think 
that's a wonderful type to be/J hope you don' t think I'm being 
too personal-do you? 
LAURA. Mr. O'Connor? 
JIM. Huh? 
LAURA. I believe I will take a piece 
..... .,,.Mr. O'Connor, have you-kept up with your singing? 
JIM. Singing? Me? 
LAURA. Yes. I remember what a beautiful voice you had. 
JIM. You heard me sing? 
LAURA. Oh, yes! Very often . . .. I-don't suppose-you re-
member me-at all? 
JIM. (Sntiling doubtfully.) You know, as a matter of fact I did 
have an idea I'd seen you before. 1!\)s 5 h 1 it seemed almost 
like I was about to remember your name. But the name I was about 
to remember-wasn't a name! So I stopped myself before I said it. 
LAURA. Wasn' t it-Blue Roses? 
JIM. (yrinning.) Blue Roses! - my gosh, yes-Blue Roses! You 
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know, I didn't connect you with high schio somehow or other. 
But that's where it was, it was high school ~ I didn't even 
know you were Shakespeare's sister! Gee, I'. sorry. 
LAURA. I didn't expect you to.-You-barely knew me! 
JIM. But, we did have a speaking acquaintance. 
LAURA. Yes, we-spoke to each other. 
JIM . • , didn't we have a class in something together? 
LAURA. Yes, we did. 
JIM. What class was that? 
LAURA. It was-singing-chorus! 
JIM. Aw! 
LAURA. I sat across the aisle from you in the auditorium. Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays. I 
JIM. •, yeA1! I remember now you're the one who always 
came in late. L..~v~\ 1 ._, I) \) 
LAURA. Yes, it was so hard for me, getting upstairs. I had that 
brace on my leg then-it clumped so loud! 
JIM. I never heard any clumping. 
LAURA. fW · ; it! : eesllul· ) To me it sounded like-
thunder! 
JIM. I never even noticed. 
LAURA. Everybody was seated before I came in. I had to walk 
in front of all those people. My seat was in the back row. I had to 
.go clumping up the aisle with everyone watching! 
JIM. !It j §&, you shouldn't have been self-conscious. 
LAURA. I know, but I was. It was always such a relief when the 
singing started. 
JIM. I remember now . .aai~JI used to call you Blue Roses.- How 
did ever get starte ca fing you a name li'ke'tl at? s:;oo r 1 t• · ~r 
LAURA. I was out of school a little while with pleurosis. When I 
came back you asked me what was the matter. I said I had pleura-
sis and you thought I said Blue Roses. So that's what you always 
called me after that! 
JIM. I hope you didn't mind? 
LAURA .• , no-I liked it. You see, I wasn't acquainted with 
many-people . . . 
JIM. flllill:la. I remember you sort of stuck by yourself. (J 
LAURA. I never did have much luck at making friends. 
JIM . ......., I don' t see why you wouldn't. 
LAURA. Well, I started out badly. 
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JIM. You mean being--? 
LAURA. -.,yes, it-sort of- stood between me 
JIM. You shouldn't have let it! 
LAURA. I know, but it did, and I--
JIM. You mean you were shy with people! 
LAURA. I tried not to be but never could--
JIM. Overcome it? 
LAURA. No, !-never could! 
JIM . ......, I gues'S being shy is something you have to work out 
of kind of gradually. 
LAURA. Yes- I guess it--
JIM. Takes time! 
LAURA. Yes ... 
------------·-•--..-.!.1~-s:!mfYOU know something, Laura? ~isd to sit 51 J; I l 
,.,. People are not so -dreaclfut"'when you know them. That's what 
you have to rememberyAnd everybody has problems, not just you 
but practically everybody has problems. You think of yourself as 
being the only one who is disappoit1ted. - just look around you 
and what do you see-a lot of people jl.tst as disappointed as you 
are ..._ take me, for instance. \Ill, when I left high school I 
thought I'd be a lot further along at this time than I am now . • , e you remember that wonderful write-up I had in "The To.rch" ? 
----~;..,..----~~---~L:A;U::R=A~.~Y;..e;;.;. s:.c..:Io...;;.do;;;.;;.! (§he §CiS JE 1 f It} 111 £iii l ) 11 f 
------------------·------
JIM. Said I was bound to succeed in anythin 
)eez1 e orch '"! ~e o ens 
IJLX e w birr• e :T Ae:y b !!il!1r, 
LAURA. Here you are in "TI1e Pirates of Penzance"! 
I I JIM. "The Pirates" ! "Ql; 1 II f t I" 1 1 d 
~ ~· ,, &1act black flag I tlj. I sang the .. Jl...,ea:.:..:d::....:.:in~th:.;.:a;..:t....:o::Jp;..:e;;.r;;;;ett:.:.a:;;;. __________ '\3AR\-rc:.~f::... 
LAURA. So beautifully! 
JIM. Aw. . . . ( 
LAURA. Yes, yes--beautifully~beautifully! £'ffS 0 
JIM. You heard me then,..._, · "'""/ES ,, 
LAURA. t Li!m8 ) n• all three times! 
JIM. No! 
LAURA. Yes. 
JIM. You mean all three performances? 
LAURA. Yes! 
JIM. What for? 
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LAURA. [-wanted to ask you to-autograph my program. 
( 1 akes program from book.) 
JIM. Why didn't you ask mel -M-\tl\1? 
LAURA. You were always surrounded by your own friends so 
much that I never had a chance. _ "Yoc; 'Knoc..) ·-
.JIM . ..., you should have just come right up and B&i~; II! c is 
LAURA. Well, !-thought you might think I was--
JIM. Thought I might think you was-what? 
LAURA. Oh-
JIM. ('With reflective relish.)_.... ,Yeah, I was bele guer..ed by: fe-
males in those days. 
LAURA. You were terribly popular! 
.JIM. Yeah _ .. 
LAURA. You had such a-friendly way--
JIM. - I was spoiled in high school. 
LAURA. Everybody liked you ! 
JIM. Including you? 
LAURA. 1-why, yes, 1-1 did, too. 
JIM. Give me that program, Laura (~e does so, and he signs it .) 
'TI1ere you are-better late than never! 
LAURA. My-what a-surprise ~· '-----:-:-:----;e:--- -
]IM. My signature's not worth ver], much right now. But may e 
some day-it will increase in value, You know, bei~ disappointed 
is one thing and being discouraged is something else. ell, I may 
be dis~pointed but I am not discouraged1-,~nished high 
schoolf l-AUAA? I 
LAURA. I made bad grades in my final examinations. 
JIM. You mean you dropped out? 
----------
LAURA. ~ I didn't go back (Crosses R. to menagerie. ~ 
lii · 'g"Mr I'll!' ::;till :s;rf#I•Jj il d~. [aura puts year-boo un~d-er __ _ 
rnenagerie. Rises, picks up unicorn-small glass object-her back 
to Jim. 'When she touches unicorn, pt ti WW P W ;':' 1 q ) How is 
-Emily Meisenbach getting along? 
JIM. That kraut-head! 
LAURA. Why do you call her that? 
JIM. tl that's what she was. 
LAURA. You're not still-going with her? 
JIM. a, I never even see her. 
LAURA. It said in the Personal section that you were-engaged! 
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JIM . .1' I1 ' II I know, but I wasn' t impressed by that-propa· 
ganda! 
LAURA. It wasn't-the truth? 
JIM . ...._ only..,_ in Emily's optimistic opinion! 
_ _ _..~u~R~A~-_:Oh ... (iic e) Ji:ii. Jilll ligbb a tiga: ettc wzl 
f«U::s · i Iant19· bElt Oil his eJbueoJ J::eilia~ at :6e:ee:tt wills a 
• :1 1 1 · I · I ~y 1 1 ·::we::efly iDitfJ altc:: ec::dlh 
She remains by the glass menagerie table and turns in her bands a 
piece of glass to cover her t~mult ~T MW!SIG :# 16:9 
7 JIM. What have you done smce h1gh school - L...fluKfi · 
LAURA. What? 
JIM. I said what have you done since high school? 
LAURA. Nothing much. 
JIM. You must have been doing something all this time. 
LAURA. Yes. 
JIM. Well, then, such as what? 
LAURA. I took a business course at business college 
JIM. You did? How did that work out? 
LAURA. (Ji£1113 Dtltit tO ]!iii.) Well, not very-well. I had 
to drop out, it gave me-indigestion. . . . 
JIM. @j I gts g !ill)~ What are you doing now? 
LAURA. I don' t do anything-much. . . . . Oh,.h>lease don' t think 
I sit around doing nothing! My glass collection takes a good deal 
of time. Glass is something you have to take good care of. 
JIM. What did you say-about glass? 
LAURA. 
shy.) Collection, I said-! have one. 
JIM. (i' 115 SCLI eig: ..... .Abruptly.)..,.... You knowlwhat I judge 
to oe the trouble with you? V · ;' ITs 1 d mel e:53SCS it.) 
Inferiority complex! 1V ou know what that is? That's what they call 
it when a fellow I<J.w-rates himself!- I understand it because I 
had it, too .• I ltll! Only my case was not as aggravated as yours 
seems to be. I had it until I took up public speaking and developed 
my voice, and learned that I had an aptitude for science. - you 
know that until that time I never thought of myself as 15eing out-
standing in any way whatsoever! 
LAURA. Oh, -
.--~.JIM. ' never made a regular study of it yz t · 
-mind you, but I have a friend who says I can analyze people 
better than doctors that make a profession of it. I don't claim 
5':) 
u 
r 
that's necessarily true, but I can sure guess a person's psychology 
Excuse me, Laura. (1 akes out gum.) I always take it out when the 
flavor is gone. I' ll just wrap it in a piece of paper. ( !il'ee11 s t ~ · i!U 
.,f P pu o# *1 spupe: a::cle ' I 1 /1 g · · ·1, 
•u: dst J a li •s I r': 1 ' J 2 · _ · 1 · s liil · ., : 
c s g gpqd hr laeli.,~ow how it is when you get it stuck 
on a shoe (!iJ'Is:emJ ~til"- un'lr d13 1 d; u:oe:::el bt o§ Alii' 
1 I w: d!!feJ R. te <: 1111 1 ) Yep-that's what I judge to be your 
principal trouble. A lack of confidence in yourself as a person. 
Now I'm basing that fact on a number of your remarks and on 
certain observations I' ve made. For instance, that clumping you 
thought was so awful in high school. You say that you dreaded to 
go upstairs? You see what you did? You dropped out of school, 
you gave up an educati all because of a little clump, which as 
far as I can see is practically non-existent! Jliil a little physical 
defect is all you have. It's hardly noticeable even! Magnified a 
thousand times by your imagination You know what my strong 
advice to you is? .::t 1 g think of yourself as superior in 
some way! (C: osscs L. to stttc:ll !t1hlc R. of <LJ L d . Sib. fiiltt z: Sit&. 
ai.a1 Rl 11181JJJj; .) 
LAURA~hhw~~~Wnk? ____ __ 
JIM. Why, man alive, Laura! Look around you a little and what 
do you see? A world fu&8~~. 1common people! All of 'em born and all of 'em going to die! AI 0 'which of them has one-tenth of your 
strong points! Or mine! Or anybody else's for that matter ' _, 
~ everybody excels in some one thing. ~some in man . 
.-,. take me, for instance. My interest happens to lie in electro-
dynamics. I'm taking a course in radio engineering at night school, 
on top of a fairly responsible job at the warehouse. I'm taking that 
course and studying public speaking. 
LAURA. Ohhhh .... 
JIM. Because I believe in the future of television! w.ant to be 
ready to go right up along with it. (Jlist2, r u H a ) I'm planning 
to get in on the ground floor. .-, I've already made the right 
connections. All that remains now is for the industry itself to get 
under way-full steam! ¥: 1 zq knowledge-ZSZZppp! Jrfoney 
-Zzzzzzpp! PO'WER ! ~That's the cycle democracy is built 
on l l£ se. gue s Y.OU think I think a lot of myself! · 
LAURA. No-o-o-o, I don't. .-· 
JIM. Well, now how about you? Isn't 
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there- some one thing that you take more interest in than anything 
else? 
LAURA. Oh-yes . . . 
JIM. Well, then, such as what? 
LAURA. Well, I do-as I said-have my-glass collection 
(MWSIC @tolE £# tJ A) 
JIM. 1@1 , d ~ What kind of glass is it? 
LAURA. Little articles of it, 
ornaments mostly. Most of them are little animals made out of 
glass, the tiniest little animals in the world. Mother calls them the 
glass menagerie! Here's an example of one, if you'd like to see it! 
l!itS'*'ls one of ~he oiC!est,"" tt's nearly tfitrteen. ('Jl anas 1t to Jim.) 
Oh, be careful-if you breathe, it breaks! (TI IJ!!! BE!E!E! 8@Jis8 
S't IOULB ~t:eHI t IIIJiitB. i1 . 1 t Sf !!ME # 1 6 ) 1118 
. ..Js Siflti play to e::el o{ 1 cos 1 el., 
JIM. I'd better not take it. I'm pretty clumsy with things. 
LAURA. Go on, I trust you with him! Qim takes horse,) There 
----------=You're holding hit}} gentlx.Uiold him over the light, he loves the 
light! t.(Ji: 1 ll 1 1 7 ) • ) See how the light shines 
through him? 
JIM. • sure does shine! 
LAURA. I shouldn't be partial, but he is my favorite one. 
JIM. Say, what kind of a thing is this one supposed to be? 
LAURA. Haven't you noticed the single horn on his forehead? 
JIM. Oh, a unicorn, huh? 
LAURA. Mmmm-hmmmmm! 
JIM. Unicorns, aren't they extinct in the modern world? 
LAURA. I know! 
JIM. Poor little fellow must feel kind of lonesome. 
LAURA. Well, if he does he doesn't complain about it. He stays 
on a shelf with some horses that don't have horns and they all 
seem to get along nicely together. 
JIM. They do. Say, where will I put him? 
LAURA. Put him on the table . .oo~(8J*'i1+1H-setr'l!ltJ~u~ ... ·-... ~~;'f:J:l=11_.11 ... Riilooo~ef 
i 13 1@ ~. peds e:ai88111 tJrt i!.) They all like a change of scenery 
once in a while! -'------_...;:~---~ 
___ j~M. ee:., fnoill!] 11/Ufa!Je, rfretiiMirn~ '"lit~ . ) +I Lj cis . . (lelUSIC 
· C' W )116 Jih Ba::u ~4trsi:t;) I hoe! I 21 rh....liiv r lii~ MJ aluuls" h 
lift hen I Jlt etsN. ~ 
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JIM. (Crosses to door 11., exits, leaving door open, and stands otl 
fire-escape landing. Sings to music. [Popular record of day for 
dance-hall .] '"J4lMen · Ji:u opens elva• , lltttJie Stb'ells) It's stopped 
rammg. d e_s the music com~ from? 
LAURA. From tlie Paradise Dance FlalFacross 1e alley. 
JIM. (Re-entering room, sl-8sirt~ aeet ~t., crosses to [aura.) How 
about cutting the rug a little, Miss WiJS-lleld? Or is your pro~ 
filled up? Let me take a look at it.r, 855@~ !Msl~ € . .?Wusic, in 
dance hall, goes into a waltz. Business here with imaginary dance-
program card.) Oh, say! Every dance is taken! I'll just scratch 
some of them out 'Ahhhh a waltz! 
LAURA. !-can' t dance ! 
JIM. There you go with that inferiority stuff! 
LAURA. ve never ance m my 1 e. 
JIM. Come on, try! 
LAURA. Oh, but I'd step on you! 
JIM.~ I'm not made out of glass. 
LAURA. How-how do we start? 
JIM. You hold your arms out a little. 
LAURA. Like this? -
JIM. A little bit higher. ~;<fetlees sm11 tt itt u: :a)=-That's right. Now 
don't tighten up, that's the principal thing about it-just relax. 
LAURA. It's hard not to. 
JIM. Okay. 
LAURA. I'm afraid you can' t budge me. 
JIM. (8e::teCJ at omtd L. ef elt15 be l 1 'r) What do you bet I 
can't? 
LAURA. Goodness, yes, you can! 
JIM. Let yourself go, now, Laura, just let yourself go. 
LAURA. I'm--
JIM. Come on! 
LAURA. Trying! 
JIM. Not so stiff now-easy does it! 
LAURA. I know, but I'm--! ./ 
JIM. Come on! Loosen your backbone a little !F'fl'hea !lsey ~e~ t8 
J@jJ I §2 CCI ilti oJ tfay bc f i tl;»et t-ka at: 4 ien sq ,ni11 112* sqg &·ua 
ftjL.hti ~ira's Ul Ill ti~bte:tS Ul GUild fyc; It J;ft A116il Q@ Stvin~s 1Jfr 
qrill!!ld e:. with he: feel sff ~aeJr a8ent 3 !81itplctc tu: 115 Pef;;.e 
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(Jim knocks glass 
-===========:::::.- _EADES.) .:> i m: oh-
- - LAURA. a, it doesn' t matter --
JIM. (Picks horse up.) We knocked the little glass horse over. 
LAURA. Yes. 
JIM. (9feimb tmie8fH,Ie :&:Jilll"ll) Is he broken? 
LAURA. Now he's just like all the other horses. 
JIM. You mean he lost his--? -'-------------=w-·-~L:.oAifuilRrA~. iH:re~'~s"il:::o~st~hf:is~horn. It doesn't matter. Maybe it's a bless-
----~----~~~.g~ 
JIM. Gee, I bet you'll never forgive me. I bet that was your fa-
.:.....-~ ----------·--:v~o~r=l e piece of g ass. 
LAURA. Oh, I don' t have favorites-~) much. It's no 
tragedy. Glass breaks so easily. No matter how careful you are. 
The traffic jars the shelves and things fall off them. 
----~-------_Jll\1. till 'm awfully sorry that I was the cause of it. 
·e 
LAURA. I'll just imagine he had an operation. The horn was re-
moved to make him feel less-freakish\IE-€1 es3LS c. , sits eo: Siitctll 
~ Now he will feel more at hom! with the other horses, the 
ones who 
I'm glad to see 
that you have a sense of humor. You know-you're--different 
t an anyboay e se I know?" (MUS C CUE #17.) Do you mind 
me telling you that? I mean it~You make me feel sort of-I don' t 
know how to say it! I'm usuany pretty good at expressing things, 
but-this is something I don' t know how to say I id anybody ever 
tell ou that you were pretty? Well, 
you are! n 111 a 1 eren wa from anyone else. And all the 
nicer because of the differencJ.QI.; I IJ'i I wish that you were my 
sister. I'd teach you to have fo nfidence in yourself. Being different 
is nothing to be ashamed of. Because other people aren't such won-
derful people. They' re a hundred times one thousand. You're one 
times one ! They walk all over the earth. You just stay here. They're 
as common as-weeds, but-you, well you' re..i/31ue Roses! 
LAURA. But blue is-wrong for-roses 
JIM. It's right for you!-You' re pretty! 
LAURA. In what respect am I pretty? 
JIM. In all respects-your eyes- your hair. Your hands are pretty I 
You think I'm saying this because I'm invited to dinner and have 
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to be nice..tlillr, I could do that! I could say lots -of things without 
being sincere. But m talking to you sincerely. I happened to 
notice you had this inferiority complex that keeps you from feel-
ing comfortable with people. Somebody ought to build your con-
fidence up tq 1 1 and make you proud· instead of shy and 
turning away and-blushing-- ff !of 5 np Uit Sllllill 
. ·'. ~ • ... j 
• 
1 1 g p .~ Somebody-ought to';;~~~~~~~~---:._; __ 
somebody ought to-kiss you, Laura I ( 'Jbey kiss. Jim r~leases ,1Jer -==-"-==-==:a••=""'!~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~.to him· 
self: .As Jim turns awt;Jy, MUSIC ENDS.) ~ I shouldn't have 
done that h_gj: W<jS way off the beam (yi1 i:!i' IU) ·Jil'lfi. 1"11 118' 
5 1 ·=·Is il !SJ~ou a you care or a ciga-- ...... -.. .......... = -r 
rette? You don' t smoke, do you? How afiout a mmt? eppermint-
Life-Saver? My pocket's a regular drug-store . . . aura . 
-, if I had a sister like you, I'd do the same thing as Tom. I'd 
bring fellows home to meet you. Maybe I shouldn't be saying this. 
That may not have been the idea in having me over. But what if 
it was? There's nothing wrong with that.-The only trouble is that 
in my case-I'm not in a position to-- I can't ask for your 
number and say I'll phone. I can't call up next week ~d-ask for 
a- date. I thought I had better explain the situation in case you-
misun erstood and I hurt your feelings . . . 
LAURA. (1aint!y.) You-won't-call again? 
- ·· 
JIM. W j · ?1 to R: !J' i 5 Lei, tt:tei sill' :g ) No, I can' 
....,, I've-got strings on me. Laura, I've-been goinMs!'i'e!'!a!"!P-y~r·~"-..:g~o..---"'..._"" 
out all the time with a girl named Betty. """' she's a nic quiet 
home girl like you, and Catholic and Irish, and in a great many 
ways we-get along fin~.fi met her last summer on a moonli ht 
boat tnp up the river to Alton, on the J\llajestic Well-right away 
from the start it was-love! 'iRk; b 5 , being in love has made a 
new man of me! The power of love is pretty tremendous! Love is 
something that-changes the whole world. It happened that Betty's 
aunt took sick and she got a wire and had to go to Centralia. So 
naturally when Tom asked me to dinner-naturally I accepted the 
-
invitation, not knowing I mean-not knowing .• _!~. ~w~i}'is~h:':'t"":h::a:t~o:t~l---~-------~--­
would-say something. [ aura gives Jim unicorn.) What are you 
doing that for? }r au ~n an you want me to have hin:? ~hat_for? 
LAURA. A-fouvemr. ~be ell'JJJeJ R. Is e g . J11:e 1 JJC!J;~ 
AMANDA. (Off- stage.) I'm coming, children. ~e wfc:s i11f'IJ 
di11 .119 I CCIII f1em kit~hw ~. f.!.!b2ug~t you'd like some liquid re-
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freshmen~ilile:ls Iitty on JlltEJll I lis E"jts s jhH ~ Mr. O'Con-
nor, have you heard that song about lemonade? It's 
"Lemonade, lemonade, 
Made in the shade and stirred with a spade-
And then it's good enough for any old maid!" 
JIM. No, ma'am, I never heard itJ 
:AMANDA. Why are you so serious, honey? CJo £aura.) 
JIM. Well, we were having a serious conversation. 
AMANDA. I don't understand modern young people. When 
was a girl I was gay about everything. 
JIM. You haven't changed a bit, Mrs. Wingfield. 
AMANDA. I suppose it's the gaiety of the occasion that has re-
jnvenated..meJ W ell, here's to the gaiety of the occasion! ca ms 
lemonade on dress.) Oooo! I baptized myself <.euts_gj.f!&.JLlLSttlMI 
ta~fJlay- bed.) I found some cherries in the kitchen, and I 
p u.t one in each glass. 
JIM. You shouldn' t gave gone to all that trouble, ma' am. 
AMANDA. It was no trouble at al'f.Didn' t you hear us cutting up 
in the kitchen? I was so outdone with Tom for not bringing you 
- over sooner, but now you've found your way I want you to come 
all the time-not just once in a while-but all the timf Oh, I 
think I' ll go back in that kitchen. fStar !s to cci! u . 8:) 
JIM. Oh, no, ma'am, please don' t go, ma'am. As a matter of fact, 
I've got to be going. 
AMANDA. Oh, Mr. O'Connor, it's only the shank of the evening! 
(Jim and Amanda stand u . c.) 
JIM. Well ou know how it is. 
AMANDA. You mean you're a young working man and have to 
keep workingmen's hours? 
JIM. Yes, ma'am. 
------------·---~A~M~A~N~D~A~·~W~ ell, we'll let you off early this time, but on~on 
the condition that you stay later next time, much later 
What's the best night for you? Saturday? ' ' r\~S. U.J, nG'- F 1£-IJ.J '' 
JIM. Well, as a matter of fact,f;.I;..:;.:.ha..:v~e~a-c_o_u-p7le-o7f -t-:-im_e __ -c:-lo-c7k_s_t_o---~ 
punch, Mf~. WiR8Mihl, one in the morning and another one at 
night! 
AMANDA. Oh, isn't that nice, you' re so ambitious! You work 
at night, too? 
JIM. No, ma'am, not work but Betty! 
AMANDA. Betty? Who's Betty? 
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JIM. Oh, just a girl. The girl! go steady with! 
AMANDA. You m~ serious? (e;.?.Q es 1!: is: ~ 
JIM. Oh, yes, ma'am. \'Qe're going to be married the second Sun-
day in June. 
AMANDA. ~£its i?il 4 1~ IW..,. Tom didn't say anything at all 
about your going to be married? 
JIM. Well, the eat's not out of the bag at the warehouse yet. 
~., ; 1 I f:s::: tdtpbbitt table.) You know how they are. 
They call you Romeo and stuff like that. It's been a wonderful 
evening, Mrs. Wingfield. guess this is wnat they mean by South-
ern hospitality. · 
AMANDA. It was nothing. Nothing at all. 
JIM. · d ' seem like I'm rushing off. B t I promised Betty 
I'd pick her up at the Wabash depot an' by the time 1 get my 
jalopy down there her train' ll be in . Some women are pretty upset 
if you keep them waiting. 
- ------ AMANDA. Yes, I know all about the tyranny of women' Well, 
good-bye, Mr. O'Connor. (-;:iMn ~n il11 ~ut:~ eat lseur.f . ]i111 le:t M it) 
I wish you happiness- and good fortun You wish him that, too, don' t you, Laura? _.._ __ ..,.,..;,_.,.:....;....,:..:..::.! __ . ___ ,_~--~-----
LAURA. Yes, I do1 tv!<?.t!m. 
JIM. ( 6: uses z. to 15atli a.) Good-bye, Laura. I'll always treasure 
that souvenir. And don't you forget the good advi~e I gave yo 
So long, Shakespeare (1 'fa li) Thanks, again, ladies.-Good night! 
e gnns anaauc S Jattnt:iy out R. -~--.... 
AMANDA. ('Faintly.) Well, well, well. Things have a way of 
turning out so badly - (Laura crosses to ..,E_bonograpb, f'S.Js e:1 
. cl .J I don' t believe that I woul play the victrol iWell wei 
- well, our gentleman caller was engaged to be marriea,''I;!-:T;:'o;..;m~! .;...;.;;;;.._ _ ___ _ 
TOM. (Off.) Yes, Mother? 
AMANDA. Come out here. I want to tell you something very 
funny. 
TOM . • C I 3 q ill 1 I I" . 9 2 1 • lA 
1" · § Bill, tiJJ Bttg!J Gill tai::s, e . s.q Has the gentleman caller 
gotten away already? 
AMANDA. The gentleman caller made a very early departur . 
That was a nice joke you played on us!...-
TOM. How do you mean? 
AMANDA. You didn' t mention that he was engaged to be married. 
TOM. Jim? Engaged? 
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AMANDA. That's what he just informed us. 
---------~----l=QM. I'll be jigger.ed! I di 't know. 
AMANDA. That seems very peculiar. 
TOM. What's peculiar about it? 
AMANDA. Didn't you tell me he was your best friend down at 
the warehouse? 
TOM. He is, but how did I know? 
AMANDA. It seems very peculiar you didn't know your best 
friend~ngaged to be married! 
TOM. The warehouse is the place where I work, not where I 
know things about people! 
AMANDA.fYo u don' t know things anywhere! You live in a dream; 
you manufacture illusions I ( 'J om starts for • door.) Where are 
-.:...-------------yeu going? Where re yo ·going? Where are you going? 
TOM. I'm going to the movies . 
AMANDA. (f · s, c: 6SBL 1 p Is Sis:: e.) That's right, now that 
you've had us make such fools of ourselves. The effort, the prepa-
rations, all the expense! The new floor lamp, the rug, the clothes 
for Laura! jAil for what? To entertain some other girl's fiance! / 
Go to the fnovies, go! Don't think about us, a mother deserted, an 
unmarried sister who's crippled and has no job! Don't let any-
thing interfere with you; selfish pleasure! Just go, go, go-to the 
movies! 
TOM. All right, I will, and the more you shout at me about my 
selfish leasures, the quicker I'll go, and I won't go to the movies 
~C: osse up I fJ e _ ; i bg, JEll" lj»J Go, then! 
Then o to the moon ou selfish dreamer !I (MUSIC CUE # 18. 
INTERIOR LIGHT ms out. Re-enters living-room, slamming • 
C1oor. Jom~ closing speech is timed with the interior pantomime. 
'Jhe interior scene is played as though viewe .t£Lo~ soundproof 
glass, behind outer scrim curtain. Amanda, ~ e 1 appears tg be 
making a comforting speech to Laura who is huddled.dn ftde'1f\4-A•~-
4ij3 IP!I!l. 'Now that we cannot hear the mothers speech, her silli-
ness is gone and she has dignity and tragi~ beauty. Laura's hair 
hides her face until at the end of the speech she lifts it to smile at 
her mother. Amanda's gestures are slow and graceful, almost 
dance-like, as she comforts her daughter. 'J om, who has meantime 
put on, as before, the jacket, and cap, l?nters det!JH R frau:~ off-
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I g , l!fitd a~~in een~e:J to ~re eecapta landin; stands as be spscbc. 
Meantime lights are upon .Amanda and [aura, but are dim.) 
TOM. I didn't go to the moon. I went m h farther. For time is 
the longest distance between two places. . . . I left Saint Louis. 
I .ilunt !: .. these steps .,£ this file escape fst the iMJf ftno ulli 
;f. followed; from then on, in .my father's footsteps, attempting to 
find in motion what was lost in space . ." . . I travelled around a 
~--great deal. The cities swept about me 1 e dead leaves, leaves that 
were brightly colored but torn away from the branches I would 
have stopped, but T was pursued by something. It always came 
upon me unawares, tal.dng me ·altogether by surprise. Perhaps it 
was a familiar bit of music. Perhaps it was only a piece of trans-
parent glass. . . . Perhaps I am walking along a street at night, 
in some strange city, before I have found companions, and I pass 
the lighted window of a shop where perfume is sold. The window 
is filled with pieces of colored glass, tiny transf.:lrent bottles in 
delicate colors, like bits of a shattered rainbow-/ 1 hen all at once 
my sister touches my shoulder. I turn around and look into her 
eyes. / - . Oh, Laura, Laura, I tried to leave you behind me, but 
I am more faithful than I intended to be I reach for a cigarette, 
I cross the street, I run into a movie or a bar. I buy a drink, I 
speak to the nearest stranger-anything that can blow your candles 
out '-/.foe ·no;?-' ~' wodd ;, Ht by hghtrun Blo;-;;;;-t -youc 
candfes, La«' £:..a.u.z:..a.Jls:l.ws...-'llit candle.~ _.HW_ b11_rning in 
candelabrum a Cl the whole interior is blacked out.) .. And so-
good-bye! (Exits up alley a Music continues to the end.) 
(End of play.) 
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St a tement of Interpreta tion and Purpose by the Dir ector 
Statement of Interpretation ~nd Purpose 
-by th£! Director : Dick ~ Cermele 
The Glass Menagerie is E~ play about frustration, the 
crippling frustration tha t results when reople attempt 
to live their lives in t erms of dr ecms alone, with no 
re~ o gnition of the realitie s of life around t hem. This 
is not to say that dr eams should not be a part of life, 
but t o be a valid par t of living there must be a balance 
betwe en one' s dream s and hi s struggle with t he realities 
of ex i stence. It is this bal <, nce that enabl es each of us 
to crea te a ·whole approach for a sane coping with life. 
It is when c.n imb al a nce exists between the se t VI o univer-
sal and timeless f actors of existence that frust ra tibn 
is bound t o ensue . Man cam-:,.ot live on dreams a.lone, but 
he c an (and must) live on h i s unique i ntegration of dream-
ing dreams a nd realizing reality. 
This i s , to me, t h e mos t bas i c idea of the J, lo.y whether 
Mr. Wil liams had intended it or not. .Ac ~epting t his in-
terpretation we can i mmed i a tely give the plc..y universa l 
appeal. The ob jects and actions of the pl ay and t he 
characters bec ome objects and actions which can be under -
stood and empathized by a ll men. The doting, nagging mother 
who wants the best fo r her children and who almost destr oy s 
them trying to - achieve tha t best; the shy, sensitive crippled 
daughter content to be a l one in her little glas s world 
where no demands are made upon her and no one c an hurt her; 
the son, an arti s tic young man yearning for advent ure a nd 
ual because of his attempt to cope with reality , then 
there is hope , but its fulf illment is achieved only by 
a combination of the characteristics of Amanda , Tom and 
Laura with the characteris tic s of the Gentleman Ca ller , 
or as I originally ste. ted , "the -unique integration of 
dree;.ms and r eality". The possibility that there might 
have been s ometLing be t we e;n Jim and Laura , or at least 
that they were able to communic a te on e level of c om-
pas s i on and sensitivity , herein lies the ho pe of the 
pl ay , the hope of the South, the hope of modern man. 
My purpose in doing the .Qlass Menagerie ·was net not 
only because it is a very fine play , but because with 
only f our characters I woul d have mo:r e of an opportunity 
to work on characterizations . Also I warit ed to attempt 
my s omewhat radical idea of t he Gentlei.Gan Caller's 
char21.c ter and significance to the pl-ay to see if i t would 
change the play for the better (in terms mentioned abc ve) . 
Although staged in room #210 vvhere three qu8.rter · or i n 
t he round is so suitable, I wanted to ·sta ge proscenium-
wiSe because I had done much more stag ing i n the r ound 
than in proscenium. 
Finally , I attempted to achieve wi t h all the i ntel l ectual 
a nd technica J. techniques available to me , wha t hapr ens to 
people involved in a life of extreme frustra tion a s a re-
sult of not wanting or n ot being able t o f ace r eali t y. 
In this simply stated and ye t overwhelming task I be-
lieve I was quite succes sful. 
. 
Second readings for Glass Menagerie 
men 
Second readings will cover t wo days, 1ednesday (1 April) 
and Thursday (2 April) . 
I would like to see the fol l owi ng people at 4 p.m. today 
(Wednesday , 1 .April) i n room #116 at the Th1?a tre 
Collier , r ello, Nor ton , Ul rich; and Fouts, Peeker, 
Mitchell, Kuppelberg 
I would l i ke t o see the fol l owing people " t 4 p.m. tomorr ow 
(Thursd <. y, 2 April) in room #116 a t the he tre 
Girar.dtn, Kenner son, Levy, Manno; and Dres ser, Goodvvyn, 
Nicholson, Young 
~--
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Anticipated Rehe arsal Schedule 
Gla s s Menagerie Rehearsa l Schedule 
-study meeting 
-study meeting 
-study meeting 
-study · meeting 
-study ground plan (s e t up) and i mpr ovis e movement 
and business for 1st act 
-run act 1 'Nith dia logue; work on movement ana business 
for act 1 
-im}Jrovise moveme nt a nd bus i nes s for act 2 
-run act 2; run act 1 
- work on movement and business for act 2 
-run entir e play 
-further work on movemen t and busines s fo entire pl ay 
-run entire play 
- work on act 1 
-run act 1; work on deta ils for act 2 
- work on act 2 ; run act 2 
-run en tire play 
-lines for a ct l; run act 1 without interruption 
- work act l with interruptions for c orrections 
-run act 1 without interruytions 
-lines for act 2 ; run a c t 2 without interru:r.>tion 
- work act 2 with i nterruptions for c orrections 
-run act 2 without interruption; li!les for entir e pl a y 
-run entire play 
- work on act 1; run act 1 
- wor k on act 2 ; run act 2 
-run entire play; criticism aft er f act 
-specia l sc enes; run entire play 
-special scenes; run entire play 
-special scene s; run entire play 
-special scenes; run entire play 
Actual Rehearsal Schedule 
REHEARSAL SCHEDULE FOR "THE GrASS MENAGERIE 11 
APRIL 10 t study meeting 3:00 - 3::30 (elieen mitchell unable to attend s:o cal 
the meeting off) 
11: study meeting at Dick Cermele's • 3:00 - 6:00 
12~: study meeting 3l -s 
JL3,: study meeting 3- ~:SO 
14:study meeting 12·3 
16: improvisations 3: - 6:30 
17: improvisations 3 - 5:45 
1.8: bloe:k scenes 1 and 2 1 run s:aid scenes 10 - 1:30 
JL9: bloc.k S1cenea 3, and 4 ,run senes 1,2,31 4 1 2-5 
2Q: block s;cenea 5 and 6 2-5 
2JL: bloc·k s;cenes 7 and a J 3:3,0 - 6::50 
22:: run scenes 1-8 for blocking 3-5 
2.3: work scene 1 and r\Ul it J 2'-5 :30 
24: work scene 2 and run it;2-4 
25: run scenes 1 and 2'; 11-1 
26: work scene 3 and run it;l-3 
2~: work scene 31 run it; work scene 4,run 1-4; 1-3:30 
28: work scene Sf 3-6:30 
ao: work scene 6 and run it;2- 6 
MAY 1: line rehearsal foe entire play, work scene 7; 1-6:3.0 
2: rtm scene 7 1 work scene 8;9-4 
3;:JIM-LA.URA section of scene 8 1-7:30 
4: scene a; 3:15-71 9-12:30 
5: run through;:S-5:451 7-11:45 
6; run through; 3:3Q..6:151 7:30-ll:30 
7: run through; 
a: 3:50 line rehearaa1; l'Wl. through. 7- 11:35 
MAY 9: line rehearsal. ll:30 - l.rtm. thru 2-11 
10: rtm thru 1- 8 
'l'! t: 
11: run thru; special. 4-5• entire play 7:30 • 3 :SO 
<> 
12: run through; 5-7:45.8:15-12:03 
13: perf"oriWilrl.Ce ;8:20-9:30.9:46-1055 
14: performance ; 8:13-9:16.9:42-10:35 
Log for The Glass Menagerie . 
d irected by Dick Cermele 
(for a -detail of any of the log entries see notes of S<:tme date) 
Log for The Glass Menagerie 
8 April 1959 .. . . 
-time: 4:00- 6:30, lVlr. Arm~ste ad's off~ce, Theatre 
-meeting of production staff plus Ntr .. Armistead and 
M.r. Nicholson. General dates set: 
-May 5 all props, light plot completed, sound 
all recorded on tape, in- o.t her words everything 
ready to roll 
-May 10, to put set up on stage and hand lights 
-May 1 2 , dress parade -
-meet wi th Dick and Jane and went over prop list 
-meet with Tim and set budget: 
scenery: $ 5.00 
props : 1 2 .00 
costumes: 7.00 
lights: 2.00 
sound: 2 .. 00 
transp: 2.00 
total: $30.00 
10 April 1959 
• 
• can be juggled about 
-time: 3-3:30, room #468, Admiral Bl'dg. 
-first meeting with the c ast: 
-Linda Dres ser - Amanda 
,...Robert Levy - Tom . . 
-Donald Ulrich - Jim (Gentleman Caller) 
-Dick Cermele (director) explained the rehearsal 
schedule: seven days a week, no more than 3 to 4 
hours per day 
-expla ined that we will spend four days studying the 
play so everyone is com1letely aware of what and why 
the others are doing what they're doing; no pre-
blocking, study play, know character's actions (goa ls), 
improvise movement for blocking 
-next rehearsal saturday, 11 April, 3 p;,m., at Dick · 
Cermele's a partment, 111 Park Drive, .Apt. #·17 
-Eileen Mitchell unable to attend 
-each member of c ast to buy mm script, $1 .. 00 
11 April 1959 
-object of meeting: 
-read through play 
-find sping of pla y 
-obj ect of play 
-a i m of Williams 
- what he is saying 
-where each character fits in 
-Dick emphasized this is a learning situation f or all 
of us 
-a complete integrated af f air f or a ll of us and all 
concerned 
-Dick: more dream than memory; what we se e is what 
Tom sees in his dream; the apartment is a sort of 
prison to the occupants; closing-in affair 
-no rela tion to outside, a l most floa ting by itself, 
blackness all around it 
-time: 3~6, Dick Cermele 's · apt., 111 Park Drive, Apt .. #17 
11 April 1959 
-time: 3-6 : 30, Dick Cermele's apartment 
-the daybed is for TOM, n ot Laura as stated in 
script; ' there i s only one bedroom i~ apartment 
and Laura sleeps in the same bed as .Amanda 
-in orignial script Tom lNas: 
stage manager, barra tor, and ~ char~cter; we 
are dispensing with the stage manager part 
-read through the play · 
-Dick played the music he had. picked out for t he 
menagerie - mus ic (Char le s Ives) and played it, 
replayed it as Bob read the Narrator's opening -
speech; fit play very nicely 
-Dick t hen played the record Laura play s on the 
phonograph, 1920 or early ' 30s recording of "I' m 
Forever Blowing Bubbles ", gene r al agre ement 
-broke at 6:30 p.m. 
-nex t rehears a l set fo r 3 p.m., 12 April at 
Dick's apartment 
*read to c ast sections of printed newspa per and 
magazine r eviews conc erning the or i gni a l (1945) 
Broadway pr oduction 
*Dick then read to c a st n otes he had crea t ed con-
cerning hi s i deas about the play and the charac-
ters 
*n.b; s (-:: e notes da ted 11 April 1058 
12 April 1959 
· -time 3-6 p.m., room #468, Admiral B1'dg. _ 
-all present 
-started with a discussion of character background 
with Don Ulrich (Jim) 
-next came the discus s i on of Amanda, Linda was asked 
to start but she said she had re&.ll given the subj ect 
n ot much thought, but a ve ry interesting and long 
di scussion followed 
-this discus sion wa s just a start to get the actors 
thinking about t heir characters- first i mpress i ons 
*see notes of thi s date-fir st i mpress ions) 
-idea set up: knowing the character so well tha t 
e ach actor c an participate i n i mprovisati on and 
react as the cha racter would 
-Dick: ·actor--to get · a general i dea of the character 
director--to point out to the · ac tor when 
and what parts of the character 
to use, to shade the part, give 
actor the direction of the emotions 
13 April 1959 
-t i me: 3:30_- 7:30 p.~., room #468, Admiral Bl'dgw 
-ta lked ab out character relation ships, cha racter 
objectives, · forces of dpFos ition for each char acter 
-Dick went through ent ire script (each r eading 
their own part) marking be a. ts (marked in script 
by a red line) 
-Dick corrected the Jim-Laura scene (8) to read 
as he desire it to read 
14 April 1959 
-time: 3-6p.m., room #468 , Admiral Bl'dg. 
-read through entire scrips, discussing line 
motivations, actions of scenes 
15 April 1959 
-no rehears a l because of Sta.rk Young speaking at 
Wellsley Colleg e 
16 April 1959 
-time: 3.:20 -:-6:30, room #468, Admiral Bl'dg. 
-viewed colored e levation of set and ground plan; 
. expres s i onistic i n that the a par tment is seen 
a s seen in Tom's mind, and n ot hmv it really 
existed 
-stage manager asked each actor to hand in after 
the l a st performance a written statemen t c oncerning 
his or her character 
-Dick asked each actor and the stage manager and 
a .s.m. t o hand in a stra ight forward written 
sta tement concern ing t~e director; mentioned 
items to be handed in on May 17, typed and in-
serted i n the production book · 
-stage manager and a.s.m. laid out the ground 
plan on the _floor 
-improvisations outside context of the play to 
see character reaction i n other s i tuati ons 
-Tom and Jim having l unch ·at the warehouse, Jim 
hasn't gove to the house yet, Dick entered as 
a t hird party . 
-Laura at Rubic amts Busines s Colle ge for her first 
interview , Nancy played the interviewer 
-.Amanda taking Laura t o the Young People's League 
meeting, later back at the h ouse when Tom comes 
· home · 
-improvised movements and lines of t he first sc ene 
of the play, Dick stopped them bec aus e it got too 
out of hand 
*see notes, 1 7 April 1959 for re s olution 
17 April 1959 
-time: 3 : 30-5:45, room #110, Adrn iral Bl' dg . 
-more background improvisa tions for Jim a nd lunanda 
-il.manda at D.A.R .. meeting 
-Amanda a t the Cotillion Bal l l in her youth 
-Jim trying to get a job ju st after his graduation 
from high school 
-Jim getting tips ab out how to get ahead- pers ona l 
appea rance, poise, etc. 
-Nancy handled rehea rsal 
18 April 1959 
-time: 10 a . m. -1 p.m., ro.om #110, Admirial Bl'dg ... 
-blocked scenes 1 and 2 
-ran them t wice 
19 April 1959 
-time: 2 :30-5 p.m .. , lower l obby, thea tre 
-improvised movement s f or scene 3 , worked out 
quite well 
-repeated sc en e , Dick settirig movements-he wanted 
- blocked scene 4 
-ran sc ene 3 , sc ene 4 
- ran scenes 1 thru 4 
~Dick wol'ked a few minutes ·with Bob .on t he walk 
and stanc e of the. narrator 
20 April 1959 
-time: 2 :20-5:30p .. m., lower lobby, theatre 
-blocked scene 5, ran scene 5 
-blocked sc ene 6, r a n scene 6 
-ran scene 5J 15 minutes 
-ran seen~ 6, 18 " 
21 April 1959 
-time: 3:30-6:30 p.m., roorn # 1 10 , Admiral Bl 'dg . 
-blocked scene 7 
-ran sc ene 7 
- blocked scene 8 
-ra n scene 8 
22 April 1959 
-time: 3:30 - 6:30 , p .. m., r oom l/110 , Admira l Bl'dg .. 
-ran scene 8 
-ran scenes 1 thru 8 jus t for blocking 
-pep t a lk by Dick: wants show ready in 16 f ays , ac t ually 
19 days until performance time · 
-all lines must be c ol d by May 1 
23 April 1959 
-time: 2-5:30 p .. m., room i/110, .Admi ral Bl'dg. 
-Nance held a line rehe ars a l for Amanda and Laura 
for sc enes 1 and 2 , while Dick worked with Bob on 
Tom's first soliloquy 
-ran scene 1 with interruptions 
-rehearsa l t aken by Nancy 
24 .April 1959 
-time: 2-4 p .. m., ro om #110, ~dmiral Bl'dg. 
;..Dick t alked with Eileen for 25 minutes ab out Laura 
- a t 2; 30 started a stop and go rehearsa l ab out scene 2 
-line rehea rsal of sc ene · 
-reran scene 
25 April 1959 
-time: 11:00 - 1 p.m. , r oom #468, Admira l Bl'dg . 
-Dick t a lked Tom and Amanda privately with each 
until 11: 30 
-ran scenes 1 and 2 ' 
-notes by Dick 
-reran scenes 
26 April 1959 
-time 1:45 -3:15, lower lobby , thea tre 
-started vvith scene 3 
-ran sc ene _t woce each time with stops 
- Eileen unable to come (sick) 
27 .April 1959 
-time: 1-3:30 p .. m., ro om #468 , Admiral Bl'dg . 
-ran sc ene 3 twic~ 
- worked on scene 4 
-ran sc ene 4 
-ran scenes 1 t hru 4 
- production meeting a t t hea tre at 4 p.m. 
-play to be done in room #210, fina lly decided 
-Pat Trapp .to design set, · to be done on raised platform 
28 April 1959 
-time: 3:30 -6:30 p.m., room #468 , Admira l Bl'd~. 
-discus s i on of individual actions of t he s c ene (5) 
- worked on scene 5 
-once straight thru t o ge t warmed up 
-stop and go run thru, changed blocking in part 
-ran scene 5 
29 April 1959 
-t ime: 3-6 : 30 p. m .. , room #-468 , Admiral Bl 'dg . 
-mea sured out and set up new set tha t wi ll be used 
i n #210 · 
~Dick changed measurements of back ~-val],. from · 7' to 
11', cut dining room area from 8' x 11' to 
8 f X g t 
- started scene 5, got to L&ura 's exit stopped 
- worked on Laura and Tom bit 
-ran scene 5, stopped t o work on Tom and .A.mancia bit 
-ran scen e 5 , no stops 
- worked on Tom's exit 
30 April 1959 
-time: 2-6 p.m., room #468 , Admiral Bl'dg . 
- d i scussiori of actors' actions in scenes 6 , 7, and 
8 ; mainly 6 
-ran scene 6 twice· 
- r an sc ene s 1 thru 6 
1 IVIay 1959 
-time: 1-6:30 p.m., room #468, .Admirc.l Bl ' dg . 
-line rehea rs al t hru scene 7, Bob and Don . line 
trouble with scene 7 
-broke into groups: 
-Dick and Linda 
-Don and Eileen 
-Bob and David, line s for sc ene s 6, 7,8 
2 May 1959 
-time: 9-4 p.m., room #468, Admiral Bl'dg. 
-ran scene 7 
- worked on scene 8 
3 May 1959 
-time: l-7L30 p.m., Nancy and David t aped #210 
-Dick .worked on Jim-Laura scene in s~ ene 8 
4 Ma y 1959 
-tii'ne: 3:15 -7, 9-12:30 p.m., room t/210, Theatre 
-wol~ked more on Jim-Laura, sc ene 8 
-ran sc ene 8 
5 May 1959 
-time: 3-5:45, 7-11:45 p.m., room 11210, Theatre 
-run through 
6 May 1959 
-time: 3:30-6:15 ; 7:~0-11: 30 p.m., room #210, Thea t r e 
-run through 
-scene 8 , Jim and Laura (3 : 30 -6:15 p.m.) 
7 May 1959 
-time: 3 :30-6 :15; 7: 30-11:30 p. m., r oom #210, Thea tre 
-run through 
8 May 1959 . 
-time: 3:30-4:45, 7-11:35 p. m., ro om 11210, Thea tre 
-line rehear s &l while ·construction of set go i ng in 
ro om #210 
-run thr ough at n i ght, first time on set 
9 May 1959 
-tim~: 11: 30-1, 2-11 p.m., The a tre 
-line rehearsal with meuning , etc. 
-run through 
10 May 1959 
-time·: 1-8 p.m., Lounge , Thea tre 
-run through 
11 May 1959 
-time: 4-5, 7:30p . m.-3:30a.m., room #210, Thea tre 
-li:qe rehearsa l 
-run through with lights and sou d fo r the first time 
1 2 May 1959 
-time: 5-7: 45 , 8 :15-12 : 30, ro om #210, Thea tre 
-two run thr oUghs 
1 3 May 1 959 
-time : Act I, 8; 20 - 9:30 
Act II, 9:46 - 10:55 
-late i n starting , waited for IVIr. Pres sma.n and .Mr. Kass 
14 May 1 959 
- time: Ac t I, 8 :13 - 9 :16 
Act II, 9 :42 - 10:35 
-la te in starting, waiterl for IVI.r .. Thommen 
-late starting Ac t II, headse t s went dead 
Director's Pre-Rehears al Notes on the Play 
Director's Notes on the Play, 11 April 195~ 
-this is a pl ay about fr ustra ti \n , t he frustr ~ tion r e-
sulting from t hree people a t t empting to live t he i r lives 
i n t er ms of dreams alone and not t he r ealities of l ife 
around t hem 
-Tom' s dr eams ar e in terms t ha t the gra s s i s greener on 
the other side of the fence 
- Laura' s dreams a r e i n terms of the inanimate ob j ec ts 
tha. t don 't demand anything of her, where anonimity reigns 
- J.unanda ' s dreams a re i n terms of the past which c an be 
blown up , exaggerated and nurtured upon 
-Jim's dreams a re in te rm s of achieving on a more r ealistic 
level s ome of t he worldly recognition t ha t, on a diff erent 
plane, he achieved in high school 
-this is n ot to say tha t dreams should not be part of life, 
but t o be a valid part of living dreams mus t ach ieve s ome 
balanc e with everyday realities of existenc e----it i s the 
balanc e of t h e t wo tha t ena.b l e s each of us t o cr eate a 
whole appro ;:; ch for a s a.ne coping ·V'Ji th life --- --it is 
when an imbalance exists be t v.re en these t wo universal and 
t imeles s f actors of exis t ence t hat frustr a tion i s bound 
to ensue 
- wha t i s the reality of Tom? 
-the prospect of having t o go on living with his 
mother, t his nagging, silly woman who is t he e pitome 
of reality for him . 
- what is rea lity for Laura? 
-being diff e r ent fr om others, phy s ically , being c on-
si-dered a freak ; exposing t ha t dif f erence -co the 
world a s a s pecific pers on i s her fe arful reality 
-wha t is reality for Amanda? 
-that her daughter c an hardly hope to get a husband , 
no less be c onsidered a normal pers on, tha t her 
son is probably no gr ea t shake s a t a nything, and 
mostly tha t life could not be as rosy (jonquil l y) 
or romantic, or luxurious c ontinuous l y as she says 
her youth was 
-what is reality f or Jim? 
-the same as for Laura, non-recognition, being a 
non-entity-----it is because their fe ars are the 
s ame tha t they c an empath i ze with one another 
and have a real ground for c ommun i ca tion 
-an underlying paradox here i s tha t while each of the 
characters has t hi s damag i n g i mba l anc e betwe en dreams 
and real ity, t hey indirectly a~cuse t he others of being 
guilty of thi s but believe t hemselves to be auite i n-
nocent of it -
- man cannot live on dr eam s a l one but he can live on his 
unique integration of dream i ng dre am s and h is living life 
-Jim has achieved a working integra tion, the others have 
closed t heir eyes t o r eal i ty, henc e n ot hing to i ntegrat e 
-basic ouestions to stimulate character creation 
-who am I? 
- what am i doing here? 
-hO\rv do I live and make ruy livi ng? 
- who am I r e l ated to? 
-am I ricn or poor? 
- wha t do I t hing of myself? 
- wha t do others t h ink of me and why? 
- wha t are my hopes and fears, end what do I say 
they are? 
- what do I c l a im to want , a.nd wha t do I really want? 
-for the actor, in terms of ac t i on, object, c.nd style 
- what am I doing? 
- why am I doing it? 
-how am I doing it? 
-Object of the play: TO ENDURE LIFE 
-Action of the play: TO PROTECT THEI R DREAMS 
-Tom's dr ec:.m world 
-that he is a lover, a hunter , a fi ghter, a poet; 
above being a warehouseman and care t ake r of t wo 
unbearable women 
-Laura 's dream vw rld 
-that life i s like her gl as s menager ie where all 
exist toge t her regardless of d iff erenc es and 
non makes any demand on any other 
-Amanda's dr eam world . 
-that life was like she says her yout h was, and 
tha t her daughter is c apable of wi nni ng a husband 
who c an t ake c are of Laura, and of course, Amanda 
Stage Manager's Rehearsa l Notes 
Notes - 14 April 1959 
-page 11: Jim r epresents fulfillment 
-cynical about everything 
-dream unfulfilled thru Jim 
-Tom bitter over father, sardonic 
-scene one take s place on sunday afternoon 
-page 12: 
-Amanda upsets all Tom's meals t his way 
-page 13: 
-Amanda telling of her gentlemen c-allers is Wi.llisms way: 
of telling us of her pa s t and dream---exposition 
-Laura: "Yes, but let her tell it .. 11 ---sh ows Laura's passivty 
-Tom: "How did you entertain all those gentlemen cal.:lers?n, 
he is egging her on 
-page 14: 
-Amanda gets carried away with her 0\\'!1 talking, car:J:~ ied 
on by her emotion 
-page 15: 
-Amanda: "Dec eption, deception, deception"., she i s very 
disappointed, "VVhy, why, why? 11 , I did everyth ing, I c an't 
believe it, can't understand it, it wa s f or your own 
g cod, you disappointed me 
-during Amanda's spe ech 11Yes, oh, oh, oh.u, she is dip-
lomatically cutting when speaking as herself and the 
tec.cher, and then very bitter and sharp when she men-
tions the things that Laura did v,rrong 
-Laura is trying t o dodge t he issue and Amanda knows t h is 
-page 17: 
-Laura is trying to make the is sue s ound light, but .Amanda 
is really down on her 
-Amanda t r ies to hurt Laura for hurting her 
-page 18: 
-Laura 's flimsy excuses, saying, 11 f l ease understand" to 
Amanda 
-.Amanda: "Why, why, why?", she is very disappointed 
-Laura can!t stand to see Amanda suff.er 
-page •24.:. 
-Tom's speech 11No? Well you're right., 11---he tells her all 
these things because he knows the s e are all the t h ings 
Amanda doesn't want him to be or do (opium dens, cat 
houses, etc-) 
-page 25: 
-Tom: 
-trying to escape s eli' and situation 
-talking to keep himself from B.lmost having a break 
dov,rn 
- would almost cry 
-covers all emotions up with talk, talks about 
fantastic t h ings 
-real l y saw all he mentions to Laura 
-page 26: 
-Tom: 11 Get me out of t his 2x4 situation.,n and "Rise and 
Sl:iirie -• ", a nd drops each s hoe as he takes it off, 
defiance to Amanda 
-page 27: 
-Laura: "soon as I get my coat ony an excuse to talk t o 
Tom 
-page 28 : 
-neither is goin g to talk first, but Tom relents 
-p a.ge 30: 
-ili11anda: "Not everybody has a craze for adventure 11 , you 
want adventure, my husband did, he left and I'm stuck 
here, you're not going to leave me here! 
-page 33: 
-Tom is very bitter during narration 
-page 3~ : 
-Tom playing with Amanda, leading her on j ust for the 
sadistic fun of it 
-page 37: 
-Tom: "1 will t hink that over and see what I c an make 
of it", being facetious 
- page 38: 
-.A..manda doesn t t unde 1.·stand about radio-engineering 
-page 46: . 
-Jim: "Comics? Sports!", p .m a man, comics are for kids, 
s poTts is what men read, Tom offers Jim · the comic s 
not as a joke, but this is all he thinks J -i m is vvc :rth 
-page 49: 
-Tom is .very embarrassed by Amanda 
-page 56: 
-Jim: nyou're the one who always· came in l aten, and "how 
did I ever get started calling y ou a name like 
that? 11 ----he keeps putting his foot in his mouth 
111 remember , you sort of stuck py y ourselT 11 , his 
sense of c ompassion. 
Note s - 17 April 1959 · 
-improvisations on scene one didn 't work out 
-Dick will bloclc each scene 
-some ove1·lap each do..y· to c over :pE,_st blocking 
-should be able t o block t wo scenes a day, thus after 
bl ccking is set will be able t o run acts 
-Nancy t ook rehea.rsal 
- i mprovisations are not n oted as in 16 April l S59 
notes, she d i dn't know· I wanted this done although 
she knew I to ok down all on 16 .April 1959 
Notes - 28 April 1 959 
-action for sc en e 5 
-Laura 
-to mitigate, to bring peace i nt o the ·home, ._. t o 
apologize to Amanda 
Notes - 29 April 1959 
- discus sion on scene 5 
-Bob: Tom wants peac e vd th Amanda , he r love · and under- · 
standing 
-Dick : he wants t hes e all t he time 
- Dicl:.:: wha t ar e Tom's conditions for. staying? 
~lie : goes ·back -becaus e of his tremendous· sense 
. of obligation, but . he cannot stand t o hear 
her _bitching 
-Tom hates the 11 apartment physical ", he fe el t rapped , 
smothered _ 
-La.ura wants Tom and Amanda t o make up , so her world wi l l 
be s afe again, t heir fighting is a t hreat to her security 
-Arna.nda ~vants t o · show Tom t hey need h i s heop o.nd him, 
things canno t go on without him 
Notes.;.,; 30April 1959 
-one month between sc snes 5 and 6 
-Tom's action: t o reveal pos s i ble consequences, he know·s 
it won't do any good , kids Amanda 
-:-Amanda 's goal is to ask Tom to bring h ome a gentleman 
c a l l er 
-Tom knows right a way what Amanda is Uf to 
-Tom surprises Amanda by t ell i ng her he has found a 
gentleman caller 
-their relationshi ps are l evelled out again 
-after Tom tells her , Amanda acts like a child with a piece 
of candy at a cir cus 
-Dick: Tom c an further hi s dream, live i n peace and live 
his ~ife a s we wants by bringing home a gentl eman caller , 
for a while , at le:::. s t 
- Tom i s we ak in that he doesn't fight fo r wha t he vrants 
- end of play: Tom is &. l .ost man , has fulfilled his 
dream by leaving home , but t he sense of obligation i s 
s till wit h him 
-director's i dea t hat there c an be hope , but is left up 
to t h e audience to decide , each i nd i vi dua l f or hims elf 
-T om is embarrass ed t o bring Jim home 
- Dick: Tom has t o s how concern f or Laura , hopes Amanda 
doesn 't expec t t oo much of Lo.ura 
Character Backgr ounds 
(Gr oQp and Individual First I mpressions) 
Character Background (first impres s i ons) 
12 .April 1.959 
Amanda, age 50'ish 
-everything seen in retr ospect, rosier 
-the man she marr ied vm s ['roba.bly her last chanc e at 
marriage, about 25 when marri ed 
- when young travell ed in· circle s outside he r clas s , a 
social climber; vocabulary very pseudo-affectatious, 
wanted to be part of a better circle 
-family not we o.l thy , middle cla. s s 
-believes al l she s ays (17 gentleman cal l er s, etc.) 
-aggressive, probably tolera ted in the commu nity a t 
the D • .A.R., etc. . 
- when Jim comes, s he lays it on a s thick a.nd he2_vy a s 
pos s i b l e . 
-the men she mentions tha t she lmew in her youn ger days 
she probLbly danced with at one of the many s ocial 
affairs 
-her "gentleman call ers" most l ikel y t hought , .nch, my 
God , here come s the crack pot • .All she \vants t o d o 
is pi c k jonquils." 
-forc Ed her s elf on people 
-she believes a ll she s ay s and you l et her 
-her husband snowed the whol e tovm including her, 
he was a drunkard, shiftle s s , weak, Amanda. drove 
him away, c ontributed to his drinking 
-rationalizes a great deal 
-her dream: 
- men are gentlemen 
-ultra romantic: moonlight, r oses, maid s , and money, 
t hese are the i mportant things in l ife 
-her source of · i ncon:te is Tom 
-once in a while she'll work, for instance making the 
~50.00 fo r Laura's cours e a t the busines s c ol~eg e 
- works only to fulf i ll her dream, it is an extension 
of h er dream 
-she doesn't work becaus e: 
- women in "her" clas s don't 
-it's the depression , j ob s a r e n ot pl ent iful 
- knows how t o t a lk B.nd a p1;roach si t uati ons 
-concern f or Laura keeps her h ome , part of her rea son 
for not working 
-not practica l in certain r espect s 
-she does r ealistic things t o ful fil l her i llusions 
-becomes nasty, mean, when facing reality 
-be as my dreams are or don't c ome near me, get out 
of my world 
-as an audience we have to like her 
-her c oncern fo r her ch ildren are in terms of t he way 
she believ es t h ings should be: 
-Laura should be l ike .Amanda when she was y oung 
-Tom should be a 11gentlemann, not have any vices 
-her illusionary past is helping her t o endur e life now 
- whether her past is true we are now c onfr ont ed with this 
s i t uation 
- s bmehow or other she manag ed t o ge t into a pr e t ty go0d 
gi rls ' fin i shing sch ool wher e she c ould ob s erve gi r ls 
fr om bet t er s oc i a l backgr ounds and thu s get to danc e.s 
-grammar school and high schcol or di nary 
-became ag gres s ive i n her s oc i al c l i mb ing 
- was _I:.retty when y ou ng 
-good conver s a tional i st 1 
-fell into the romantic .old Sou t h af fecta tion 
-her social goa l t hwar ted when she married Wi ngfiel d 
- her a ggres s i on soc i ally has bec ome an obse s s i on 
-s entimenta l in the worst way 
-a "christian martyr" 
-mercurial emot i onally 
**n.b . see 14 April 1 95~ of note s f or mor e 
Character Bac kgr ound (first i mpres s i ons) 
12 April 1959 
Tom, ag e 22 
-loves his mother and sister 
-th inks sister is an i nva lid, is s orry f or her 
- went through high school and i mmedia tely t o the ware-
house (six years a go), no t very social i n h i gh ~chuol 
-knew of J"im in high school 
- kept t c hims·elf 
-had to work after school 
- whole l l fe c antered around the apartment 
-feels Amanda i s c hoking him because she's aggres s ive, 
won 't let him pursue wha t he wants to do 
-six years ol d wh en his father l ef t , is very much like 
h i s father, builds u r! in his mind why his fathe r left, 
doesn't reall y l',:novv , he be lieve s he l eft to find adven-
ture 
-idolizes his f c.ther bec e,use he escaped from t he c hoki ng 
-the big thing ab out his father is tha t he LEFT 
-fa t her left behind his pic tur e and some phonograph 
r ec ords 
-believes man is a l over, a hunter , a poet, an adventurer , 
belie ves his father was all thes e PLUS sruart enough to 
get out · 
-as Narrator very diff erent: 
-talks abeut the way t he world rea l l y is 
-the other 11 kids 11 of 1 935 wanted adventure but d i d 
n othing about it, he ran away to look for it 
-noble because he does stick around the h ouse r egar dless 
of .Amanda and her badgering 
-th e movies are his momentary esc ape into adventure , 
also drinks 
-pays union clues as a defia.nce, revenge to .Amand <:.. for· 
wha t she's done to him, a .small attempt at fighting back 
-Amanda blames Tom for Jim's being engaged a nd tell s h i m 
t o go, t his gives hire the out he needs; in his l a s t 
soliloquy he still has t h is trememdous sens e of obli-
gation, and we see h i m to be a very los t person, per-
haps wor se off t han when he was at home 
-left h ome as soon a s Amanda s a i d to get out 
-momen t arily fo r gets his obligations during t he last 
few lines betvveen he and Amanda 
-has keen insight 
-his poetry is an extension: doesn't wan t t o identify 
with the warehouse or reality, the guys at the war ehouse 
don' t even t :ni nk of poetry or even ge gin to understand 
it 
-doesn't wat to fac e the fact that he's prob ably only 
go cd enough to work i n the warehouse, a_nd no t much e lse 
-sens i tive, has the poetry in h im 
-thinks of life in other terms t han making .a dol lar 
- writes because he can't face reality 
-not poetry for poetry's sake 
-mo cdy, passive, able to and does get violently angry 
-realistic in that> ,even though it hur ts him , he stays 
with J~anda and Laura 
-worn out, tired 
**n. b . see notes for 14 April 195 9 for more 
Character Bac kgr ound (first impres s ions ) 
1 2 April 1959 
Laura, age 24 
-one memory, Jim, a passing acquaintance in high school 
-Jim '\'as t he only one she r emembers because she 'Nas 
attracted to him_ b ec ause she was r e co&nized by hi m as 
a .person, an ent1ty----the onl y over (a lmost) ever to 
s peak to her 
-this h ouse is going t o be herlife : 
- Amanda and her t a.les 
- her records 
- her brother will write 
-she knows she'll never have a gentleman c aller 
-.Amanda's hopes and tales don't d i sturb her 
-she never vvan ts t o meet any one 
-would have c ome to the table if it had been anyone 
but Jim, come s only bec a_use .Amanda calls her 
-thinks about Jim a lot 
-general emotion: 
- very intense 
- all feeling c ontained within but it will never 
be t apped by Amanda or Torn 
-understands t he glass animals , esp ecial ly the 
Unicorn which is symbolic for her 
-not bitter 
-so fri ghtened of living that practical things don't 
matter to her 
-selfish 
-came i nto full c ontact with reality onc e or t wi ce , hurt 
badly, doe sn't want to touch it again or be touched 
by it 
- doesn't know how to behave with people 
-no sophistica tion 
-very naive a bout people 
-emotiona lly and intell ectually at a loss 
-surprised at her own emotion with Jim 
-dialogue simple , childlike 
-once v;,ra rmed up , very straight forward 
* n.b. see notes , 14 April 1959 for more 
Cha racter Background (first impre ss ions) 
12 April 1959 
Jim O'Connor (Gentleman Caller ) age 24 
-family financially bet t er off t han t h e "if{ingfields, f & ther 
had a s te ady j ob , t he children di dn 't ha ve to work after 
school · 
- wants to achieve the material gain for hims elf thot h is 
fc.mily had 
-lives at home, attached to parents but free t o pursue 
his own ambitions · 
- does he love Betty in all the romant ic sense of the 
word love? 
-foot ball hero in high school 
- wants t o make his mar k in the worl d 
- h is ambition is pushing him , no t Betty 
-fe ~l s tha t Bet ~y is the bes t girl for him in terms of 
his future---Irish, Catholic, a homeb ody 
-:he di d very well ac ademically whil e i n school · 
-sees educa tion a s a means of get t i n g ahead 
- h i gh school W&. S the ultimate t o him in educ a tion , one 
had to have a hi gh school d i r l oma 
-n ot a scholar, h as the basic in many fields of :k..nowl edge, 
but do~sn't s ee how reading , for examrl e , outside h is 
ma in fi eld of i nteres t i s going t o benefi t him 
-after high school went t o work at t h e s hoe warehous e , 
but ha sn't made any progress , so now he i s go ing t o 
night school ge t t ing more educ a tion 
-hides his f eelings · . 
-believes you have to be the sal esman ( s l a p on the back , 
cigar , smile, the gl ad hand and t he di r ty j oke ) i n 
order t o get ahead 
-sentimental c. nd sensitive because of his Irish- P.  rne r ic a.n 
background 
-inconsistent i n t ha t there is a great attachment to his 
mother, and he is very sentiment al about her, but in 
the busin ess wor ld t Li.s is glossed over by the sales-
man 
-very taken by .Amanda because she a ppears to be everyt h i ng 
(personality-wise) t hat he would l ike to be · 
-very emotional, but not maudlin 
-in his scene with Lauro. he find s a moment thc:.t he ' 11 
never find with Betty , or ever agai n-----they achieve 
some t hing that will last t he r est of t he ir lives 
-he had a resp ect for h i ms elf upon gr aduation from h igh 
school but woke u p to t he f act th~t he wasn't as good 
as he t hought he was 
-he now has a new r espect for himself but it i s more 
ma tur e , res pnct i s on a high l e vel, a more mature 
f oundation 
- he's slightly afrai d of t he wor ld and r eal i t y , but he's 
going to fight it to be s omething 
-not t oo good l ooki ng 
-nea t, a l ways was; d r esses well, c onscious of clothes 
because of t he c ourse in public speuk ing 
-as a symbol, "the long-del ayed but a l ways expectsd 
someth i ng t ha t we live for". 
**n.b. see Log of 12 April 1959 for bas i s of ab ove rema r ks , 
s ee notes of 14 April 1959 for more. 
Character Relationshi ps 
and 
Character Obj ectives 
Charac t er Relationships 
13 April. 1959 
Tom's relationspip to: 
-Jini 
- looked up to him during high school 
in the wal 'ehouse Jim s ho·ws an interest in 
Tom, is nice t o him 
- Tom doesn't want to identify with Jim, t h inks 
Jim's trying t o improve hi:wself is unim-
portant 
- offers Jim t he comic s because t his is all Jim 
is -worth to Tom 
-Laura 
-has a great love for her 
-ha s an awarenes s of her sensitivity 
-believes she dQ_esn' t face life like he does 
-understands why she has the menE.gerie but can't 
appreciat e it 
-a very warm u nderstanding between them 
- .. Amanda 
-uncomfortable with her, she rides him, he tries 
to understand her but c an 't see compl .etely 
through her 
-she tries to d·estroy his needs 
-can't see she is pushing him out of her own need 
- he believes she do-esn't face life as he u. oes 
.-she inhibits him, chokes him 
Amanda 's rela tionshi p to: 
-Tom · 
- gets angry because he diso"beys her with his books 
and going to the movies 
-her biggest fear is that he will become like his 
fa t her, overjoyed wh en he apologizes, n ovv he is 
going t o be the way she wan ts him t o be 
- wants .him to 1be a gentleman, all men should _,be 
gentl.emen 
-Laura 
-loves Laura, something very lovely about her 
-can't u nderstand why Laur a quits the business 
c ollege, t hrows up on the floor, c ouldn't talk 
wi th anyone at the Young People's League 
- wants her t o have charm, vivacity, but ab ove a l.l 
charm 
- viants her t o forg e t she's crippl ed 
-disappointed in her quittiqg college because 
Laura has disappointed her 
Laura 
-passive to Tom and Amanda 
-tolerates Amanda more than Tom, his drinking dis-
turb s her 
-doesn't contribute to either relationship 
-has c..lready achieved her dream, v;hereas Tom and 
Amanda have not achieved t heirs 
-re sponsive t o Jim, but later retreats t o her dream 
Character Objectives 
13 .April 1959 
-for all the characters: to protect and fulfill their 
i ndividual dreams 
Forces of Oppos ition 
-character 
Tom •• . . ., .. " 
-opposition 
• ..Amanda 
Laura. • • • • • • • ..Amanda 
Jim • • • • • • • , Laura 
(for a moment when Betty becomes unimpOl~tant) 
Amanda. • • 
II 
II 
. . 
• Tom 
Laura 
Jim . . . 
(when .Amanda lec.rns t hat Jim is 
engaged, but i mmediately puts 
the blame on Tom) 
Actors' Analysis of the Characters 
and 
Critiques of the Dir ector 
**Note: I requested these papers in hope that the 
process might benefit both . the ViiTi ter and 
the read er, however little real effor t 
was made consequently failing t o produce 
anything educationally va luable.. Hovrever, 
if made part of the Production Book re-
quirement and part ·of Thea tre Practice 
requirement it might prove very worth-
while in fu ture producti on books .. 
i:Un:.:.mda l-Jingf'iold i s a character I-Ii th great hop e . This keep s 
her going , a l ong l,.Ji t h the dream tha t her ch ildren Hill be '.-·That 
she 1•J.ai1ts them to be. She i s c ontinua lly stl"'ugg lin g a.rJ.d -;-:or k ing 
r"or them and a ll f or their g ood she t h ink s . Her ch i l dren are 
her only possess i ons and Hi thout them her drea:.'tl is not oven 
approached . Hor early lii'e in the §outh is f ood for h er , .for t hi s 
is the w~ .. y li.fo should be . Ever ything she has 211 d -~,;ants t o have 
depend s on her children. The p l ay is a cons ta...l'lt s truggle .for 
her, and t he conf l i ct lies i n the .f a c t that v.rhat she 1-tant s .for 
them, they don 1 t Hant n or even c are about . 
Linda Dresser 
Fu., . Cermele ' s adlnirable poin t as a director I feel lies 
in fi rst b eing suro of' U.."lder s tandin g the play and each charac ter . 
He is the .;--u i de --but to hirn it is v el"Y irnport e..1 .t that all t h0 
:fa c et s of the char a c ter are c ons idere d , f or examp le--even in sit -
uations ou ts i de of the play . >,ne ther his inter pre t ation of t h e 
p l ay i s righ t or 1-.Jro:ng , he d oes have one , ru1.d Hill Hor k to p r o duce 
it . He g oes be1ovl the surfac e to find ou.t Hhat the characters 
are l ike i n al l s ituations . 
At the beginning we i·wr k ed slm--Ily , For king on a ;3 cene a 
day a.11.d gi~adually pulling t h em tog ether . UnderstLmdine; t ho char -
a c ter a.11.d t h en being able to b ecome i t are t v:o different things , 
and this is Hhere I t h ink mor e c ould have been dono . I r ealize 
t h e actress or actor mu s t c·wrk c ons iderably on thi s , but I think 
the director shoul d cont inue trying to pul l out Hh at evor is no t 
there and should be there . 
Linda Dres s er 
To t he Director: Dick Cermele 
It vras a plea sur e to h ave had the o l:.,por· tunity to work 
with you and be i ng able to play the part of 11 Tom 11 w I am 
gr a teful to you for the op por tunityw 
The problems tha t we had wor king together must ha ve 
been so slight that it is imf os sib le for me t o r ecall 
any val i d criticisms in your direction and production 
of the play. 
I fe el that we both agre ed on the character of Tom 
quite closely and this _was a big- factor from having any 
trouble in trying to develop the role. The role was 
probably far from completion, but at l east t he way you 
let u s work and the proceed:ure you carried on i n your 
rehearsals from the first day to the l a st made it much 
ea sier fo r me in getting a deeper a nd bet t er insight 
into Tomw 
I thought it was a joy the way rehear sals were p12nned 
and wor ked on .. 
I can only compl ement you on your dir ection, being one 
of the most c apable directors I ha ve worked with in my 
limit ed ex~erience and no t fe eli ng any displea sure or 
strong disagreement ih the direction of the s how. 
Also your a ttitude , encouragement, friendlines s and 
patience, be s ide y our detailed work have made me resp ect 
you as a director. 
Bob Levy 
ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTER OF h~URA 
in William' s The Glass Menagerie 
and 
A SHORT CRITIQUE OF THE DIRECTOR 
by Eileen Mitchell 
( a.s Laura.) 
The Glass Menagerie 
The Director: Dick Cerme l e 
When a d irector knows wha t he wants and expects it 
for the go od of the presenta tion it instills an en-
thusiasm and c onfidence in the c;,ctor s and t echnical 
p-eople. Dick I feel never worked b y hit and miss 
techniques on t his production.. He never gave me 
personna l l y t t e fe eling t hat he v.ras a t a lo ss fo r an 
expl anaticn of a piece of direction or a justification 
why he interpreted th is cr that a certain way. Dick is 
atritulate and can say what he has to in terms the actor 
need s , to create pictures i n the mind for a certa in 
bea t or action. 
The interpretation has been questioned b; many i n 
t he school but Dick saw it a certa i n way and follo-Ned 
t hr ough on it. v~~ether it wa s right is a question whic h 
c onc erns Di~k and his fe eling to wards the opinirins ex-
pressed since the production. One i n t ere s ting f a ct is 
tha t the show did arouse a l ot of debate amon g t he s t u-
dents. This is all part of the l earning pr ocess, that's 
why such a fine play was undertaken. I know Dick saw 
many little t hing s he could have changed but he di d not 
budge on his interpre t a tion, t he over-all one tha t is .. 
We to ok t his play scene b y sc ene at fir s t and vmrked 
on t hem and the beats within them. Under Dick's sugges tion 
we d i d improvisations early i n the rehears a l period , this 
helped t o clearify certain points. 
In every production there are moments 6f di sagreement 
of compromise of question , when the se moments arose a s 
they inevitably do they were d i scussed until I could act 
without being bothered by the feeling that it was un-
justified or just wrong for the character in terms of 
t he interpreta tion. 
The Gentleman Caller (Jim) 
Jim is a man who will .attain some of the · r eco gnition 
he needs i n life. He is a d reamer like the other three 
characters in the play but is one who takes realistic 
steps toward achi eving his dr eam. He t ak e s more of a 
part i n the socia l world about him because he needs 
friends, he ha s to be part of the ingroup. Jim is in-
secure, he has an inferiority complex, which he admits 
to Laura he had, but wouldn't admit to anyone he still 
has. Jim found out tha t he had to have mor e t han a 
high school education and a write-ur in the 11 Torch" .. 
At this point in his life he s eems to have r ecovered 
from the blow of disappointment at not rising quickly 
up the ladder of success, and seems to ha ve c ome to 
the conclusion that what he ne ed s is the things we 
s ee him studying in night school: public speaking and 
radio engineering. Jim is learning to have a ready 
smile and bubbling personality, however he does over-
compensate for his insecure feeling s . Jim lNants to 
have the material luxurie s of l i fe and the normal 
accomplishments of eve ry comfortable executive type . 
He doesn't crave t he adventure of Tom and could be 
ve ry satisfied with Betty and a few kid s in a nice 
colonial-cape in the suberbs a nd the adventure of a fis h-
ing trip with junior over the week-end. Jim is not 
ambassador, he is not go od at diplomacy, hasn't much 
tact, however, Jim is a man who is sensitive to ot her 
pe opl~, he over compensa tes but unconsciously . He chews 
gum but with a childish innocence n ot the vul garity 
of the ill-mannered. He seems insens itive at times 
with La ~ra but he enjoys people and is l earning from 
them. He appreciates Amanda because she seems t o have 
t he qualities that he is s eeking : confidence, the 
abilitt to ~arry on a-conversation, wit. Jim can 
s ee in Laura that side of his nature he doesn't 
want to show. Jim tries in a good na tured w.ay to 
help her and make the best of t he evening. 
Don Ulrich 
Reviews and Criticisms · of the New York Production 
1945 
Reviews of Orignial New York Production, 1845, and other 
articles c oncerning the l;lay 
New York Times, 2 April 1945 
-Amanda : blowzy, flut t ery, impoverished -r,-roman living 
on memories of flower scented Southern :past 
-qualities of humor and unr.ierstanding 
- amu s ing and pathetic . 
-bit of a snob, bit of a scold 
-finery threadbare, kept only f or separate occasions 
-trying best or childr en i n t er ms of past i nstead 
of futur e 
- played softly , lines made t o sing 
-seems ·t o mumble 
-gestures vague an d fluttery 
- Wil liams' dialogue 
-faintly sardonic, ULex}ac ted phr ases , affecti c,n for 
his characters 
New York Heral d Tribune, 2 .:April 1945 
-lack of action i n beginning 
-though pathetic situation:1 . its underlined with humor 
- A.raanda cherishes her chilciren t o the point of tyranny 
since her husband .left her 
~shows pride of t he fallen Nhen she -dons her old evening 
dress, or when she describes · her ol d populo.rity a t the 
l ong ago cotill i on 
-she i s grim~y de termined when she man i pul ates her 
daughter's meeting with t he gentl eman c a l l er 
-amusing and vague and old-womanish as she putters ab cut 
t h e h use or tells her childr en t o ea t s lovlfly 
- dm•mright hateful and stubborn when she cla shes with 
her son 
-T om rad i a t es wise., good humor of script 
- William s gives u s a play in his s earching but alway s 
l oving examination of f our ordinary people in hard 
times, giving it body by packing it with visua l and 
spoken comnientary on t his c omplicated business of 
living 
Catholic Wor l d 
-Amanda seems t o s peak in whispers yet c an be heard 
in the farthest balc ony seat. Her Southern acc ent 
is never accented and ye t it c ol ors not only her d iction, 
her gestures ........ she i s fluttery, pathetic, c omic, 
trag ic and domina tes imperc epticly t he wh ole action 
- an unfinished t c.~le of four people told by one of t h em 
Commonvveal 
-no structure, fragmentary, illogical< . 
(*n .. b.for.gets this is a memory play , t hus giving licens e 
for illogicality) 
Nation (Krutch) 
-all of Amanda 's vocabula ry, her standards, her pl an s 
are in terms of the de ad past 
-she is vulgar, nagging, unr eas onable, she is a.lso des-
perate, pa t hetic, and generally hopeless in a fi ght 
against overwhelming odds 
-th e insubstantial, unconvincing wisp of a 11 little Ne11rr 
Laura does not belong in t he same world as the one her 
mother s o s olidly inhabits 
New Republic (Stark Young) 
-narrator's s peech should be emotionally integra t ed 
with his story, for though he is narrating his dre am 
he is experiencing . the <1ream as he narra tes it ( vvhich 
should make a diff erence) · 
-Amanda is both appalling and human, c old and l oving 
-Laura is a dreamer, wonded and h alf-out-of-this-world 
young girl 
Saturday Review (John Mas on Brown) 
-play of mood s , a stwiy in frustrati on 
-plotless play 
-based on incident rather than pl ot 
-Williams' -:::·om!ern vd th Vihat lie s under the surface 
of events, small happenings which can l oom so large 
i n lives of unhappy people . 
-he sh ows us the hopes 7 such as happenings c an quic ken, 
the memor ies they stir, the transformation they are 
able to eff ect, and the despai r they often evoke 
Time 
-.Amanda 's mumbled words, flutter y gesture s , Uiilipredictable 
movemen t s, small chang es of pace and stres s , bit by 
bit revealing what she 1-s-,.was>,th inks she vv-as, pret end s 
to be, vaguely dreams of yet bec oming 
Current Biogra-phy, 1946 (Tennes s ee Williams) 
-referring to his sister·' s collection of glass animals~ 
nBy poetic ass ociation . they came to represent in my 
memory all the softest emotions that be long to 
recoll ections of things past. They stood for a ll 
t h e tender things that relive the austere pa ttern 
of life and make it en<;iurable to the s ensitive" .. 
Production and Teclmical Staff 
GLA.SS NENAGERIE 
PRODUCTION AriD TI•;CHNICAI. STAFF 
Stage r4anage:r 
Assistant Stage Manager 
Designer 
Cost,UlJI..e Desigl'l 
Light Desienar 
Property Chief 
S!)tmd 
Stephen Ve:r.nick 
Kenneth Anderson 
Rene R:.:mcourt 
Chrlst,opher Marsh 
Jon Adams 
Ph1.lip Castle 
Samir Farah 
Brian St -~ Pierra 
Stephen Schwartz 
I>'Iary· McElroy 
Elaine Greenfield 
Abby-Jane Klueppelberg 
f1iriam Levy 
Barbara Pethick 
Sandra Yanowl tz 
~-Tar-ie Di111onde 
Loi.s Rooks 
Neva Anderson 
J cyce Anderson 
·Hendy Schooley 
Da'\~d Cook 
Nancy Solomon 
Patricia Trapp 
Virgil Johnson 
Rebecca Pyle 
Jane Desmon 
M8.rilyn Lapides 
Direc t or's Sug gested Scenic Outline 
Scenic outline for Glass Mena gerie 
-pla y i s memory (ex pressionistic) 
- very se l ective 
-feeling we mu s t get of Wingfiel d fl a t i s vrhat is i n Tom 's mind 
only~ not how one might s ee it i n real ity 
-sens e of hardly being ther e visually ~ but a t s~me time an 
emotional fe eling of being closed in~ surrounded~ ensl2ved 
- while t h e set c annot dominate but must completely t ake a 
subordi nate position visually, we mus t get the feeling of a 
d ingy~ ol d , che a:p fla t built during the l a tter part of the 
nineteenth century 
-pa inted wa l ls and woodwork that need repaint ing badly 
-old brick exteriors for a partmen t building~ dcnce hall~ 
etc. 
-old fences 
-floor plan re quirements 
-living room 
-to hold daybed ( sofa ), armchair, roenag er i e , t able, victrola , 
telephon e t able, end t able , etc., wi t h ampl e sp~ce t o move 
a r ound room 
- di n ing room 
-=-d ining t &b le, t hr e e chairs, with ample s pa.ce to move a round 
ro om 
-door to kitchen off d ining room 
-open a rch or connection of some sor t bet·ween living room <'".nd 
dining room 
-fire esc ape outs i ne of front door off living ro om wi t h roor . 
enough for four people and ha s sock 
- alley off of fi r e escape 
- dance hall off all ey with window 
*s ince t his is a product of his memor,l (almost ~ dr eam) we 
mi ght see the set as comyl e tely isole.tea from .a l l other 
sug gestions of physical_ surroundings , or , simply, we see 
only wh~t he sees, and t hey are t he e l ements tha t recall 
t~'1is memory~ t h is dream : t he apartment (and wha t it con-
t a.ins as stated previously), the fire esc ape, and the 
dance hall----------there is n ot h i ng else but void 6r 
darkness. 
*note: I will expect from you a statement of intent i n 
scenic de s ign (organized , neat~ and t yped). also 
sketches of sets~ paint s amples, and ground plan 
not l a ter t han 18 May 1959 f or the Produc tion Book . 
This is part of your assignment. 
- · - ---------
Gr ound Plan and Platform Arrangement 
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Director's Suggested Lighting Outline 
Lighting outl ine for Glass Menagerie 
- pl ay i s memory (expressionis tic) 
-very s elective 
-feeling we mu s t get of Wingfie l !i fl.a t i s wha t is in Tom ' s rr. i nd 
onl y , not how one mi ght see it i n reality 
-sens e of hardly b·eing there visually, but at s ame time an 
emotional feeling of being c l os ed in, surrounded , enslaved 
-dreams tend to exa ggera te t heir elements 
-Laura , Tom, Amanda , Gentleman Caller, would be spotlighted 
at particular times to give - them focal center, emphas i s , 
in relation to othen in a particular sequence 
-inanimate e l ement s included in t nis "special" r ecognition 
are the menagerie, father's picture, phonograph, etc. 
-summarily, then, what we should see i s the characters h i gh -
lighted or a lmost glowing like the traditional s aints' 
pictures, vvith everything else (set, props, furniture) 
merely suggested and not visually sta ted , except for t h e 
menagerie , the photogr~ph, Tom's are a on t he fire escape , 
the phonogra ph, etc., which have to receive "specia lsll a t 
particular times. 
*note: I will expect from you .a sta temen t of intent i n 
lighting design (organized , n eat, and typed ) also 
a light plot and instrument schedule not l a ter 
than 18 May 1959 for the Production Book . This 
is part of your assignment. 
Statement of Intent by the Lighting Designer 
THE GLASS MENAGERIE 
Lighting Resume 
Mary R. Pyle,lighting designer 
My intention in the lighting for this play was simply 
to crea te mood, a s well a s light the actors. I tried to 
keep a s much light a s possible off t h e specific set, yet 
at the same time indica te a s much of t he set a s possible. 
The gels were selected at first to give shape to the a ctors, 
using warm and cool colors. 
The a ctual lighting which was done brought many difficulties 
in achieving the intended end. Because of the size of the 
s et , which extended from wall to wa l l of room 210 and left 
ha rdly any room a t a ll, virtually none, for side l ighting , 
pr a ctically all the l ighting had to be done from the front. 
Also, because of the l a ck of pipes out front, we ended our 
problem by erecting booms, seven, a long the sides of t he 
r oom and tried to g et a s good an angle as possible. The 
colors of the gels were changed to a lmost all wa rm tones---
because of the l u. ck of space we had t o utilize every one of 
the t\..renty-one lights to cover as much of an area a s possible . 
Consequently, we never got quite t he eff ect we wished . The 
lack of just the right equipment for such a small angle and throw 
caused spill, we ha d only one ma jor shadow on t he se t a nd 
thi s \.Jas due to a bulb f a ilure the second night. 
In c onclusion, all tha t I can s ay i s tha t '..Eith the limita tions 
put upon the crews and staff for this production, I think tha t 
we did a s well as could have been expected and tha t the light i ng 
was quite satisfactory. 
Director's Suggest~d Co s t~~e Outline 
Costume suggestions for Glass Menagerie 
Act 1, scene 1 
-Tom 
-tight wool skull cap (do.rk blue or black) 
-turtle neck pull-over or sailor over-short-coo.t (blue or black) 
-both worn over the follo~ing: 
-old Qr ess shirt (no tie) 
-old slacks (not khaki or ch ino): 
-bl&ck or brown belt 
-chea. p socks 
-old brown or black shoes 
-Ame:;,nda 
- house type dress, worn and f a ded 
-low heeled (matronly) blac rl: or brown shoes 
-sheer stockings with seams 
-s ome type of dust cap 
-Laura 
-cheap dress, nice but simple 
-sheer stockings with seo.ms 
-oxfords 
Act 1, scene 2 
-Amanda 
-the following items old and worn, but with a sense 
of bei ng ma inta ined: 
- winter coat 
-hat 
-pocket book 
-gloves 
*same shoes, stockings &nd dress a s act 1, scene 1 
-Laura 
-same as act l, scene 1 
Act l, scene 3 
-Tom 
-sa ilor hat and coat (or sweo.ter) 
-then, same a s a ct 1, sc ene 1 fo r all three characters, plus 
a worn, old ove r coa t for Torn 
Act 1, scene 4 
-Laura 
-the following are not new, not old, but cheap: 
-night go·l'm 
-robe 
-slippers 
-Tom 
-the follo wing is worn over the act 1, sc ene 1 costume: 
-overcoat 
-hat 
-j acket 
Act 1, scene 5 
-Laura 
-following is worn over act 1, sc ene 1 cos t ume: 
-overcoa t 
- woolen pull-on type hat 
-Tom 
-the followi ng i s worn over act. 1, scene 1 costume: 
-overcoat 
-hat 
- ear muffs 
- muffler 
- Amanda 
- night govm 
-robe (probably her husb o.nd' s old one) 
-slippers 
Act 1, scene 6 
-Tom 
-s a ilor ha t and coat (or swe a ter) 
- then, s ame costume a s sc ene 1, act 1 with different shir t 
- sui t j ac ke t 
- Amanda 
-s ame costume as act 1, scene 1, but different dr ess 
-Laura 
-same costume as ac t 1, scene l, but different dres s 
- a pron over dres s 
Act 2 , sc enes 7 a nd 8 
-Tom 
-sa ilor ha t and coat (or sweater) 
-then, suit wi t h s hirt, t i e , e tc., no t opcoc. t, no ha t 
-Laura 
-pretty dr ess , cheap but pretty (modes t t ype) 
-fla ts 
-ribb on in ha ir 
- Amanda 
-s tart s s cene i n costume of ac t 1, sc ene 6 
-changes to ol d , sumrner ' dress she wore as a girl 
-faded , out of style, to o young f or her 
-Jim 
- doub l e brea sted suit, shirt, tie , belt, socks 
-black or bro·.m shoes 
-ha t 
-trench coa t over a r m 
-~all ab ove i s oui te i n good condition , pressed-------he 
is a v er y preientable type fel l ow. 
*note: I will expect from you a statemen t of i nt ent in 
costume design (organi zed , nea~, and t yped ) , also 
c os tume sketches and swatches (.if possible) , not 
later than 18 May 195~ for t he ~reduction Book. 
This is part of your assignment. 
Director's Suggestions fo r Properties and Furniture 
Pr oper t ic;: s and Furniture f or Gla s s Mena ge .·i e 
- Glc. ss Swan , unico n, an o -ch er gl a s s o ~ ·nament s 
- y earbook (p ogr am i n book) 
- c i ga r e ttes a.n mat ches (Tom r nd J i m) 
- f olded news paper (2 ) 
- typewr i t e r , typewr i t er t abl e , cha i r , char t s (4 ) 
-thre e d in~er pl te s , fo r ks , etc . 
- ash t rc..y 
- a. l a r m clock 
- r a t t l e , muff l er and s carf (ra i nbow colored ) 
,-·t ;o pi l lows fo r c uch (claybe r ) 
-two po ;·rde r puff s 
-va s e ( · f; ;"', ·-....J 
- te l c ph ne (upr i ght t ype ) 
-la ce t~bl ec loth, t hr e e dinner pl& t es , f our se t s s ilver1s r e , 
c&ndel ab r a , dec · n ter (color ed N&ter ), t wo wi ne gl ~ s ·s , 
sil ve r coffee po t 'ana suga r c.nd cre ctme ::.· , four cups c:~nd 
s· uc er· s 
-j onquils (8 t o 12 ) 
-che dng gum 
- p ne i l 
-l i f e savers ( r int s ) 
- di n ing r oom t abl wi t h t hree cha i r s 
- daybe with cover 
-t ~ o pencil s t o clip i nto Tom' s shir t pocke t 
-fr \ y d che · p pa per bbck of poe t ry fo r Tom' s back pocke t i n t r ous er s 
- wedd i ng band for Aman tla . 
- t r &y t o nol d three cups and s ·ucers 
- pic tur e of "dad", lar er t han l l fe (has t o be rno.de) 
-old phonogr a p r ecor ·ings (1920 ' s and 1900 's) 
- thr e e or four s ingl e keys 
- movi e ticket s t ubs (25-50) 
- empt y wh i skey bottle ( smal l) 
-empty c iga ett8 packs (2 or 3 ) 
-books cf matches (5 to 10) 
-old victr ol tha t works 
- a r m cha ir 
- hassock on f i re e sc &pe 
- dish t mvel 
-fl oor l a.m p wi t h r ose colored l arr p s hade 
-te l ephone t c..bl e 
- a piAc e of f ur11i t u e t o · con t a i n at lea s t t wo she1 ves of 
gl as ::, ornaments 
- end t ··ble f or off of da.yb ed 
- one cer- eal b0\11 
-slip covers f r d.ybed and a r m cha i r 
*not e: I will expect a com lete proper t y ar"d fur ni tur e pl ot 
f r om you (or gani ze , nea t and typed) not l ater t han 
16 1 ay l '- b8 fo r t he Pr oduction Book . Thi s i s par t 
of your as s i gnment 
Actual Property Plot 
and 
St a tement by Property Chief 
PROPERTIES FOR 11 THE GLASS MENAGERIE11 
~~ Jane Desmon, Prop 0rew Chief 
I • H!.J..ND PROPS 
noisemaker-a groger 
ticket stubs- movie stubs(about 50) 
empty wiskey bottle-1/5 th bottle 
poetry book-small leather bou:do_ book to fit into 
pocket 
uniom caro_-cardboard Ivi erchant Seaman card 
magic scarf- three shades of red , med . size 
matches-about 20 
4 dinner size plates blue and vvhi te design 
4 sets of silverware- l lcnife,4 spoons, 4 forks 
lnTine decanter 
coffee mug 
cereal bo Y.rl 
3 coffee cups and saucers ( same as dinner plates) 
tray-vmoden , handle med . size 
candleabra- 3 holder pewter antique 
ihewspaper- st. Lolilis Herald v1/ sports section and 
front page . 
2 powder puffs-med. sized pink 
dozen jonquils-artificial 
vase- small transperant green ,long and thin 
3 lemonade glasses w/ 3 cherries 
dish tovvel 
muffler-dark green 
2 poli shing cloths for menagerie 
unicorn- horse v;/ scotch tape horn 
HAND PROP S(CON'T) 
3 candy baskets 
.... paclcs of Camels :; 
l_~ packs of \nlri gley ' s swn 
1 clip on pencil 
1 loose key-small 
1 set of keys 
2 packs of pepermint li fesavers 
yearbook-"Torch11 
II FURNITURE 
;j :en:a taoiLes -2 f our· legged half' cut tables , 1 four legged 
small square table 
dinning room table-small round table 
5 rugs- 2 large rugs , 8x8 blue(pale) , 8x9 woven oriental 
3 small throw rugs-lgray braided 
l woven oriental 
l fringed 
victrola-old mahogany wind-up table model 
vic table-square table painted to match vic 
hassock-small round maroon 
coat racl{ • 
daybed 
large arm chair 
menagel''ie tabl e- three shelved v.raist hi gh small table 
floor l amp \'r/ rose colored shade-gold g ~1 ose nec.k 
4 dinni ng room chairs 
III SET DRESSI NGS 
2 daybed cover>s - lbright yellovv 
lflo1nrerecl print w/ blue bac1cground( l a r ge roses) 
2 arm chaj_r covers-1 flo\vered print vr/ maroon back . (large ro s es) 
1 dark green vv/ vrhi te piping 
4 throvr pillovrs -2 maroom 
2 quilted green 
lace table cloth- large 
SET DRESSINGS(CON'T) 
11 glas s animals transperant 3inch an . 
2 horses 
1 dashhound 
1 elephant 
1 s vran 
1 rainc1e er 
1 2inch horse 
2 ~~ II. birds 
1 very small owel 
1 unicorn(hand pro~) 
picture frame- 20x 24 1tT/ 1 8x 20 picture of " dad'' 
IV POSITION OF PROPS 
Act 1- On Stage 
glas s menagerie-DL (vr/ animals &yearbook ...,v; cloth) 
muffler-on coat rack UL 
chair vr/ cover-LC 
side table next to chair- LC ( ,v; ash tray) 
small table vi/ vic-UC 
hassocl(- UL (next to coat racld 
dinning room table w/ polishing cloth & animal-UR 
three dining room chairs round table-UR(l Act) 
add chair -Act2 
sofa -vv/ 2 pi llmvs-DR 
4 legged end table\'1/ telephone & typing chart~DR 
4-legged end table-UR J /picture of "Dad11 U L WALL 
.rugs_ OtHt'.AJ& I.'J (, ~ t) t, r;:, ,. ,£•. , .... .. 
• \ ·, J ' Off Left 
noisemaker 
empty whiskey bott l e 
ticket stubs 
poetry book 
union card 
magic scarf 
Camels & matches 
POSITI N OF PROPS (CON'T) 
Off Ri ght 
4 plates -floor lamp 
3 cuns &saucers 
sil vervrai'e 
coffee mug 
cereal bowl 
newspaper 
table cloth 
candleabra vr/ 3 canctles 
2 powder puf f s 
dish towel 
de cantor 
flowers w/ vase 
tray 1v/ 3 coffee cup s 
3 lemonade gl asses 
knit t ing 
Personal 
Camels & matches -Tpm 
Camels, matche s, gt~ ,lifesavers,pencil-Jim 
hanker chief, v-redding band- Amanda 
Act 2-0n Stage 
add lamp- UL(behind chair) 
a dd X dinning room chair 
new covers on daybed & chair 
add new pillows on daybed 
add unicorn - menagerie table 
set table-table cloth,4 plates, 4 wine glasses,silverware, 
candleabra,decantor,ash tray 
powder puff s-on daybed 
newspaper-daybed 
, 
POSITI ON OF PROPS(CON'T) 
has s ock-LC ' in line w/ US leg of chair 
close door 
strike cloth fro m yearbook 
Personal 
union card- Tom 
v~:-_ As far as the props of the shovv vvere concerned my aims 
were as follows: I tried to get all the props 
as described in the script , the style furniture 
of the period Hihh Amandas character in mind , ie , 
~ 
the type of furniture Amanda \VOuld hav)t in home; 
to dress t he set according to the script , Amanda& 
the director,and to do these things as inexpensively as 
possible . After all t he prpps were got t en , I then 
set up a good running prop list , distrubited 
th(!) running of them t o my crew and savr to it that 
0 
they ran sm~thly , quickly , and efficentl y . I also 
tried to help the actors as much as possible , by 
having their props ready and v1aiting for them. 
Two prop tables w·ere set up , one off Lebht for Toms 
props only anc1 the main table off Right . All in all, 
I fe el that my aims were done as effectivly a s I 
lliad hoped they vmuld be , and I was quite s a tisfied 
with t he way t he props were handeled . 
Director's Su gg ested Sound Out l ine 
Sound for Gla s s Menagerie 
-backgr ound music 
-"old" phonograph music 
-dance hall "waltz" music 
-alarm clock 
-deep s ounding church chimes 
-to chi~e five o'clock and six o'clock 
*note: I will expect Ct. cor.iplete sound execution plot (organized, 
neat, and typed) from not later than 18 May 1959 for 
the Production Book. This is part of your as s ignment. 
Actual Sound Plot 
Sourxl Plot for The Glass Menagerie 
Act I 
Cue #1 - Pre-Show Music 
Cue #2 - nives" - cut #3 
Cue #3 - Glass Menagerie Music 
Cue #4 II II II 
Cue #6 II II II 
Cue # 7 n II II 
Cue #8 - II II II 
Five church bongs at beginn i ng of scene #4 
Six 11 11 11 n rr n #5 
Alarm clock rings on sixth bong 
Cue #9 - Glass Menagerie Music (cut 2;3,6 ,1<± ) 
Cue r/lla - Poi nciana 
Cue #12 - Glass Menagerie Music 
Act II 
Cue #13 - Entre'Acte: 11 Ives 11 - cut 3 
Cue #13b - Waltz: 11Jeanine, I Dream of Lilic Time 11 
Cue #-1 4 - Glass Menagerie Music 
Cue #15 - II It II 
Cue #16c - Waltz: 11 The Waltz You Saved For Merr 
Cue #17- Glass Menagerie Music 
Cue #·18 - II II II 
